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 Life in the time of 

corona

by Swapnaz Bora

 I, Me, Myself:

Maini Mahanta

 Call me by my 

name

by Niloy Kurmi

 Know your world:

Barbie doll

Neelotpal Deka

 Book Nook, Picture 

Crossword.

 Plus Quiz, Poems, 

My Viewpoint, Little 

Hearts, Comics and other 

features.

Our leaders have already

become self-reliant in social

media.

JOCOSERIOUS

WORLDWORLDWORLDWORLDWORLD
Confirmed cases 5,028,323

Cured/Discharged 1,982,669

Death 326,062

INDIAINDIAINDIAINDIAINDIA

Confirmed cases 106,724

Cured/Discharged 42,265

Death 3,303

ASSAMASSAMASSAMASSAMASSAM
Confirmed cases 185

Cured/Discharged 48

Death 4

Data as on Wednesday

NEW DELHI, May 20:

The Central and state govern-

ments’ advertising arms owe

between Rs 1,500 crore and

Rs 1,800 crore to various

media houses going by indus-

try estimates, the Indian

Centre, States owe huge dues
to media houses, INS tells SC

Newspaper Society(INS) has

told the Supreme Court, and

expressed fears that there is

little prospect of recovering

the arrears any time soon.

The INS made this sub-

mission in an affidavit while

highlighting the financial con-

straints faced by the media

industry which was also

flagged by the News Broad-

casters Association (NBA).

In a separate affidavit, the

NBA said due to spread of

COVID-19 and lockdown

measures, the business of the

entire industry which was al-

ready under a deep financial

constraint, has been “ex-

tremely severely affected”.

Terming the situation as

“unprecedented”, the NBA

further said that no packages

or measures have been an-

nounced for news broadcast-

ers by the government, even

as their business collapsed.

The affidavits by the INS and

the IBA were filed in response

to the notices issued by an apex

court  bench headed by Justice

N V Ramana on a PIL by three

journalists bodies – National

Alliance of Journalists, Delhi

Union of Journalists and Brihan-

mumbai Union of Journalists.

RON DUARAH

DIBRUGARH, May 20:

Oil India Limited (OIL) to-

day clarified that the pro-

posed drilling activity for

crude oil at the Dibru

Saikhowa National Park will

be an eco-friendly oil explo-

ration activity. The company

said it will deploy the Extend-

ed Reach Drilling (ERD)

technology, and claimed that

this will have no impact on

the flora and fauna of the Di-

bru Saikhowa National Park.

ERD technology is also

known as horizontal drilling.

Under this process, the drill-

Dibru Saikhowa drilling
will be eco-friendly: OIL

ing rig will be located far out-

side the national park, and the

oil/gas extraction pipes will

travel horizontally deep un-

der the earth’s surface, to

reach the desired places of

potential oil reserves.

The Ministry of Environ-

ment, Forest and Climate

Change has accorded envi-

ronmental clearance for ex-

tension drilling and testing of

Hydrocarbons at 7 locations

under Dibru-Saikhowa Na-

tional Park in Tinsukia district

to the company. This infor-

mation as per statutory re-

quirement was published as

newspaper advertisements.

“It has been observed that

post publication of the adver-

tisement certain section of

the stakeholders have ex-

pressed their concern as-

suming that OIL will be op-

erating inside the national

park. In this regard, OIL

management would like to

share the following informa-

tion for the benefit of all

stakeholders so that they can

be reassured that OIL’s op-

erations will have no impact

on the Dibru-Saikhowa Na-

tional Park Area,” said an OIL

press release.
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Air service
NEW DELHI, May 20:

Domestic passenger air
service will recommence
in a calibrated manner from
May 25, Civil Aviation
Minister Hardeep Singh
Puri tweeted here today.
An SOP for passenger
movement is being
finalised. – Spl
Correspondent

Farm workers
NEW DELHI, May 20:

A group of 21 migrant
workers, who have lost
their jobs, are on their
way to Assam from Mohali
in Punjab on bicycles.
Most of the farm workers
hail from Kokrajhar
district. The group
started their journey on
May 17. – Spl
Correspondent

Directive
GUWAHATI, May 20:

The State government has
asked all deputy
commissioners to set up
separate crematoriums and
kabarsthans in their
districts for performing last
rites of people who die due
to COVID-19. – Staff
Reporter

Food scheme
NEW DELHI, May 20:

The Union Cabinet today
gave approval for a new
Central scheme with an
outlay of Rs 10,000 crore
for providing credit-
linked subsidy to two
lakh micro food
processing units in the
country. – PTI

SIVASISH THAKUR

GUWAHATI, May 20: The Deh-

ing Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary and the

larger Dehing Patkai Elephant Re-

serve that constitute one of the last

vestiges of the country’s rainforests

have been faced with an unprece-

dented crisis, stemming ironically

from the callous handling by the au-

thorities mandated with the task of

forest protection.

In a shocking instance of protec-

tors turning predators, the National

Board for Wildlife (NBWL) under

the Union Ministry of Environment,

Forest and Climate Change had dur-

ing the nationwide lockdown given

the green signal to the Coal India

Limited to use 98.59 hectares of land

of a proposed reserve forest (PRF)

belonging to the Dehing Patkai Ele-

Dehing Patkai crisis: when protectors turn predators
phant Reserve for coal mining.

Significantly, while a little more

than half (57.02 hectares) of forest

land has already been used for min-

ing by Coal India Limited for years,

albeit in violation of forest rules, it is

the NBWL approval to allow the rest

41.39 hectares for coal extraction that

has stunned conservation circles.

The unbroken area in Saleki PRF

comprising a forested hill slope

forms an elephant corridor linking it

with the adjoining Deomali Elephant

Reserve of Arunachal Pradesh.

Conservationists believe that mat-

ters stand worsened by the Assam

forest department’s inertia on the

issue, as it has failed to put up a strong

stance opposing the Centre’s move.

“This could well mark the begin-

ning of the end for the pristine ele-

phant habitat, which also shelters

wide-ranging flora and fauna, many

endemic to the region. Being a rain-

forest, its biodiversity is fabulous and

the services they provide are immeas-

urable,” a conservationist having a long

association with the area said.

The forest department, however,

argues that since it is only the stage-I

clearance by the NBWL, there is still

hope to scuttle the move. “For the

new unbroken area Coal India is seek-

ing, it will be considered only after the

user agency submits a feasibility re-

port for underground mining, togeth-

er with submission of its compliance

report regarding fulfilment of 28 strin-

gent conditions,” a top forest official

told The Assam Tribune.

The official added that the NBWL in

allocating new areas of the forest for

coal mining came as a shock for the

department “as we have been trying

hard to contain illegal mining in and

around the area and had taken up the

matter with the Centre much earlier.”

The forest authorities have also

reasoned that the mining areas in ques-

tion are some 15 km off the 111.19-sq

km Dehing Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary,

the core area of the Elephant Reserve,

and not in the sanctuary as reported in

a section of the media.
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Suklabaidya to
visit sanctuary

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 20: In

view of the public opposition

to coal mining in Dehing

Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary,

Chief Minister Sarbananda

Sonowal today directed En-

vironment and Forest Min-

ister Parimal Suklabaidya to

visit the area for taking stock

of the ground situation there.

Sonowal said the Govern-

ment of Assam is committed

to protect the environment

and biodiversity of the State

and will not compromise with

its stand in the name of devel-

opment initiatives. The gov-

ernment always underscored

the need to sustain develop-

ment in sync with its ecology,

he said in a statement.

Cyclone alert
in Guwahati
STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 20: In

view of the warning that the

super cyclone Amphan may

hit Kamrup (Metropolitan)

district any moment, the Dis-

trict Disaster Management

Authority (DDMA) has

sounded an alert thereby di-

recting the entire line depart-

ments to remain prepared to

face any kind of disaster.

 “There is a likelihood of a

widespread effect of cyclone.

Hence, all the Head of the de-

partments may keep their of-

ficials and equipment ready to

tackle any situation that may

arise during and after the cy-

clone,” an official correspond-

ence from the DDMA stated.

“People of the district are

also requested to keep them-

selves ready to face the cy-

clone and to be careful in

dealing with the situation. All

emergency requirements

may be checked immediate-

ly,” the DDMA notice said.

Further, the DDMA also

urged the APDCL, Forest,

telecom services, Fire and

Emergency services and

Public Works Department to

ensure round-the-clock read-

iness of their staff and ma-

chineries to deal with the

immediate requirements.

According to MET depart-

ment, rain and thundershow-

ers with strong gusty winds

is likely to hit Guwahati along

with several other parts of

Assam in the next 48 hours.

Super cyclonic Amphan to-

day made a landfall today.

RITURAJ BORTHAKUR

GUWAHATI, May 20:

The same L-type strain of

the novel coronavirus –

which has its lineage to

Wuhan in China – is domi-

nant in Assam, studies have

revealed.

“Two strains were ob-

served in the first three

cases of COVID-19 in Ker-

ala – the S-type and L-type.

However, later it was ob-

served that L-type was

dominant across the coun-

try as has been the case

across the globe,” Dr B

Borkakoty of Regional

COVID-19: L-type strain
dominant in Assam

Medical Research Centre,

Lahowal said.

He further said that scien-

tists are now grouping the

SARS-CoV-2 into different

clades and subclades each

dominant within specific ge-

ographical regions.

The L-type strain was con-

sidered to be prevalent dur-

ing the early stages of the

outbreak in Wuhan and was

considered to be more ag-

gressive and contagious.

However, later studies did

not document any such ag-

gressiveness of this strain.

The S-type, which is evolu-

tionarily older, is being slow-

ly replaced by the L-type or

the Clade G which has high

transmissibility.

In January, the prevalence

of the S-type strain was

around 36 per cent of the cas-

es. However, its dominance

went on waning after that, Dr

Borkakoty said.

In April, the Lahowal-

based RMRC had developed

a TSP-PCR based test which

can detect the L-type and the

S-type  strains of the novel

coronavirus in three hours

and found that the Assam

strains are of L-type.
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STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 20:
The number of COVID-19
cases in the State reached
185 today, with 28 more
persons testing positive
for the virus.

Eight of the new cases are

from Hojai, two from Sonit-

pur and one each from Kam-

rup Metro, Kamrup, Nagaon

and Karimganj districts.

Fourteen new cases are from

Sarusajai quarantine centre.

Meanwhile, in view of the

rising number of COVID-19

cases, the health department

has decided to keep two hos-

pitals in Guwahati on stand-

by to accommodate patients.

28 more cases take
State tally to 185

Sonapur, Kalapahar hospitals to treat COVID-19 patients
Health Minister Himanta

Biswa Sarma today visited

both the Sonapur District Hos-

pital and Kalapahar TB Hospi-

tal and asked the administra-

tion to ramp up preparations.

The Sonapur hospital was

earlier used as a COVID-19

hospital, but was later

opened for general patients.

“The Kalapahar hospital is

a quarantine centre as of now.

We are putting 140 new beds

there to accommodate pa-

tients. At Sonapur, we will

get 80 beds,” Sarma said.

Also, by May 27, the new unit

at GMCH will be ready and it

will have around 200 beds. The

government also plans to build

a set-up to accommodate 1,000

patients in the city.

“We will be needing more

beds as this cycle of quaran-

tine, testing and positive cas-

es will continue for the next

two months,” he said.

Three positive patients –

one from Hojai and two from

Nalbari, who went missing

last night, were later caught

by police.

Meanwhile, seven patients,

including Dr Likhithesh from

GMCH, were discharged to-

day. Two other discharged pa-

tients are from Jorhat Medical

College & Hospital and four

from Silchar Medical College

& Hospital. With this, the ac-

tive cases count now stands at

102 and discharged 48.

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 20:

Chief Minister Sarbananda

Sonowal today urged the

public and private sector

banks of the State to devise

a standard operating proce-

dure (SOP) to maximise

credit flow to MSMEs and

other stressed sectors in the

backdrop of Prime Minis-

ter’s stimulus package

worth Rs 20 lakh crore to

galvanise the economy that

was hit hard by the nation-

wide lockdown.

While speaking at a special

State-level Bankers Com-

mittee meeting here, the

Chief Minister said under

present circumstances the

stimulus package is a histor-

ic announcement by the

Prime Minister and the

banks must seize this oppor-

Maximise credit flow to stressed
sectors, CM tells banks

tunity to rejuvenate the bat-

tered economy.

Observing that the

MSME sector is one of the

core areas of the State’s econ-

omy, Sonowal urged the

banks to reach out to the en-

trepreneurs during this

time of distress with more

credit flow.

The Chief Minister also

suggested the banks to come

out with an SOP to ensure

maximum disbursal of loans

so that there is more liquidi-

ty in the market. He said the

State government would

form a committee, including

representatives from banks,

for better execution of the

economic package.

Urging the bankers to be

positive in their outlook, the

Chief Minister advised them

to hold meetings with stake-

holders to negate the possi-

bility of the loans turning

into bad loans. He said the

COVID-19 pandemic had

been an eye opener in terms

of the State’s strengths and

weaknesses in the econom-

ic sector and it was time to

capitalise the learning to

reap dividends to boost the

economy.
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Activists of AASU and other organisations staging protest against green signal to coal
mining in Dehing Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary, in Tinsukia on Wednesday. – UB Photos
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IN LOVING MEMORY

RANJAY MAHANTA
27.09.1985 – 21.05.2019

Its the body that dies not the

soul. We miss you every

single day. In remembrance

Family Members. Phone No.

86380-20510, 84029-25228.

CD/In Memo/P/SP000078/1

Pradip Kumar Lahkar
Birth: 26.02.1948

Demise: 21.05.2017

Today, on your Third Death

Anniversary, we remember you with

great respect and love. Your

principles and words of wisdom had

always guided us and will continue

to do so. We pray for the eternal

bliss of your soul.

In remembrance

Mrs. Rohini Lahkar (Wife)

Mr. Siddhartha Pradip Lahkar

(Son)

Mrs. Priyanka Bhuyan Lahkar

(Daughter-in-law)

Dr. Nandita Lahkar Kalita

(Daughter)

Dr. Sanjeev Kalita (Son-in-law)

Beltola, Guwahati

In Memoriam

CD/In Memo/P/AP000024/1

CD/Obituary/...../1

Urgently required retd. Bankers/

Govt. Officials for Guwahati.

Earning 45000/month.

Contact : 87249-67620, 97062-

26337.

SV/P/AC000063/12

Urgently required Class 10 pass

Male for a Cleaning Service

Company at Guwahati. Call :

70020-55137.

SV/P/AC000149/1

Wanted Tele Caller, excellent

Communicator, superior people

skills, presentation skills,

rejection handling skills,

English, Hindi fluency. Salary,

incentive. Call : 76378-97726.

SV/P/AC000151/1

Interested candidate can send their

resume or can submit at Radiant

International School Office,

Sonapur (Radiant B.Ed. College)

for engagement of Faculties for

2 years & 4 years regular B.Ed.

course by 25.05.2020. Email:

contact@radiantinternational

school.in Contact : 91019-44250.

SV/P/SP000079/1

Reputed company urgently

requires for Guwahati Legal

Executive (LLB) expert in

typing. Salary Rs. 10,000 mail

CV to:- hrd.servicesindia@

gmail.com. Ph. 9706543386/

9706506839.

SV/P/SP000080/1

Start your career as Dy.Manager

(IT) with a salary of Rs.8 lakh

PA* in India’s 3rd largest Private

Sector Bank on successful

completion of 18 weeks Banking

Technology Program. Eligibility

: BE/B.Tech all branches 2017

passout onwards having 60% &

in X, XII also. Virtual Learning

Classroom,OJT/Internship .Batch

commencing in June. Contact :

9365747674 ( 11 am -7 pm). to

register for Online test.

Edu/P/NP000031/1

100% experienced home Tutor

for (XI-XII) Physics, Chemistry,

Mathematics. P.C.M. Point.

9678990167.

Tuition/P/AC000037/29

Economics, English, Education,

Spoken English and Health

Fitness training (Online) Crash

Course also available, 33 yrs.

experienced Teacher, Ph. 76359-

42619.

Tuition/RP000028/1

One part house Ganeshguri RGB

Roadside for Store/Mini Office/

residence, 60002-87013.

TL/P/NP000033/1

*1/2/3 BHK DELUXE FLATS

WITH SWIMMING POOL

AND ALL MODERN

AMENITIES ARE

AVAILABLE FOR SALE AT

AZARA GUWAHATI.

PLEASE CALL DEBAJIT

BARUAH: 97060-44971,

MONOJ BARUAH- 97060-

47971. Website:

www.baruahconstruction.com

H&F/RL000002/7

*1/2/3 BHK DELUXE FLATS

WITH SWIMMING POOL

AND ALL MODERN

AMENITIES ARE

AVAILABLE FOR SALE AT

KHANA-MUKH  AND SOS

AIRPORT ROAD.PLEASE

CALL  : TULIKA: 86176-

06774, 97060-55971, DHIRAJ:

70029-13857 BARUAH

CONSTRUCTION. Website:

www.baruahconstruction.com

H&F/RL000003/7

Save yourself from dust and

infection! For sanitization and

professional cleaning of home,

office and commercial place

please contact : 70052-09490,

70862-75092.

Sanitization/BL000045/7

For rent approx. 600 sq.ft. (170

+ 205 + 217) at 1st floor on VIP

Road, Narengi (Near Ganesh

Mandir). Contact : 94351-

43969, 86381-02561.

CS/RP00031/7

Required Commercial space of

300-600 sq.ft. & 1500-3000

sq.ft. in ground floor for

Pharmacy & Departmental Store

anywhere in Guwahati. Call :

73990-04889.

CS/BL000047/1

As per Affidavit No. 24AA

420387 before the Notary

Kamrup(M) Guwahati dated

18.05.2020, my correct name is

Dr. (Mrs.) Subrata Sarmah

Bhattacharya and not Subrata

Sharma.

PN/BL000046/1

My name is Jinu Bora after

marriage my name is being Jinu

Bora Saikia by an affidavit in

the District Magistrate, Nagaon

on 30.11.2019, I have changed

my name to Jinu Saikia, it is

known to all.

PN/P/NP000035/1

“Abandoned Vehicles” The

following vehicles are lying

abandoned in our workshop

premises for over 1year. Owner

are hereby requested to contact

TI Ford Guwahati, at

9706045516, within 15days,

failing which, the vehicles will

be scrapped at the sole discretion

of the Dealer. AS01Z3938, Ikon,

Chasis No-MAJAXXM

RTA6SA8787, Owner- Puspa

Chetri AS01AE0187, Ikon,

Chasis No-MAJAXXM

RTA7L17894, Owner-Md ldrish

Ali AS01BB0500Figo, Chasis

No- MAJ1XXMRJ1CD02183,

Owner- Snigdha Barman, AS01

AU6593, Figo, Chasis No- MAJ

1XXMRJ1 BE36853, Owner-

Amarash Kalita, AS18A9899.

Figo, Chasis No- MAJ1XXMRJ1

BC04062, Owner- Ali Hussain,

AS01GC 2845, Figo, Chasis No-

M A J 1 X X M R J 1 F C 8 0 7 9 3 ,

Owner- Bina Choudhury,

AS01AY0006. Endeavor,

Chasis No- MAJUXXMR2UBY

54743, Owner Girish Chandra

Sharma. Regards, TI Motors

Pvt.Ltd, Lastgate, Ghy-6.

PN/P/AC000150/1

1 Bigha myadi land

(Lankeswar, Jalukbari)

Plottingwise 11 Lakhs/Katha.

#60018-25795.

L&P/P/RC000001/15

Home Nursing Care, Baby

Care. Patients Care. Contact:

8638895299, 86387- 22884.

Nursing/P/AP000019/15

We provide home Nursing Care

baby care, patient care at home

Ph. 88256-26975, 76358-

54941.

Nursing/P/NP000030/2

2500 to 98,000 sq.ft. Industrial

Shed/Warehouse, Godown at

Khanapara, Beltola, Lokhra,

Amingaon, Changsari, Mirza.

94354-03986.

Godown/P/AC000050/30

Get your airconditioner

serviced before summer sets in!

Best and authentic AC repairing

and servicing in Guwahati

and Kamrup Rural Area!

Contact 70052-09490, 70862-

75092

Rep & Servicing/BL000044/7

Rhino Packers, Sixmile

M:98644-69464, Local shifting

M:94018-22253 (All India),

Packers & Transportation

Household Goods.

P&M/P/AC000113/30

R.D. Packers & Carriers,

Household, Shifting local &

National. Contact : 94353-

46000, 0361-2236400.

P&M/P/AC000067/15

INTERNATIONAL

DHAKA, May 20: Bang-

ladesh has shifted over two

million people to storm shel-

ters and deployed the military

to deal with the powerful cy-

clone Amphan which is set to

make a landfall on the costal dis-

tricts, Prime Minister Sheikh

Hasina said on Wednesday.

Authorities have already

raised the alert level to ‘great

danger’ for some districts in

the country as the cyclone, the

most powerful storm since

cyclone Sidr killed nearly

3,500 people in 2007, was ap-

proaching the coastline.

“We have the preparations

(to face cyclone Amphan). We

are taking all possible measures

that we should adopt for pro-

tecting the lives and properties

of the people from the cy-

clone,” Prime Minister Hasina

told a meeting of the National

Disaster Management Council

(NDMC) formed to review the

preparations in

facing the possi-

ble assault of the

super cyclone.

“ Tw e n t y -

lakh people

have so  far been

evacuated to

the cyclone

centres as part

of the prior

preparation,”

Hasina was

quoted as say-

ing by The Dai-

ly Star newspa-

per.

The Bangladesh Army,

Navy and Air Force have made

preparations to tackle the su-

per cyclone which has moved

within 400 km of Bangladesh’s

coast and is expected to make

landfall on Wednesday evening,

Bdnews24.com reported.

A Bangladesh Red Crescent

Society (BDRC) volunteer

drowned on Wednesday when

a boat capsized while evacuat-

ing villagers to safety in south-

western Patuakhali, becoming

the first victim of Amphan.

“He was on a boat along with

four others when

a sudden storm

under advancing

Amphan’s influ-

ence overturned

it. Three others

managed to es-

cape,” BDRC’s

cyclone prepared-

ness programme

officer Nurul Is-

lam Khan told

PTI.

Meanwhile, on-

rush of waters

washed away

some 740 houses

in Patuakhali as an advanced

surge of tide cracked a coast-

al embankment while the cy-

clone was approaching with

its main brunt, officials said.

Officials said people agreed

to leave their vulnerable homes

in the past few hours after offi-

cials convinced them about the

intensity of Amphan, feared to

be the deadliest in entire South

Asian region in two decades.

“So far 23,90,307 people

have been moved to safety

along with over half-a-million

cattle... The increased number

of people prompted us to in-

crease the number of cyclone

shelters from 12,078 to 14,336

in 19 of the southern coastal

districts, State Minister for

Disaster Management Enam-

ur Rahman told a media brief-

ing in the afternoon.

The Navy has deployed 25

ships as part of three-tier ef-

forts to conduct emergency

rescue, relief and medical op-

erations in the immediate af-

termath of the super cyclone,

the report said. – PTI

Cyclone Amphan: Bangladesh shifts over two
million people; armed forces put on alert

SIDON, May 20: Twenty

years after Hezbollah guerril-

las pushed Israel’s last troops

from southern Lebanon, both

sides are gearing up for a pos-

sible war that neither seems

to want.

Israeli troops are striking

Hezbollah targets in neigh-

bouring Syria and drilling for

what could be an invasion of

Lebanon. Hezbollah is beefing

up its own forces and threat-

ening to invade Israel. The bit-

ter enemies routinely ex-

change warnings and threats.

“We are preparing serious-

ly for the next war. We’re not

taking any shortcuts because

we understand we have to be

extremely strong to defeat the

enemy,” said Col Israel Frie-

dler, an Israeli commander

who has been overseeing a

weeks-long exercise simulat-

ing war with Hezbollah at a

base in northern Israel.

20 years after withdrawal,
Israel, Hezbollah brace for war

Hezbollah emerged as a rag-

tag guerrilla group in the

1980s, fund-

ed by Iran to

battle Israeli

troops occu-

pying south-

ern Lebanon.

A protracted

g u e r r i l l a

war, charac-

terised by

r o a d s i d e

bombs and

sniper at-

tacks, even-

tually forced

Israel to

withdraw in

May 2000.

With the exception of an in-

conclusive, monthlong war in

2006, the volatile frontier has

largely remained calm.

Since then, Hezbollah has

evolved into the most power-

ful military and political entity

in Lebanon. The party and its

allies dominate Lebanon’s Par-

liament and are

the main power

behind Prime

Minister Hassan

Diab’s govern-

ment.

“Domestical-

ly, Hezbollah has

emerged to be-

come the pre-

ponderant force

in Lebanon,” said

Hilal Khashan, a

Political Science

professor at the

American Uni-

versity in Beirut.

But regionally,

he said, “the position of Hez-

bollah is precarious” due to Is-

raeli pressure, domestic tur-

moil and problems for its Ira-

nian benefactors.

The group can ill afford an-

other massive clash with Isra-

el. The Lebanese economy is

in a shambles, around half the

population is now estimated to

live in poverty, including in

Hezbollah strongholds” and

the group’s finances are suf-

fering because of US sanctions

imposed on it and Iran.

The group also suffered

heavy losses in the Syrian civ-

il war, losing some 2,000 fight-

ers while battling alongside

the forces of Syria’s President

Bashar Assad. Once seen as a

liberation movement, Hezbol-

lah is now seen by many in

Lebanon and the region as an

Iranian pawn.

Qassim Qassir, an expert on

Hezbollah, says the group has

no interest in going to war but

has been preparing for battle

for a long time. “The battle

will not be a battle of missiles

only,” he said, a reference that

Hezbollah might try to invade

parts of northern Israel. – AP

LONDON, May 20: Scien-

tists, including one of Indian-

origin, have shown that an al-

ternating cycle of 50 days of

strict lockdown followed by 30

days of easing can effectively

reduce the number of COV-

ID-19-related deaths, and low-

er admissions to intensive care

units in hospitals.

Since no effective treat-

ments or vaccine for COVID-

19 is available, reducing virus

transmission via measures like

isolating suspected infected

individuals, school closures,

and lockdowns are crucial, ac-

cording to the researchers,

including Rajiv Chowdhury

from the University of Cam-

bridge in the UK.

 While such measures are ef-

fective at slowing disease spread

and preventing health systems

becoming overwhelmed, they

can also lead to job losses and

social disruption, noted the study

published in the European Jour-

nal of Epidemiology.

The scientists said there is

growing concern that these

interventions may be unsus-

tainable over the long term.

Hence they suggested an

approach of alternating strict-

er measures with intervals of

relaxed social distancing.

They said this strategy

could be enforced with meas-

ures of effective “test-contact

trace-isolate”, and shielding of

the vulnerable kept in place.

 In the study, the scientists

assessed the difference in im-

pact between strategies aimed

at mitigation, and those aimed

at suppression.

Mitigation measures like

physical distancing, hygiene

rules, case-based isolation, re-

stricting of large public events,

and school closures, can reduce

the number of new infections,

but at a relatively slow rate,

they explained.

On the other hand, the study

said suppression measures can

lead to a faster reduction in the

number of new infections by

applying additional interven-

tions like  lockdown.

In the first scenario, they mod-

elled the impact of imposing no

measures and found that the

number of patients requiring

treatment in intensive care units

quickly exceed the available ca-

pacity significantly for every sin-

gle country, including India.

According to the study, this

may result in a total of 7.8 -

million deaths across the 16

countries considered in the

modelling study. – PTI

‘Rolling 50/30 day cycles of lockdown,
relaxation can help manage COVID-19’

SARS antibody
found to

neutralise
COVID-19

SAN FRANCISCO,

May 20: An antibody first

identified in a blood sam-

ple from a patient who re-

covered from Severe

Acute Respiratory Syn-

drome (SARS) in 2003

has demonstrated ability

to prevent SARS-CoV-2

live virus infection of cells

in laboratory, says a study,

raising new hope in the

fight against COVID-19.

The antibody, called

S309, is now on a fast-track

development and testing

path at San Francisco-head-

quartered Vir Biotechnol-

ogy in the next step toward

possible clinical trials.

The initial results, pub-

lished in the journal Nature,
could ultimately pave the

way for using the S309 anti-

body, alone or in a mixture,

as a preventive measure for

people at high-risk of expo-

sure to the COVID-19 coro-

navirus or as post-exposure

therapy to limit or treat se-

vere illness, according to the

scientists. – IANS

Afghan attacks
kill 23

KABUL, May 20: Gunmen

killed 14 people in two sepa-

rate attacks in Afghanistan

while the Taliban targeted pro-

government checkpoints in the

northeast, killing nine militia-

men, officials said on Wednes-

day, the latest in relentless vi-

olence that continues to plague

the war-torn nation.

The attacks came against

the backdrop of renewed UN

calls for an end to violence

and as Washington's special

peace envoy, Zalmay Khalil-

zad, embarked on another

round of talks with the Tali-

ban to press them to start

negotiating with the newly

reconciled Afghan political

leadership in Kabul.

In Parwan province, north of

the capital, Kabul, an unknown

number of gunmen stormed a

mosque late on Tuesday, kill-

ing 11 worshipers and wound-

ing several others, said Wah-

ida Shahkar, spokeswoman for

the provincial Governor. Re-

ports earlier in the day said

eight were killed.

Also late on Tuesday, gun-

men in eastern Khost prov-

ince attacked a family return-

ing home from a nearby

mosque, killing three broth-

ers, according to Adil Haidari,

spokesman for the provincial

police chief. In both attacks, the

gunmen fled the scene.

No one claimed responsibil-

ity for either attack but the

Taliban promptly denied in-

volvement. – AP

NEW YORK, May 20: Researchers

have revealed that stress, lack of au-

tonomy and ability at the workplace or

due to the demanding jobs can lead to

depression and death.

The study, published in the Jour-

nal of Applied Psychology, found that

our mental health and mortality have

a strong correlation with the amount

of autonomy we have at our job, our

workload and job demands, and our

cognitive ability to deal with those

demands.

“When job demands are greater than

the control afforded by the job or an

individual's ability to deal with those

demands, there is a deterioration of

their mental health and, accordingly, an

increased likelihood of death,” said

study lead author Erik Gonzalez-Mule

from Indiana University in the US.

For the findings, the researchers

used data from 3,148 Wisconsin resi-

dents who participated in the national-

ly representative, longitudinal Midlife

in the US survey. Of those in their sam-

ple, 211 participants died during the

20-year study.

They examined how job control – or

Is your job killing you?
the amount of autonomy employees

have at work – and cognitive ability –

or people's ability – to learn and solve

problems influence how work stres-

sors such as time pressure or work-

load affect mental and physical health

and, ultimately, death.

“We found that work stressors are

more likely to cause depression and death

as a result of jobs in which workers have

little control or for people with lower

cognitive ability,” Gonzalez-Mule said.

On the other hand, the research

team also found that job demands re-

sulted in better physical health and

lower likelihood of death when paired

with more control of work responsi-

bilities.

“COVID-19 might be causing more

mental health issues, so it's particular-

ly important that work not exacerbate

those problems,” Gonzalez-Mule said.

“This includes managing and per-

haps reducing employee demands, be-

ing aware of employees’ cognitive ca-

pability to handle demands and provid-

ing employees with autonomy are even

more important than before the pan-

demic began,” he noted. – IANS

Philippine police
raid illicit hospital
for virus patients

MANILA, May 20: Philippine police raided

a clandestine hospital and drugstore that was

secretly treating Chinese nationals suspect-

ed of being infected with the coronavirus, po-

lice officials said on Wednesday.

Two people were arrested and one patient

was found during on Tuesday's raid at the res-

idential villa that had been illegally turned into

a seven-bed hospital and drug store, Police

Brig Gen Rhoderick Armamento said.

More than 200 suspected coronavirus rap-

id test kits and syringes were recovered in

trash cans at the villa, which has a small can-

teen with stacks of beer cases at the lobby

entrance where a red sign welcomed visitors

with well wishes in Chinese.

The hospital and drugstore are in a large

room by the swimming pool at the back of

the compound, according to Armamento and

a police video.

The Chinese male patient was moved to a

Philippine hospital. Those arrested were the

Chinese administrator of the hospital, which

may have been operating secretly for about

three months, and a compatriot who manned

the drugstore, he said. – AP

We are
preparing
seriously for
the next war.
We’re not
taking any
shortcuts
because we
understand
we have to be
extremely
strong to
defeat the
enemy
– Col Israel Friedler
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MESSAGE FOR TODAY

Keep calm and carry on.

– WINSTON CHURCHILL

Contagion spread
The worst fears that there could be more than what

meets the eyes vis-a-vis the magnitude of the contagion
in the State have been confirmed by the big single-day
jump in the number of the affected on Tuesday. As many
as 42 new Covid-19 cases were reported on that day,
taking the total novel coronavirus cases in the State to
157. But even this surge in the number of the affected
does not warrant any panic reaction from either the au-
thorities or the general public. The lockdown and the
lesser number of cases for a long time have given us
ample time to prepare an effective mechanism to deal
with a worsening situation – both in terms of detection of
new cases and facilitation of quarantining and treatment.
The immediate task before the authorities is to scale up
screening and intervene immediately on every newly
detected case so that the possibility of further spread is
reduced. The people also need to behave responsibly
and volunteer for screening at the slightest indications of
carrying symptoms. The low fatality rate of the disease
has been another big relief – something that the people
should take heart from. A concerted effort by all con-
cerned will be necessary to emerge victorious in the fight
against the contagion.

It is apparent that opening up the State’s frontiers for
large-scale migration of the stranded populace is having
a bearing in the spike in the Covid-19 positive cases. But
since such a move was inevitable in view of the humani-
tarian aspect involved, the way forward has to be sought
in devising a better response mechanism. Of course the
Centre, in consultation with the respective State govern-
ments where the migrant workers were stranded, could
have facilitated their stay in those States by providing
them better shelter and amenities. Kerala, for instance,
has again done a splendid job in taking care of the mi-
grant population as it has done in tackling the contagion
effectively. With a surge in the number of the affected,
the State Government should now direct its efforts to-
wards monitoring the situation closely and enforce the
norms of colour zonings and containment areas. As the
State has eased most of the lockdown norms and is allow-
ing more and more activities, the masses will need to
exhibit self-imposed discipline such as physical distanc-
ing, universal mask wearing and hand hygiene for a long
time. The lockdown, among other things, boosted our
health and social systems and made us better prepared
to deal with the pandemic. Unlike in the West, the coun-
try has not yet seen a situation marked by an unmanage-
able surge in infections, flooded hospitals, and ventilator
shortage, and with the experience faced by those devas-
tated by the disease serving us in good stead, we should
be able to put a reasonable control over the pandemic in
the days ahead provided our officialdom acts with alacri-
ty and the masses conduct themselves responsibly.

Two sides
There are two sides to the journalistic freedom coin!

The Supreme Court of India last Tuesday had iterated one
aspect when it stated that journalistic freedom lies at “the
core” of fundamental right to free speech and India’s free-
dom will rest safe as long as journalists can speak to power
without being “chilled by a threat of reprisal”. The apex
court had made these comments on media freedom in its
judgment on two petitions filed by a prominent television
host seeking quashing of criminal investigation into FIRs
and private complaints against him related to a news show
on the Palghar mob-lynching case. The observations were
made by a Bench comprising Justices DY Chandrachud
and MR Shah, who stated that free citizens cannot exist if
the news media cannot speak and, therefore, “journalistic
freedom lies at the core of freedom of expression.” This is
absolutely true, for the Fourth Estate must remain a bul-
wark against the shenanigans of people in power even as
it articulates the hopes and aspirations of the common man.
Little wonder that authoritarian regimes, through censor-
ship of news and use of coercive methods against journal-
ists, attempt to stifle free journalism so as to keep the
ordinary people in the dark about the true state of affairs in
their societies. This is borne out by the restrictive meas-
ures confronted by journalists in countries like China or
North Korea.

Yet the Supreme Court is cognizant of the other side of
the coin, for in the same judgement it has observed that
journalistic freedom is not “absolute”, meaning journal-
ists have to stay within acceptable limits and cannot write
or state whatever they want! This, again, is quite true, for
with immense power comes immense responsibility. The
media not only purveys news, but also has the power to
mould public sensibility and opinion, thus journalists must
behave responsibly and observe all norms of ethical be-
haviour. Such veracity is of especial necessity in today’s
India since many media houses have become highly po-
liticized and a segment of journalists have unfortunately
shown that they can be easily bought or coerced into
purveying falsities. It is a well-known phenomenon that
political parties and politicians themselves control many
media houses, especially at the national level, thereby
making a mockery of the concept of freedom of the press.
In many cases objective presentation of news has be-
come a thing of the past, never mind the reality that agen-
da-based projection of news and views in reality descends
into sheer propaganda. Today, even watchdog bodies os-
tensibly erected to guard freedom of press have been
shown to be capable of being manipulated, and fake and
doctored news being facilely projected. Having a biased
and captive media is the antithesis of democracy, and
many segments in the Indian journalistic scenario needs
to introspect on this.

he arrival of Covid-19
into the Indian soil has
exposed its worst night-
mares. First, the Gov-

ernment of the day forgot to re-
member its 40 crore migrant la-
bourers or to contemplate on the
fate of nearly one-third of India’s
population should they take a
Kafkaesque instant decision, leav-
ing people in the lurch. Common
sense should have dictated that all
business enterprises have profit-
making as their goal. Once the lock-
down is effected, employers would
automatically lay off their workers.
So the much-touted lecture to the
migrant labourers, ‘Jaha hain, wa-

ha raho’ (stay where you are) that
came from the PMO is an after-
thought and a poor cover for bad
decision-making. Second, while the
Union Health Ministry had given ad-
visories to State governments to
take due precautions to contain Cov-
id-19 and directed airlines to test all
incoming passengers from all inter-
national destinations since January
this year, this was blatantly ignored.
Only passengers from certain des-
tinations were tested. India and its
Prime Minister was gung-ho about
welcoming US President Donald
Trump to India in February. India
only reacted in March and what a
reaction that was! From banging
plates to clapping hands, it was a
drama of the absurd.

Images of the migrant labourers
by the lakhs traversing hundreds
and thousands of kilometres on foot
will haunt us for a long time. Did

T
Covid-19 will leave everyone in

every sector with no choice but

to do things differently;

education above all. But the fact

remains that those who do not

have access to online

education for various reasons

will fall between the cracks. This

will be disastrous for India and

will only exacerbate the current

digital and economic divide.

Letters
to the

EDITOR

The other disease

Sir, – As the world is grappling

against the corona pandemic, there
is one more disease that is festering

rapidly and obdurately, i.e., sharing

of fake news. The world has
become a global village with the

growing era and anything and

everything that you see or read can
be easily spread through among the

masses. There are more and more

versions available of the same piece
of information in social media. So it

is difficult to consider which one is

right and which is wrong. The
antisocial elements take such

limitations of social media as an

opportunity and spread fake
information to create unrest all

around. The media is playing a

crucial role today in the war against
the corona pandemic. The print and
electronic media both have a
responsibly of the same degree
as that of a soldier protecting the
border. The media is the thread
between the masses and the
government. We people can only
rely on media regarding any
information passed by the authori-
ties. So as the fourth pillar of

we know that the lives of so many
fellow Indians hanged by a thread?
The fragility of their lives makes us
question the economic policies pur-
sued by this country for decades.
The Commonwealth Human
Rights Initiative (CHRI) India sought
information from the Chief Labour
Commissioner (CLC), India about
the exact number of migrant la-
bourers in the country. CHRI was
told that the CLC didn’t have the
figures. Only now has the CLC
asked all State govern-
ments to update the
number of migrant labour-
ers in each State. Again a
delayed reaction after the
massive governance fail-
ure, and after so many have
died on their journeys
home!

The Modi Government
has a proclivity for spring-
ing surprises on Indian
citizens. Demonetization
has been decried by lead-
ing economists because it
shocked the economy and
hurt the poorest the most.
Mr Modi, however, was
returned for the second
time to lead this country
because the hoi-polloi genuinely
believed in his monologue, ‘Mann

Ki Baat’ delivered Sunday after Sun-
day in dramatic style. I wonder if
the same migrant labourers who
suffered and continue to suffer im-
mense pain and hardship at this junc-
ture will still have the same adula-
tion for their Pradhan Sevak. Indi-
ans are emotional by nature and it
takes just some heart-wrenching ap-
peal from political ‘actors’ to affect a
change of heart in them. This is the
problem with democracy where the
unthinking masses actually decide

who wins and who loses elections.
The thinking critical mass hardly
makes a difference in deciding the
politics of this country.

Coming to the other great di-
vide – we now have gated commu-
nities in this country which the lock-
down has turned into virtual isola-
tion zones. Those living inside these
zones are not only isolated and
quarantined but also insulated from
their loved ones who can no longer
visit them lest they carry the virus

and infect the elderly. The fact that
the elderly are more likely to die
of affection deprivation and absence
of human interaction has hardly
crossed the Government’s mind.
Those taking hard decisions in the
Modi Government remind us of
robots with no emotional quotient
whatsoever, to even begin to un-
derstand the depth of human emo-
tions and the pangs of separation of
people from their loved ones. It’s
funny but such gated communities
(people living in residential colo-
nies) have also become a feature of

tribal societies as well. In Shillong
we have one such gated communi-
ty in the heart of the city where,
‘outsiders’ including maids and oth-
er helpers are locked out since the
lockdown and any resident who al-
lows any person to come in is im-
posed a heavy fine. It is assumed
that those living within those gat-
ed communities don’t have rela-
tives outside those steel gates; rel-
atives who might need to meet the
inmates rather urgently.

And then we come to
the biggest divide of
them all – the digital di-
vide in education that
makes online classes a
laboured affair. Online
classes/e-learning which
have become the sine
qua non among the chil-
dren of the elite is Greek
for a large majority of
those with a not-so-
smart phone and whose
capacity for purchasing
internet data is ham-
strung by limited cash
availability. Inmost fami-
lies, the choice is be-
tween buying internet
data or buying food. Now

for those that can afford internet
data, the network of most service
providers is so poor that download-
ing becomes a monumental chal-
lenge. That’s not all. Covid-19 has
come upon us like a bolt from the
blue. Our educational institutions
were caught totally unprepared for
the lockdown and the sudden clo-
sure of all institutions. The heads
of institutions responded by using
available communication resourc-
es. Since not all teachers are famil-
iar with Zoom/Skype or Google
Classroom, they had to make do

with sending WhatsApp directions
to their students. Needless to say,
for most children, the parents have
to become the surrogate teacher
in the new classroom called ‘home.’

Some schools even conduct on-
line examinations and this leaves
the parents flustered. Even with
the pandemic hanging over their
heads, the craze for marks remains
dominant. But let’s forget this priv-
ileged section for a moment. The
principal of a school in Karbi An-
glong district shared the other day
that online classes are alien to a
huge chunk of his students, most of
whom come from the rural outback.
After the lockdown forced schools
and their hostels to close, the stu-
dents returned to their villages.
Now they are all engaged in farm-
ing along with their parents. They
would have by now forgotten even
what they had learnt in the month
of February when schools just
opened. The principal visited stu-
dents in their home and found them
gainfully employed in their fields
quite oblivious to what is happen-
ing in the larger world.

Pragmatism tells us that for this
year education is a washout. Some
parents feel it would be best to tai-
lor the curriculum such that unnec-
essary subjects are jettisoned and
left for students to pursue those on
their own if they are interested in
those subjects.

Covid-19 will leave everyone in
every sector with no choice but to
do things differently; education
above all. But the fact remains that
those who do not have access to
online education for various reasons
will fall between the cracks. This will
be disastrous for India and will only
exacerbate the current digital and
economic divide.

Tea: Where India can take pride
he United Nations based
on the recommendation
of India at the FAO IGG
(Food and Agriculture

Organisation – Inter-Governmen-
tal Group) meeting held at Milan,
Italy in 2015 declared May 21 as
International Tea Day. Recognizing
the long history and deep cultural
and economic significance of tea
around the world, the UN General
Assembly on November 21, 2019
proclaimed May 21 as Internation-
al Tea Day. Therefore, May 21, 2020
is the first International Tea Day.

Tea is grown in more than 35
countries. Two-thirds of the world’s
population consume tea which un-
doubtedly makes it the most
popular beverage. Tea has im-
mensely contributed to the liveli-
hood of 13 million people, includ-
ing small tea growers and their
families. Smallholders are respon-
sible for 60% of world tea produc-
tion. Tea’s contribution to health,
culture and socio-economic devel-
opment is immense. Tea industry
is an environment-friendly indus-
try with 4.17 million hectares of
green cover over different conti-
nents. The tea plant sequesters
carbon very effectively thereby

n  Bidyananda Barkakoty

negating the harmful effects of cli-
mate change. International Tea Day
is an opportunity to celebrate the
cultural heritage, health benefits
and economic importance of tea,
while working to make tea produc-
tion sustainable.

Tea is spread across the world
with its production coming from the
five continents of the world. The
global tea production amounts to
more than $16.6 billion. Tea is the
most consumed beverage in the
world, after water. Tea is available
in many varieties, which differ ac-
cording to the applied oxidation and
fermentation techniques. Tea is one
of the most versatile of beverages.
One can drink it hot or cold. One
can drink it with lemon or a variety
of fruit juices. One can mix it with
spices, ice-creams, jellies and slim-
ming potions. And more – one can
make the most exotic cocktails with
it. Tea is very refreshing. Tea has
stirred the hearts, stimulated the
minds and soothed the palates of
mankind for centuries. In the last
few decades, the global tea indus-
try has seen growth in consump-
tion, with a rising number of con-
sumers globally. However, the per
capita consumption is still low and

hence there is considerable growth
potential in future.

The history of tea dates back to
ancient China, almost 5,000 years
ago. Aboriginal tribes in the moun-
tainous regions beyond the south-
western border of China are con-
sidered by botanists to have first
harvested leaves of wild tea trees
and brewed them to obtain a me-
dicinal beverage.

Later, planned commercial cul-
tivation and manufacture of tea be-
gan in China followed by Assam in
India. Assam is the birth place of
Indian tea. In 1823, Robert William
Bruce, a Scottish trader and explor-
er, came to know about the pres-
ence of indigenous tea in Assam
from Assamese nobleman Maniram
Dutta Barua (later Dewan).
Maniram Dewan introduced Rob-
ert Bruce to Singpho chief, Bessa
Gaum. The Singpho tribe of As-
sam has been brewing tea from
the naturally growing tea bushes
since antiquity. Assam tea was one
of India’s first offerings to the
world. Way back on May 8, 1838,
eight chests containing 350 pounds
of Assam tea were dispatched to
London and was auctioned on Jan-
uary 10, 1839 and generated great
excitement.

Assam, to the outside world, is

synonymous with Assam tea. In
Assam, tea is not just a product or
commodity. Tea is a culture – a cul-
ture steeped in history; and a his-
tory replete with highlights of de-
velopment and contribution to eco-
nomic growth and social progress
of the State.

India is now the largest pro-
ducer and largest consumer of
Black Tea in the world. It is the
most widely-consumed beverage
across the length and breadth of
India. The tea industry is agro-
based and labour intensive. It pro-
vides direct employment to more
than two million people. Through
its forward and backward linkag-
es, another two million people
derive their livelihood from tea.
The tea industry is also the larg-
est employer of women amongst
the organized industries in India.
Women constitute nearly 50% of
the total workforce in the tea in-
dustry. Also, there are more than
two lakh small tea growers in In-
dia – 46% of India’s tea produc-
tion is from the green leaf sup-
plied by the small tea growers.
All these factors emphasize the
importance of the survival of the
tea industry. Though India is the
largest consumer of black tea in
the world, but the per capita con-

sumption is low compared to
many other countries in the
world. For long-term sustenance
of tea industry, it is very impor-
tant that the per capita consump-
tion of tea in India should increase.
This can be achieved to a great
extent if tea is promoted as a
healthy and lifestyle beverage.

We need to disseminate the
knowledge of health benefits of
drinking tea so that people can ben-
efit from its healthy properties.
This in turn will also help in in-
creasing consumption of tea and
thereby help in the survival of the
tea industry, which will result in a
happy and healthy workforce and
economic sustenance of small tea
growers.

The Department-related Parlia-
mentary Standing Committee on
Commerce had already recom-
mended declaring tea as the Na-
tional Drink of India in its report on
performance of plantation sector –
tea and coffee industry, presented
in the Rajya Sabha on August 9,
2012 and later tabled in the Lok
Sabha too. We are eagerly waiting
for the declaration of tea as the na-
tional drink of India by the Central
Government. Tea is indigenous to
India and is an area where India can
take a lot of pride.

T

democracy, the media houses
should also cross-check the facts
more closely and then circulate it,
especially now when the people are
scared and miffed. Of course, here
all the media houses are not to be
blamed. Sometimes morphed
information is circulated by some
corrupt people to mislead the
masses. Therefore, we as responsi-
ble citizens of this country, should
take a step ahead and stop this trend
of sharing fake news. We should
check the authenticity of any news
coming to us, especially during this
corona catastrophe, and at least wait
for the official announcement made
by the Government. Yours etc.,
JILMIL BORDOLOI, Guwahati.

Save Dehing Patkai
Sir, – Amidst the present Covid-

19 pandemic, the world is facing
serious threats like unemployment,
price hike, migrant labour issue,
etc. But on the other hand, it has
also helped Mother Nature to heal,
inhale and exhale fresh air. While
the whole world is fighting against
the deadly disease, the National
Board for Wildlife has approved a
coal mining project in the Saleki
area of the Dehing Patkai elephant
reserve which is located in
Dibrugarh and Tinsukia districts.

Also known as the ‘Amazon of the
East’ which is a home to diverse
varieties of flora and fauna, the
forest is now under a threat. The
proposed coal mining project at
Saleki within the Dehing Patkai
elephant reserve must be stopped
as it will have a catastrophic
consequence for the entire
ecosystem of the region. The
deforestation will definitely lead to
loss of biodiversity of the place,
which will endanger the species
living there. Moreover, it will affect
the climate; the place will lose its
essence as a wildlife sanctuary. The
Dehing Patkai forest is one of the
most important forests of Assam in
terms of orchid diversity. There-
fore, the issue needs to be solved
by saving the forest before it is too
late. I urge the State and Central
governments to stop any current
and future coal mining project in the
Dehing Patkai area and save the
ecosystem of the forest land. Yours
etc., DEVARSHI GOSWAMI,
Jalukbari, Guwahti.

Bad decision
Sir, – This is with reference to

the news report, ‘Conversion of
IIT-G quarters into quarantine
centres resented’ (AT, May 19).
We thank the staff reporter for

bringing this sensitive issue to our
view. We, the people of Assam,

stand in solidarity with the

teachers, faculty and students of
IIT-G. It is shocking to know that

the premier educational institu-

tion of the Northeast has been
transformed into a quarantine

centre overnight. We are also

surprised to read that the Deputy
Director of the institute, Prof

Robi took the official stance that

“it is a moral support to the
people of Assam”. He may not

know that IIT Guwahati is the fruit

of sacrifices of the people of Assam.
Hundreds of people had to lay down

their lives during the Assam

Agitation, before the Central
Government could be convinced to

set up an IIT in Guwahati as a part
of the Assam Accord. While this
campus houses people from all over
the country and also from across
nations, a huge chunk of the current
populace is from Assam. It hurts
the sentiments of the people of
Assam that the safety and sanctity of
this coveted institute has been
tarnished. We would like to request
the authorities concerned to review
their decision immediately. Yours
etc., TARUN MAHANTA, Narengi
Tiniali, Guwahati.

Articles (within 1000-1100 words) and

Letters to the Editor for publication in

the editorial page may be sent to the

email ID: editor@assamtribune.com.

Covid fractures the Indian dream

Wrong use of mask
Sir, – It has been observed that

the people are using various types of
masks, some of which are home-
made by ordinary cloth which have
no difference between its inner and
outer side. If in the first outing
someone uses one side of the mask
facing the mouth and in the next
outing uses the other side facing the
mouth, he may have a serious risk of
infection if he encounters a Covid
positive person in one of his outings.
Most people are using disposable
masks day after day without
disinfecting or washing the same.
Some people are using handker-
chiefs as mask without marking the
inner and outer side. All these
increase the risk of infection.
Moreover, it has been observed that
many people use masks just
covering the face and not the nose
which is the main path of entry of
the coronavirus. The Health
Department should instruct people
about the proper use of face mask
with a view to checking the spread
of Covid-19. Yours etc., Dr RN
BHATTACHARJEE, Guwahati.
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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

MINISTRY OF TEXTILES

PUBLIC INFORMATION

PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) Coveralls for COVID-19 for use of

healthcare professionals is now available for procurement by Private

Hospitals.

In the past 60 days, India has developed more than 500 PPE Coverall

Manufacturers with a production capacity exceeding 4 lakh pieces per day.

There was no PPE Coverall production in the country until 20th March,

2020.

Eight Laboratories in the Country have been authorized to test PPE

Coveralls for COVID-19 and issue Unique Certification Codes (UCC)

Certificates.

List of UCC Certificates is available on the weblink on Ministry of Textiles

website texmin.nic.in. Buyers are advised to verify the UCC Certificates

prior to procurement.

The UCCs are issued by the Testing Organisations based on the proto-

type samples submitted by the respective Manufacturers. However, this

does not guarantee the quality of materials during the supply process.

Buyers are advised to test random samples from the supplied lot from any

approved laboratory to ascertain quality.

The information on UCCs are dynamically updated on the website. Buyers

are advised to visit Ministry of Textiles website texmin.nic.in for all relevant

information on PPE Coveralls.

Website: www.texmin.nic.in

DAVP 41101/11/0001/2021

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 20: Op-

posing the decision of the Na-

tional Board for Wildlife

(NBWL) to allow coal min-

ing in the Dehing Patkai Ele-

phant Reserve, former Chief

Minister Tarun Gogoi today

called upon Prime Minister

Narendra Modi to withdraw

the decision.

Gogoi stated that the Deh-

ing Patkai is very rich in biodi-

versity and has various rare

species of birds, butterflies,

fish, animals, water bodies, etc.

“In addition, a vast area of

this region falls under Jeypore

Rainforest and also there has

been (sic) an elephant corri-

dor. This decision will not only

destroy the biodiversity of

Asiatic Hotspot which is the

richest in the whole of Asia but

LOCAL FORECAST:

Rain or thundershowers
with strong surface wind
(speed 30-40 kmph) from
tonight. Maximum and
minimum temperatures
are most likely to be 26°

C & 220 C respectively on
Thursday..

TEMPERATURE:
Max 30.5° C

Min 25.4° C

WEATHER

GUWAHATI

Cong opposes coal mining move in Dehing Patkai
State Govt’s

failure to oppose
National Board for

Wildlife’s plan
draws flak

also will change the ecological

balance, lead to pollution, flood,

erosion, etc. in the near future.

Today the whole world is fac-

ing the problem of climate

change and you are the cham-

pion for preserving ecological

balance,” Gogoi stated in his

letter to the Prime Minister.

He said that in 2003 the Gov-

ernment of Assam declared the

region as Dehing Patkai Ele-

phant Reserve and subsequent-

ly in 2004 a part of the region

was declared as Dehing Patkai

Wildlife Sanctuary.

“In 2012 Coal India Ltd

wanted permission for casting

of coal and the Assam State

Wildlife Board, of which I was

the ex-officio Chairman, re-

fused permission for casting of

coal in this region,” said the

former Chief Minister.

He alleged that illegal rat

hole coal mining is going on at

Dirak Likhajan under Dehing

Patkai Rainforest with the con-

nivance of local political lead-

ers, police and the district ad-

ministration.

Illegal mining is going on at

Saleki under Dehing Patkai El-

ephant Reserve. Daily hun-

dreds of loaded trucks are car-

rying illegally mined coal from

this region to other parts of

the country, said Gogoi in his

letter. He added that all peo-

ple of Assam are today pro-

testing against the recent de-

cision of the NBWL, of which

the Prime Minister himself in

the Chairman.

“I, therefore, on behalf of the

people of Assam request you

to kindly withdraw the deci-

sion so that it (Dehing Patkai)

will remain as Asiatic Biodi-

versity Hotspot and Elephant

Reserve,” said the veteran

Congress leader.

Meanwhile, Leader of the

Opposition in the Assam Leg-

islative Assembly Debabrata

Saikia said it was unfortunate

that the State government

failed to oppose the decision.

He said that the Chief Wild-

life Warden of Assam R Suku-

mar had recently submitted a

report to the government urg-

ing that in order to protect the

rich biodiversity of the area it

was necessary to exercise

caution while taking a decision

on whether to open the 41.39

hectares of closed area of the

Dehing Patkai Rainforest for

mining activity.

“Reports are rife about a car-

tel carrying out illegal mining

activity in the Dehing Patkai

Rainforest under the patronage

of the ruling regime. Now that

the NBWL has taken this con-

troversial decision in undue

haste during the nationwide

lockdown, fears have also natu-

rally arisen that this illegal group

will use the activities of Coal

India Ltd as a smokescreen for

illegal mining and transporta-

tion of coal. In view of the justi-

fied misgivings expressed by a

section of conscious citizens as

well as students’ organisations,

the NBWL should reconsider

the decision to open the Saleki

elephant corridor for mining ac-

tivity,” said Saikia.

MANASH PRATIM DUTTA

GUWAHATI, May 20: For

Karan Horo, Yesudas Bagh,

Soma Aind and 14 others,

their attempts to get a re-

sponse from the Assam gov-

ernment to their repeated

distress calls have proved fu-

tile. They hail from different

tea garden areas of Sonitpur

district and four months ago

they had gone to Gandhina-

gar in Gujarat in search of

better livelihood.

“We were working at a

private entity called

Nandeswari Steel Industry.

From day one of the nation-

wide lockdown, the industry

has remained closed. Now,

we all are stranded here with

empty pockets, completely

dependent on free food pro-

vided by NGOs,” Horo said.

The group said they had

tried all the helpline num-

bers and emails addresses

launched by the Government

of Assam to get an opportu-

nity to return home, but to

no avail. They had even

called the helpline number

launched by the Assam

Pradesh Congress Commit-

tee (APCC), but did not get

any positive response from

it as well.

The group stated that

while the workers hailing

from other states have al-

Stranded labourers’
distress calls from

Gujarat fall on deaf ears
ready reached their native

places by the trains and bus-

es arranged by their respec-

tive state governments, “the

labourers from Assam have

remained stranded at Gan-

dhinagar because our State

government is yet to initiate

any step to facilitate our re-

turn. We are, of course, for-

tunate and grateful that the

owner of our industry is still

allowing us to stay put in the

quarters. Yet, we are desper-

ate to go back because at

present there is no source of

income left available at Gan-

dhinagar for us,” Yesudas

Bagh said.

Bagh further stated that at

Gandhinagar, they were get-

ting a salary of Rs 12,000 per

month, which is much high-

er than what they could earn

in their respective tea gar-

dens.

Another member, Soma

Aind, said that his family has

been facing acute financial

hardship due to the shutdown

as he is the sole breadwinner.

“We came here in search

of a better life. But, the dream

lies shattered now. I have

three children and wife, and

they are struggling amid the

lockdown. I want to be back

home immediately so that I

can manage to eke out a liv-

ing in my native place to sup-

port my family,” he added.

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 20: Researchers

at the Indian Institute of Technology Gu-

wahati (IIT-G) have achieved positive

results on new ways to prevent or re-

duce short-term memory losses asso-

ciated with Alzheimer’s disease.

A research team headed by Prof Vib-

in Ramakrishnan, Department of Bio-

sciences & Bioengineering of IIT Gu-

wahati and Prof Harshal Nemade of the

Department of Electronics and Electri-

cal Engineering of the institute have

studied the neurochemical principles of

Alzheimer’s, and are exploring new

ways to prevent accumulation of neuro-

toxic molecules in the brain that are as-

sociated with short-term memory loss

due to Alzheimer’s disease.

The team has reported methods such

as application of low-voltage electric field

and use of ‘Trojan peptides’ to arrest

aggregation of neurotoxic molecules in

the brain.

“Development of a cure for Alzhe-

imer’s disease is important, especially

for India, which has the third highest

number of Alzheimer’s patients in the

world after China and US. More than

IIT-G researchers make headway in
delaying onset of Alzheimer’s disease

four million people in the country have

fallen prey to the memory loss associat-

ed with it. While current treatments

only alleviate some of the symptoms of

the disease, there is no disruptive ther-

apeutic approach yet that can treat the

underlying causes of Alzheimer's,” said

Prof Ramakrishnan.

He said that a defining hallmark of

Alzheimer’s is the accumulation of amy-

loid beta peptides in the brain.

Prof Ramakrishnan and Prof Nemade

are seeking methods to reduce the ac-

cumulation of these peptides in order to

arrest the progression of Alzheimer’s.

In 2019, they found that application of

a low-voltage safe electrical field can

reduce the formation and accumulation

of toxic neurodegenerative molecules

that cause short-term memory loss in

Alzheimer’s disease.

“We found that external electric and

magnetic field modulates the structure

of these peptide molecules, thereby

preventing aggregation. Upon exposing

the molecules to electric field, we could

retard the degeneration of nerve cells

to an extent of 17 to 35 per cent. Objec-

tively, this would translate to about 10

years delay in the onset of the disease,”

said Prof Ramakrishnan.

Working further in this area, the sci-

entists explored the possibility of using

Trojan peptides to arrest aggregation of

these neurotoxic molecules.

The researchers have designed Tro-

jan peptides to impede the aggregation

of the amyloid peptide, arrest the for-

mation of toxic fibrillar assemblies and

reduce poisoning of nerve cells that

leads to memory loss.

“Our research has provided a different

path that may extend the onset of the Alzhe-

imer’s disease. However, it would take

testing in animal models and clinical trials

before bringing in such new therapeutic

approaches into human treatment,” said

Prof Ramakrishnan and Prof Nemade.

GUWAHATI, May 20: Un-

ion Minister of State for Fi-

nance Anurag Thakur had a

telephonic conversation with

Guwahati-based entrepreneur

and Chairman of the Royal

Group of institutions Dr AK

Pansari on Tuesday, according

to a press release issued here.

Minister Thakur had called

Dr Pansari to know about his

opinion regarding the recently

announced economic package

and his suggestions concerning

the current economic crisis.

Thakur also showed interest in

an article of Dr Pansari titled

Atmanirbhar Bharat- Ek

Praasangik Soch published in

Hindi daily Dainik Purvoday on

May 19 in which Dr Pansari had

focused on the rampant corrup-

tion in many of the government

Minister engages in telephonic talk
with Guwahati entrepreneur

offices, especially those dealing

with issuance of licence and the

resultant problems faced by the

common people.

During the conversation Dr

Pansari expressed satisfaction

regarding the Rs 20 lakh crore

economic package announced

by the government, and point-

ed to the areas where the gov-

ernment could have done bet-

ter. In the field of income tax

he suggested that there should

be announcement of the dis-

closure scheme wherein if a

person wanted to invest his

undisclosed wealth in those

priority industries announced

by the government, then the

government would not probe

the source of such wealth.

He also suggested GST and

income tax relaxations in the

hotel and tourism industry

which is going to be badly im-

pacted by COVID-19. In the

field of real estate, apart from

other benefits, he mainly want-

ed that boost should be given

to Pradhan Mantri Aawas Yoj-

na by extending the Tax Holi-

day benefit even beyond 2021.

He further suggested that the

government should consider

doing away with the Income

Tax Act altogether. Alterna-

tively, such a system of tax

should be evolved that would

not only enhance the exche-

quer of the government, but

also provide relief to the small

and medium industrialists who

are unnecessarily involved in

the intricacies of  income  tax

rules and regulations which im-

pacts them negatively.

GPC concern at
summons to scribes

GUWAHATI, May 20: The Guwahati Press

Club (GPC) recently moved the Director Gen-

eral of Central Bureau of Investigation, Nation-

al Investigation Agency and Assam Police on

the issue of summoning a number of journalists

in connection with various cases in recent times.

In a letter to the three law enforcing agen-

cies, GPC general secretary Sanjoy Ray said

that of late there has been a spurt in cases of

journalists – who had covered important and

sensitive events from ground zero putting their

lives in danger – being summoned by the law

enforcers.

Asserting that it is the journalists’ moral duty

and responsibility to cooperate with the inves-

tigating agencies in whatever way they can, the

letter said, “We are deeply concerned about

the recent developments. We would also like

to reassert the significance of freedom of speech

and journalists’ right to do their duties without

fear or favour. What has struck us in the entire

episode is the manner in which some of these

journalists were asked to appear before the

investigation agency. In some of the recent cas-

es, investigators had summoned journalists

without even serving them formal notices.

While some were asked to appear over a phone

call, others were merely sent a text message.”

A copy of the letter has also been sent to the

office of Assam Chief Minister and to the Union

Ministry of Home Affairs. – Staff Reporter

Forms uploaded on
AHSEC website
GUWAHATI, May 20: The

Assam Higher Secondary Ed-

ucation Council (AHSEC) has

uploaded forms for online

transfer and registration on its

website – www.ahsec.nic.in –

for the students of HS second

year who wish to change their

respective institutions for pur-

suing the second year studies.

Interested CBSE students can

also apply for transfer, subject

to fulfilment of conditions, stat-

ed an AHSEC press release

issued here today.

City NGO helps
stranded pilgrims

return home
GUWAHATI, May 20: Cen-

tral Guwahati Development

Committee, a non-governmen-

tal organisation, today arranged

to send a group of stranded pil-

grims from Darbangha district

in Bihar by a special train to

their hometown.

These people were forced

to stay back in Guwahati due to

enforcement of the lockdown

in the entire country from

March 24. They had come to

visit the Kamakhya Temple on

March 18 and were supposed

to go back on March 26. Ma-

jority of them are elderly peo-

ple. The group also includes

children below ten years.

The train tickets were hand-

ed over to the group by social

activist Ajoy Dutta, chief advi-

sor to the committee, in the

presence of former Guwahati

Mayor and president of the

committee Mrigen Sarania and

its general secretary Rajib Das.

Further, the committee, at

the initiative of some volun-

teers, distributed food among

needy people of Bonda as well

as among the people who were

leaving for Darbangha. – Staff

Reporter

SFI stages stir
GUWAHATI, May 20: The

State committee of the Stu-

dents’ Federation of India to-

day staged a protest in re-

sponse to the call given by

the All India Forum for Right

to Education.

The issues like digital dis-

parity in education, corruption

in implementation of the gov-

ernment schemes and de-

struction of the Dehing Patkai

forest were raised during the

protest. – Staff Reporter

Waste management

3 more medical entities
fined for norms violation
GUWAHATI, May 20: A team of the Guwahati Municipal

Corporation (GMC) accompanied by the technical persons from

the Pollution Control Board, Assam, on Wednesday carried out

a drive to inspect the biomedical waste management systems

in four private hospitals and diagnosis centres of the city.

During the drive, the team realised a total penalty of Rs

45,000, including Rs 20,000 each from Pulse Diagnostic and

Apollo Hospital, and Rs 5,000 from Primus Imaging Pvt Ltd,

for not adhering to waste management norms. – Staff Reporter

STAFF REPORTER

GUWAHATI, May 20: WWF In-

dia in association with its partners

UNDP, UNEP, MoEF &CC and Na-

tional Biodiversity Authority (NBA)

will host the first ever digital Model

Conference of Parties (MCOP) on

May 22 and 23.

The conference – Delhi Declara-

tion 2020 – aims to put the power of

Environmental issues to dominate WWF meet
decision making in the hands of chil-

dren and youth, those whose futures

will be directly impacted by environ-

mental crisis and allow them an op-

portunity to propose solutions to ad-

dress and rectify the issues being

faced in the country today.

Two state representatives each

from the seven northeastern states –

Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizo-

ram, Nagaland, Tripura and Arunach-

al Pradesh – will also join the event

along with members from the rest of

the country. The conference will be

live-streamed.

The chief guest of the event will be

Prakash Javadekar, Union Minister of

Environment, Forest and Climate

Change, along with experts on con-

servation and sustainable business

and grassroots level organisations

working in the field of environment.

People from Bihar waiting for buses that would take them to their home state, in the Sonaram School field at
Bharalumukh, in Guwahati on Wednesday. – AT photo
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No. DME/Psychiatry/137/2019/5817

E-Tender

INVITATION FOR E-BID (IFB)

NATIONAL COMPETITIVE BIDDING
Re-e-Tenders are invited online through e-procurement system i.e. through website

www.assamtenders.gov.in from the intending Manufacturer/Accredited Dealers for supply
Equipment & instrument for the Department of Psychiatry for all Medical College Hospitals of
Assam under the Health & F.W. Department, Govt. of Assam.

The Equipment tendered here have been invited for bids vide an earlier tender, but due to
less participation, the same is being re-tendered again. Pre-bid meeting is also scheduled as
per date and venue given below.

The e- Tender is  a Two-Bid System, to be submitted with affixed Court Fee Stamp Rs. 8.25
(Rupees eight point two five paisa) only (for local bidders) or IPO of Rs. 10/- (Rupees Ten) only
(in case of bidders from outside of the State of Assam) in favour of “Director of Medical
Education, Assam, Sixmile, Khanapara, Guwahati-781022.

Important dates of the e-Tender

SI. No. Scheduled Start Date Start Time End Date End Time

1. e- Tender Publishing 20.05.2020 11.00 AM - -

2. e- Tender Download 21.05.2020 12.00 Noon 24.06.2020 12.00 Noon

3. Pre-Bid meeting 10.06.2020 11.00 AM Venue: Room No. 4C, 2nd Floor,
Directorate of Medical Education
Assam, Sixmile, Guwahati - 32

4. Bid Submission 10.06.2020 2.00 P.M. 24.06.2020 2.00 PM

5. Bid Opening 24.06.2020 03.00 PM

1. Brief Schedule

Description Bid Delivery/ Tender Eligibility
(Name of the items) security Installation fees

(E.M.D.) schedule/ in Rs.
Completion

period

Supply Equipment & Instrument Rs. 1.0 25 days Rs. 5,000/- Manufacturer/
for the Department of Psychiatry Lakhs accredited
for all Medical College Hospitals Dealer
of Assam

The detailed information of Bidding documents are available online through e-procurement
system i.e. through website www.assamtenders.gov.in only. The bidders would be required
to register in the website for submission of the bids. The bidders are required to have Digital
Signature (DSC) from any of the Certifying Authorities. Aspiring bidders who have not obtained
the user ID and password for participating in e- procurement may obtain the same by registering
in the www.assamtenders.gov.in. The requirements to register with the e-procurement portal
are available on the website indicated above. The tender fees is non refundable and payable in
favour of the “Director of Medical Education, Assam, Sixmile, Khanapara, Guwahati-781022,
at SBI-Dispur (Guwahati) Branch.
Janasanyog/CF/714/20 Sd/- Director of Medical Education, Assam

No. DME/CTVS/93/2020/5823

E-Tender

INVITATION FOR E-BID (IFB)

NATIONAL COMPETITIVE BIDDING
E-Tenders are invited online through e-procurement system i.e. through website

www.assamtenders.gov.in from the intending Manufacturer/ Accredited Dealers for Supply

& Installation of Equipment related to CTVS Department (Part-I) for all Medical College Hospitals

of Assam under the Health & F.W. Department, Govt. of Assam.

The e- Tender is Two-Bid System, to be submitted with affixed Court Fee Stamp Rs. 8.25

(Rupees eight point two five paisa) only (for local bidders) or IPO of Rs. 10/- (Rupees Ten) only

(in case of bidders from outside of the State of Assam) in favour of “Director of Medical

Education, Assam, Sixmile, Khanapara,Guwahati-781022.

Important dates of the e-Tender

SI. No. Scheduled Start Date Start Time End Date End Time

1. e- Tender Publishing 20.05.2020 - -

2. e- Tender Download 21.05.2020 11.00 AM 23.06.2020 12.00 Noon

3. Pre-Bid meeting 09.06.2020 11.00 AM Office of the Director of Medical

Education Assam, Sixmile,

Khanapara, Guwahati.

4. Bid Submission 09.06.2020 2.00 P.M. 23.06.2020 2.00 PM

Bid Opening 23.06.2020 03.00 PM

1. Brief Schedule

Sl. Description Bid Delivery/ Tender Eligibility

No. (name of the items) security installation fees / cost

(EMD) schedule/ of bid

completion document

period in Rs.

1. Supply & Installation of 2.00 25 days Rs. 5,000/- Manufacturer/

CTVS Department. Lakhs accredited

Dealer

The detailed information of Bidding documents are available online through e-procurement

system i.e. through website www.assamtenders.gov.in only. The bidders would be required

to register in the website for submission of the bids. The bidders are required to have Digital

Signature (DSC) from any of the Certifying Authorities. Aspiring bidders who have not obtained

the user ID and password for participating in e- procurement may obtain the same by registering

in the www.assamtenders.gov.in. The requirements to register with the e-procurement portal

are available on the website indicated above. The tender fees is non refundable and payable in

favour of the “Director of Medical Education, Assam, Sixmile, Khanapara, Guwahati-781022,

at SBI-Dispur (Guwahati) Branch.

Janasanyog/C/707/20 Sd/- Director of Medical Education, Assam

No. AYUSH/7/2020/8823

SHORT NOTICE INVITING TENDER

The Directorate of AYUSH, Assam, Basistha Road, House

No. 01, Banphool Nagar Path, Guwahati - 06 invites sealed

tenders in two part Bids affixing non refundable court fee

stamp of Rs. 8.25 (Eight rupees twenty five paisa only) from

reputed and experienced firms for Branding and Publicity of

International Yoga Day 2020 to be organized on 21st June,

2020 in the state.

Interested bidders may collect the bid documents from the

office of the Director of AYUSH, Assam, Banphul Nagar Path,

House No-1, Near Housefed, Dispur, Guwahati- 6 on

22.05.2020 from 10.00 AM to 04.00 PM.

Bidders must submit EMD of Rs 20,000 (Rupees Twenty

Thousand only) in the form of Demand Draft drawn in favour

of Director of AYUSH, Assam payable in Guwahati. The Original

Demand Draft for EMD should be placed in the Envelope

containing the Technical Bid.

Prescribed Schedule

Issue of tender Documents : 22.05.2020 up to 04.00 PM

Last date & time of Submission : 01.06.2020 up to 02.00 PM

of Tender

Date of Pre bid meeting : 01.06.2020 at 02.30 PM

Opening of Technical Bid documents : 02.06.2020 at 01.00 PM

Opening of Financial Bid documents : 02.06.2020 at 03.00 PM

 The undersigned reserves the right to reject any or all of

the tender papers without assigning any reason thereof.

Janasanyog/C/731/20 Sd/- Director of AYUSH, Assam

No. AYUSH/ 7/2020/8823-A

SHORT NOTICE INVITING TENDER

Sealed tenders in two parts bid affixing non refundable court

fee stamp of Rs. 8.25/- (Eight Rupees and 25 Paisa only) are

invited  from registered reputed Firms/ Suppliers for supply of

white color T-Shirt and Track pants to be used in International

Day of Yoga programme, which will be held on 21st June,

2020.

Interested vendors may collect the bid documents from the

office of the Director of AYUSH, Assam, Banphul Nagar Path,

House No-1, Near Housefed, Dispur, Guwahati- 6 on

22.05.2020 from 10.00 AM to 04.00 PM. And submit the bid

documents along with earnest money in the form of Demand

Draft in favour of Director of AYUSH payable at Guwahati, on

29.05.2020 from 10.00 AM to 02.00 PM.

Key Events Date

Issue of tender Documents : 22.05.2020 up to 04.00 PM

Last date & time of Submission : 29.05.2020 up to 02.00 PM

of Tender

Date of Pre bid meeting : 29.05.2020 at 02.30 PM

Opening of Technical Bid documents : 30.05.2020 at 01.00 PM

Opening of Financial Bid documents : 30.05.2020 at 03.00 PM

Place of Delivery : Guwahati.

Earnest Money : Rs. 40,000/-

(Forty Thousand only)

The undersigned reserves the right to reject any or all

of the tender papers without assigning any reason thereof.

Sd/- Director of AYUSH, Assam

Janasanyog/C/727/20 Dispur, Guwahati-6

No. NLRC/T/2019-20/217

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDER

No. 3 of 2020-21
The Superintending Engineer, PWRD, North Lakhimpur Road

Circle, North Lakhimpur invites Bids on behalf of Governor of

Assam for Road schemes under SOPD-G for the year 2019-

20 in PWRD, Dhemaji Territorial Road Division; Dhemaji for 3

(Three) Nos. of works in Dhemaji District of Dhemaji LAC

Assam amounting to Rs. 374.57 Lakhs (Approx.). Details

may be seen at Website https://assamtenders.gov.in from

6-6-2020 and also at the office of the undersigned during

office hours.

Sd/- Superintending Engineer, PWRD,

North Lakhimpur Road Circle

North LakhimpurJanasanyog/CF/409/20

No. AASC(HK)22/2020/02

TENDER NOTICE
Sealed tenders in a two- bid system, i.e. (i) Technical Bid and

(ii) Financial Bid affixed with non-refundable court fee stamps

of Rs 8.25 (Rupees eight and paisa twenty five) only are

invited from experienced firms/parties/private limited agencies

for providing cleaning and maintenance services for the

ground, first, second and third floors of the Main Building,

Hostel Block - A, New Library Building and all drains, pathways

and passages of the Assam Administrative Staff College,

Jawaharnagar, Khanapara, Guwahati–781022.

Interested tenderers may submit a written request on their

company’s letterhead indicating the tender number and work

description for issue of tender documents which should be

addressed to the Director, Assam Administrative Staff College.

The cost of the tender documents is Rs 1,000.00 (Rupees

one thousand) only, which is non-refundable and is to be paid

in cash.

The sale of tender documents will start on 22.05.2020 and

the last date of submission of tender is 22.06.2020, up to

11.00 am.Tenders received after the stipulated date and time

will be liable to be rejected.

The tenders may also be downloaded from the website,

www.aasc.assam.gov.in but the amount of Rs 1,000.00 in

cash has to be paid in any case.

The technical bids will be opened on 30.06.2020 at 12 noon .

The date of opening of the financial bids will be communicated

to the tenderers later on. In case any of these days happen to

be holidays, the tenders will be opened on the next working

day. The interested tenderers or their authorized

representative may be present at the time of the opening of

the tender.

Firms who qualify for the financial bids will also have to make

a presentation on how they intend to execute the work.

The Director of Training, Assam Administrative Staff College,

Guwahati reserves the right to accept or reject any or all

tenders without assigning any reasons thereof.

Assam Administrative Staff College, Guwahati neither binds

itself to accept the lowest rate of tender nor does it undertake

to assign reasons for the decision taken.

Sd/- Director of Training

Assam Administrative Staff College
Janasanyog/C/692/20

Cyclone Amphan
batters Bengal, Odisha

6.5 lakh evacuated, 2 dead

NEW DELHI, May 20: As

scientists across the world work

frantically to find a vaccine

against COVID-19, which con-

tinues its rapid global spread,

all eyes are on US-based com-

pany Moderna’s encouraging

early results on a small group

of healthy volunteers.

Cautioning that a vaccine is

still months, maybe even a year

away, experts said the US-

based biotechnology firm’s re-

sults have propelled it to a pole

position in the race of 118, say

experts. Eight candidate vac-

cines for COVID-19 are in the

clinical evaluation, while 110 are

in the preclinical stage, accord-

ing to the WHO’s latest draft

landscape. “Preclinical develop-

ment is a stage of research dur-

ing which important feasibility,

iterative testing and drug safe-

MHA nod to
Boards for
class 10, 12

exams
NEW DELHI, May 20: The

Ministry of Home Affairs has

granted exemptions from the

lockdown to conduct board ex-

aminations for classes 10 and

12, Union Home Minister

Amit Shah said on Wednesday.

The home ministry has al-

ready written to all State gov-

ernments informing them

about the exemptions given

for holding the examinations

across the country with cer-

tain conditions.

“Taking into consideration

the academic interest of a large

number of students, it has

been decided to grant exemp-

tion from lockdown measures

to conduct board examination

for classes 10th and 12th, with

a few conditions like social dis-

tancing, face mask, etc., for

their safety,” Shah tweeted.

In his letter to Chief Secre-

taries of States and Union Ter-

ritories, Union Home Secre-

tary Ajay Bhalla said that un-

der the guidelines on lock-

down measures, opening of

schools has been prohibited

and as a result annual board ex-

aminations being conducted by

State education boards,

CBSE, ICSE for classes 10 and

12 were suspended. Bhalla said

requests were received from

the State governments and

CBSE for conducting board ex-

aminations and the matter has

been examined in the home

ministry.

“Taking into consideration

the academic interest of a large

number of students, it has been

decided to grant exemption

from the lockdown measures

to conduct board examinations

for classes 10 and 12,” he said.

However the exemption to

conduct board examinations

will be subject to the condi-

tions that no examination cen-

tre will be permitted in con-

tainment zones and face

masks will be worn by teach-

ers, staff and students manda-

torily. – PTI

KOLKATA/BHUBANES-

WAR/NEW DELHI, May 20:

An extremely severe cyclone

packing winds of up to 190

kmph roared into West Ben-

gal on Wednesday, dumping

heavy rain and leaving a trail

of destruction that left at least

two people dead,  officials said.

After making landfall at 2:30

pm between Digha in West

Bengal and Hatiya Island in

Bangladesh, cyclone Amphan

cut a swathe through the coast-

al areas, flattening fragile

dwellings, uprooting trees and

electric poles. At least 6.58

lakh people were evacuated in

West Bengal and Odisha be-

fore the cyclone struck.

“The forward sector of the

wall cloud region is entering

into land in West Bengal. The

intensity of the cyclone near

its centre as the landfall proc-

ess started was recorded at

160-170 kmph, gusting to 190

kmph,” the weather depart-

ment  said.

Two women were killed –

in Howrah and North 24 Par-

ganas districts – due to uproot-

ing of trees, an official said.

NDRF chief SN Pradhan told

a press conference in New

Delhi that 20 teams of the fed-

eral disaster response force had

already begun road clearing

operations in Odisha, while the

19 units deployed in West Ben-

gal are shifting people to safety.

TV footage showed gigantic

tidal waves crashing into a sea-

wall in Digha, close to  the land-

fall site.

Thick sheets of rain blurred

the vast coastline in the two

States and surging waters en-

gulfed mud-and-thatch houses,

flattening them in a trice.

India Meteorological Depart-

ment (IMD) Director General

Mrityunjay Mohapatra, who

jointly addressed the media with

Pradhan, said gale-strength

winds speeding at 160-170 kmph

were pounding South and North

24 Parganas and East Midnapore

districts and could be gusting up

to 185 kmph.

He said the eye of the mon-

ster cyclone, the most explosive

part of the cyclonic system, had

touched the land, triggering co-

pious rain in the three districts.

The eye of the storm itself was

30 km in diameter, he said.

Mohapatra said the intensi-

ty of the rain and winds accom-

panying it could deceptively

look like ebbing away briefly,

but will surge afresh once the

rear sector of the storm has

reached the landmass.

Reports arriving in Kolkata

from North and South 24 Par-

ganas and East Midnapore said

roofs of thatched houses were

blown away, and twisted elec-

tric poles and broken and up-

rooted trees bore testimony

to the devastation. Streets and

homes in low lying areas of

Kolkata were swamped with

rainwater.

Despite losing its force a bit

since Tuesday, the storm,

which was categorised as su-

per cyclone at one point of

time, has left the two eastern

States on edge as it hollered

on its destructive path over

the Bay of Bengal.

Intense rainfall was record-

ed in several areas of Odisha

since Tuesday.

The strong winds and rain

could continue till tomorrow

in West Bengal, he said.

The turbulence will likely

extend to Assam and Megha-

laya, triggering heavy to very

heavy rain on Thursday.

Mohapatra said since the

time the depression formed

over the Bay of Bengal on May

20 till the cyclone made the

landfall, the IMD’s predictions

about the path it will take and

the timing was accurate and

helped the disaster response

machinery strategise and ex-

ecute the plans to minimise

the damage effectively. – PTI

US-based firm leads
COVID-19 vaccine race

ty data are collected, while clin-

ical trials are research studies

performed on people. Early

data from its vaccine candidate

‘mRNA-1273’ showed it pro-

duced protective antibodies in

a group of 8 healthy volunteers,

Moderna said.  The other close-

ly watched COVID-19 vaccine

is the one being developed by

scientists at Oxford Universi-

ty. It appears protective in a

small study of six monkeys.

“Because Moderna’s is the

only vaccine having demon-

strated any kind of immuno-

logic response in the COVID-

19 field, we would consider

this to be the leading candi-

date,” said M Breen, associ-

ate director, Infectious Dis-

ease, at GlobalData, a UK-

based data analytics and con-

sulting company. – PTI

Dibru ...
(Contd from page 1)

In order to tap the hydrocarbon resources underneath the
Dibru-Saikhowa National Park, OIL had approached statutory
bodies for obtaining necessary permissions in the year 2016 on
the basis of the Extended Reach Drilling (ERD) technology,
which will enable OIL to drill for hydrocarbon without drilling
inside the national park. OIL went through an elaborate proc-
ess for obtaining the necessary approvals from statutory bod-
ies like MoEF&CC after fulfilling the stringent guidelines and
adhering to various compliances and establishing the fact that
OIL will not enter the Dibru-Saikhowa National Park Area.

OIL will be able to accomplish this task of exploring hydrocar-
bon reserves under the Dibru-Saikhowa National Park by use of
the ERD technology. ERD techniques are extensively used to
intersect hydrocarbon targets far from the surface or areas of
the reservoir which otherwise are difficult to access. By using
this technology wells can be drilled up to a depth of approximate-
ly 4 kilometres from the existing well plinth without entering
the protected area. Through ERD technology, OIL will reach
the target depth of around 3.5 Kms beneath the surface of the
National Park without carrying out any drilling activity inside the
national park. This is a state of the art technology where drilling
will take place around at an average more than 1.5 kms outside
the demarcated area of the national park where OIL already is
carrying out hydrocarbon exploration since last fifteen years, in
the Baghjan area of the Tinsukia district.

“If commercial viability of hydrocarbon production is estab-
lished, then production of oil and gas will help in meeting ener-
gy needs of the country and will also lead to socioeconomic
development of the area and its vicinity,” the press release
added. The commercial production from this area shall enable
OIL to meet 10 per cent reduction in imports and also fulfilling

North East Vision 2030 for energy security.

Centre ...
(Contd from page 1)

The three journalists bodies had alleged that the employees
including scribes are being terminated and steps like unilateral
steep wage cuts and sending workers on indefinite unpaid leave
are being taken by managements citing the nationwide lock-
down since March 25 to contain the coronavirus pandemic.

“As per various industry estimates, Directorate of Advertis-
ing and Visual Publicity (DAVP) owes between Rs 1,500 and
Rs 1,800 crore to various media companies. A large chunk of
this i.e. Rs 800-900 crore is owed to the print industry alone.
Such amounts have been outstanding for several months and
there is little prospect of realising the same any time soon,”
the INS said in its affidavit. – PTI

COVID-19 ...
(Contd from page 1)

Though the coronavirus strain in India has undergone some

mutation while spreading within the country over the last few

months, the difference in the strain has been found to be less

than 0.1 per cent which is not “significant”.  Mutation of a virus

happens when it is replicating. Viruses survive through muta-

tion and this is a random act, rather than a deliberate act of

survival. “Despite the minor mutation so far, the virulence of

the strain has not changed,” he added.

Assam has registered some 170 cases so far and, according

to doctors, 90 per cent of them are asymptomatic. “While they

are not symptomatic, the patients are getting cured by them-

selves. However, that does not mean we should lower the

guard. People need to be careful as it has proved fatal for per-

sons with co-morbidity,” he added.

Maximise ...
(Contd from page 1)

Stating that the PM’s package brings much hope for the agri and
allied sectors, the Chief Minister called upon the banks to pump in
more money in building agricultural infrastructure and focus on
areas related to production, procurement and marketing of farm
products. Finance Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma in his speech
urged the banks to show leadership in overcoming the present
economic crisis and work with a focus on realising the vision of
Atmanirbhar Bharat and Atmanirbhar Assam. He said the State
government would introduce three awards to recognise the best
performing banks on PM’s package.

Representing the banking institutions, SBI NE Circle CGM Su-
nil Tandon, NABARD CGM SS Saha, North East Small Finance
Bank MD&CEO of Rupali Kalita and officials of Bank of India and
Indian Bank made several suggestions for implementation of the
PM’s package.

Dehing ...
(Contd from page 1)

Conservationists are little
enthused by the forest depart-
ment’s argument.

“The department being
mandated with forest protec-
tion should voice concern for
the entire stretch of rain for-
ests, i.e., the Elephant Reserve.
Many animals, especially long-
ranging ones such as elephants
and tigers need vast areas for
their survival and breeding.
The mining area also falls on a
critical elephant corridor link-
ing it with the Arunachal for-
ests and elephants have tradi-
tionally been using the path. At
a time when rampant deforest-
ation has taken roots, every bit
of remaining forest needs to be
preserved zealously. And we do
not have any more rainforests
other than this existing
stretch,” a conservationist said.

The Dehing Patkai Elephant
Reserve – often referred to as
the Amazon of the East – hap-
pens to be the largest rainfor-
est in India, stretching for
some 575 sq km in Tinsukia,
Dibrugarh and Sivasagar dis-
tricts and is a biodiversity
hotspot.
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Forecast for North Eastern

States: Rain/thundershowers is

very likely to occur at most

places over Arunachal Pradesh,

Assam, Meghalaya, Nagaland,

Manipur, Mizoram and Tripura.

Strong surface wind (speed 30-

40 kmph) over South-Assam,

West Assam, Meghalaya,

Mizoram and Tripura from tonight.

Warning :  Thunderstorm with

lightning and gusty wind with

speed (40-50) KMPH is very

likely to occur at isolated places

over Arunachal Pradesh, Assam

and Meghalaya. Thunderstorm

with lightning and gusty wind with

speed (30-40) kmph is very likely

to occur at isolated places over

Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram and

Tripura. Heavy to very heavy

rain is very likely to occur at

isolated places over Assam,

Meghalaya. Heavy rain is very

likely to occur at isolated places

over Arunachal Pradesh,

Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram and

Tripura.

Temperatures :

 Max (°C)  Min (°C)

Dibrugarh 30.4 25.2

Tezpur 30.7 26.4

Silchar 33.2 26.0

Dhubri 28.4 27.1

Jorhat 30.4 22.4

N Lakhimpur 31.0 24.4

Shillong 18.5

Cherrapunjee 24.2 16.9

Aizawl – 19.9

Kohima 24.3 14.7

Pasighat 28.7 25.0

Itanagar 30.4 24.2

Imphal 29.7 21.9

Agartala 30.0 24.2

WEATHER

NORTHEAST
CORRESPONDENT

AGARTALA, May 20: Four

new COVID-19 patients have

been confirmed in Tripura

during the past 24 hours, tak-

ing the total number of cases

in the State to 173, which is

the highest in the North East

region so far.

Altogether 850 samples

were tested late night, out of

whom four persons, who

came from Chennai in a spe-

cial train, were found posi-

tive. This is for the first time

that four positive cases were

found among those who have

returned from various States

in special trains during the

Farmers undergoing thermal scanning before being allowed to cross the barbed fencing along the India-Bangladesh border
to harvest crops, at Lankamura in West Tripura on Wednesday. – Photo: Correspondent

Tripura COVID-19
tally rises to 173

ongoing lockdown. The ma-

jority of the COVID-19 cas-

es in the State have been re-

ported from two BSF battal-

ions headquartered at Am-

bassa in Dhalai district.

The State administration

has already identified 153 pas-

sengers who came in contact

with the four new COVID-19

patients, and all of them have

been sent to institutional quar-

antine, said Law Minister Ra-

tan Lal Nath here today.

In Tripura so far, 17,026

samples have been sent for

tests out of which 15,822 re-

sults are out. As many as 173

positive cases have been

found in the course of the

tests till date. As of now, 253

persons are quarantined in

facility centres and 4,348

persons have been placed

under home quarantine.

At present 55 COVID-19

patients are undergoing treat-

ment in the GB Pant Hospital

here and the Shaheed Bhagat

Singh Youth Hostel. Though

the COVID-19 graph has

been increasing in Tripura, the

recovery rate in the State

stands at 76.86 per cent.

Tripura has 42 active cases

now, the minister said, adding

that the State Government has

already intensified conduct of

the COVID-19 tests. Nath said

that the Tata Trust has pro-

vided ventilators to the State

and as many as nine ventila-

tors are now available in the

dedicated COVID-19 centre

in the GB Pant Hospital. Ear-

lier, the State Government

had sought help from the Tata

Trust to fight the COVID-19

pandemic.

Meanwhile, the State Gov-

ernment has also decided to

use the TIDC Exhibition

Centre at Hapania as a COV-

ID Care Centre. Around

1,000 patients can be housed

there. This facility is in addi-

tion to the existing COVID-

19 centres at the GB Pant

Hospital and the Shaheed

Bhagat Singh Youth Hostel.

CORRESPONDENT

IMPHAL, May 20: With 16

more persons testing positive

for COVID-19 today, Manipur

has now recorded a total of

25 cases. Two patients had re-

covered and were released

from hospital last month. The

number of active cases stands

at 23 following Wednesday’s

development.

Additional Director of the

Health Department Dr

Khoirom Sasheekumar

Mangang, in a press release,

stated that 16 persons, in-

cluding six men and ten

women, were confirmed

positive out of 90 individu-

als, who were tested at the

Virus Research and Diag-

Manipur confirms 16
new COVID-19 cases

nostic Laboratory of the Ja-

waharlal Nehru Institute of

Medical Sciences here.

All the positive cases are

confined to the quarantine

centres, the latest official re-

lease stated. The Manipur

Cabinet has also reviewed

the status of all returnees and

decided to segregate them

from the other inmates in the

quarantine centres.

Meanwhile, another spe-

cial train carrying 485 strand-

ed people belonging to the

State from Vijayawada in

Andhra Pradesh arrived at

the Jiribam Railway Station

this morning, sources said.

Soon after their arrival, the

returnees were transported

to their respective districts

in State Transport Depart-

ment buses after necessary

medical procedures.

Lockdown violators

detained: The Manipur

Police have detained 601

persons and seized 522 ve-

hicles for violating lock-

down norms in the State in

the latest such incidents, a

senior officer said.

They were fined a sum of Rs

66,500 on Wednesday by the

magistrates concerned, a press

note issued by Additional DGP

(Law and Order) L Kailun said.

The Additional DGP said the

police department would con-

tinue to deal firmly with those

who violate the lockdown vio-

lators, under the National Dis-

aster Management Act, 2005.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SHILLONG, May 20: Pooja Thapa of Meg-

halaya today became the 100,00,000th bene-

ficiary of the Ayushman Bharat health insur-

ance scheme of the Central Government. She

was contacted by Prime Minister Naren-

dra Modi over the phone on the occasion.

“During my official tours, I would inter-

act with Ayushman Bharat beneficiaries.

Sadly, that is not possible these days but I

did have a great telephone interaction with

Pooja Thapa from Meghalaya, the 1 croreth

beneficiary,” Prime Minister Narendra

Modi tweeted.

Meghalaya Chief Minister Conrad Sang-

ma also tweeted: “Pooja Thapa from Meg-

halaya is the 1 croreth beneficiary of Ayush-

man Bharat, a path-breaking initiative of the

PM Narendra Modiji. Just like Pooja, over 1

crore Indians are now benefitting through

the National Health Insurance Scheme.”

PM phones ‘1 croreth Ayushman
Bharat beneficiary’ from Meghalaya

The Ayushman Bharat scheme was

launched in September, 2018, as recommend-

ed under the National Health Policy, 2017.

The scheme is meant to achieve the vision of

universal health coverage through insurance.

In Meghalaya, Ayushman Bharat is im-

plemented in convergence with the Meg-

halaya Health Insurance Scheme and pro-

vides a Rs 5-lakh annual coverage to every

household.

Across the State, several persons have

benefited with the health insurance card.

As every State wants to leverage this Cen-

tral scheme tweaking its nomenclature, the

goal to have a uniform health insurance card

across the country has been defeated to

some extent. Due to the different nomen-

clature that several States have adopted,

some of these cards are not accepted in

other States, although a substantial amount

of the fund to the State Health departments

accrues from the Centre.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

SHILLONG, May 20: The

Meghalaya Government to-

day admitted that it was “un-

prepared” when the first

COVID-19 case was report-

ed in the State. However, it

claimed that the State ma-

chinery is now better pre-

pared to handle the pandem-

ic situation.

Deputy Chief Minister

Prestone Tynsong said that

when the first COVID 19 cas-

es were reported, the situa-

tion was different. “Of course

everyone was so unpre-

pared. Now we are in a posi-

tion to take care of the situa-

tion,” Tynsong stated.

The Deputy Chief Minis-

ter was referring to a new

case of COVID-19 detected

in West Garo Hills last

evening. The person in ques-

tion had returned from Chen-

nai, Tynsong said, adding that

there was no cause of panic.

The first COVID-19 pa-

tient of the State, a physician

who subsequently died, did

not get a burial place for over

24 hours. Residents of differ-

ent locations here refused to

offer a place of burial. The

manner in which the district

Sikkim Cong seeks
action against

Anushka Sharma’s
Paatal Lok

A CORRESPONDENT

GANGTOK, May 20: State

Congress chief Bharat Basnett

has written to party’s general

secretary and MP Gaurav

Gogoi to initiate immediate

action against Paatal Lok, a

web series streaming on

Amazon Prime Video and

produced by Bollywood ac-

tress Anushka Sharma.

“It has come to our knowl-

edge that the web-series ti-

tled Paatal Lok streaming on

Amazon Prime Video and

produced by Anushka Shar-

ma has an objectionable

scene and condemnable dia-

logues,” said Basnett. He also

demanded an apology from

producer Anushka Sharma.

His letter mentioned that

the Indian Nepali/Gorkha is

a minority community hav-

ing a population of over 1.5

crore and the history of the

community has not been

properly understood due to

the existence of sovereign

nation Nepal, a permanent

member of the UNO and im-

mediate neighbour of India.

“Unfortunately, such derog-

atory remarks specifically

pointing at a community are

condemnable. This web series

has hurt the Nepali/Gorkha

community internationally,

which is a matter of serious

concern,” Basnett said.

He has requested Gogoi

to take up the matter with

the appropriate authorities

urgently for deletion of the

derogatory portion of the

web series.

NEW DELHI, May 20:

The proactive steps taken by

all the North Eastern States,

coupled with the liberal sup-

port offered by the Centre,

has helped the region cope

better with the COVID-19

pandemic compared to the

rest of India, Union Minister

Jitendra Singh said today.

Singh said the success of the

measures taken by the NE

States is evident from the fact

that Sikkim and Nagaland do

not have a single COVID-19

CORRESPONDENT

DIMAPUR, May 20: The

semilooper pest – common-

ly called the inch worm – has

infested standing crops in

Kohima and Zunheboto dis-

tricts of Nagaland. The pest

has been found feeding on

crops like potato, chilli and

beans standing on about 700-

800 hectares of land.

An official release stated that

the semilooper infestation

with a high population above

the economic threshold, has

been noticed for the first time

in the State. The pest is pre-

sumed to be migratory and its

identification is under process,

which will take some time, the

release added.

It said general control op-

erations against the semi-

looper are being taken to

prevent further spread. In

the event of severe out-

break, crops will be damaged,

which will then require alter-

native sowing, it added.

Mechanical control meas-

ures and biopesticides like Ba-

cillus thuringiensis, Beauve-

ria bassiana and Azadirach-

Meghalaya aid to
quarantine centres

SHILLONG, May 20: Meg-

halaya Chief Minister Conrad

Sangma today announced a

one-time assistance of Rs

5,000 to every quarantine cen-

tre across the State, which is

actively assisting people re-

turning from other States.

Replying to a Zero Hour

notice moved by Congress

MLA Mayralborn Syiem on

the first day of the reassem-

bled Budget Session of the

Meghalaya Assembly, Sang-

ma said the one-time finan-

cial assistance would be giv-

en from the Chief Minister’s

Relief Fund.

Sangma said that both com-

munity and home quarantine fa-

cilities are available for people

returning from outside. Most

people with no symptoms are

under home quarantine.

The Chief Minister told

the House members that it

is difficult to accommodate

more than 8,000 people, who

have registered for return to

the State, in institutional

quarantine facilities. So far,

7,050 stranded citizens have

returned home, Sangma said.

– Staff Correspondent

Tripura Govt
reiterates

commitment to
hold early polls

CORRESPONDENT

AGARTALA, May 20:

Tripura Deputy Chief Minis-

ter Jishnu Dev Varma on Tues-

day said that the BJP-IPFT

Government in the State

would put in its best efforts to

conduct early elections to the

Tripura Tribal Areas Autono-

mous District Council

(TTAADC) in order to put de-

velopment on the right track

in the tribal-dominated areas.

“Whatever decision has

been taken – appointment of

Administrator for the

TTAADC – is within the

Constitutional provisions.

We have done nothing against

the Constitution,” the Dep-

uty Chief Minister told me-

dia persons here.

“We could not conduct the

elections to the TTAADC on

schedule due to the COVID-

19 pandemic. Therefore, the

Governor has appointed the

Administrator to run the trib-

al council for the next six

months. We will conduct the

elections as early as possi-

ble,” Dev Varma said.

The Deputy Chief Minis-

ter said that the need of the

hour is to speed up develop-

ment and ensure protection

of the indigenous people. “I

believe these two issues will

get the focus during the Gov-

ernor’s regime in the

TTAADC and the Govern-

ment will extend its full sup-

port in this regard,” he said.

Dev Varma further said an

action plan would soon be un-

veiled for the tribal council so

that the people could benefit

from it. “We have heard a lot of

promises and commitments

being made, but development

has not taken place in the tribal

council areas on expected lines.

I hope the new arrangement

will bring a positive impact on

the lives of the indigenous peo-

ple,” Dev Varma added.

CORRESPONDENT

AIZAWL, May 20: Five

Congress MLAs of Mizoram

today donated their basic sal-

ary for May to Chief Minis-

ter Zoramthanga to fight

against COVID-19.

Led by Congress Legisla-

ture Party leader Zodintluan-

ga, four Congress MLAs

handed over the cash to the

Chief Minister. Nihar Kanti

Chakma, one of the Congress

MLAs, was absent as he was

touring the border areas in

his constituency.

“As per a decision taken in

the CLP meeting on May 19,

Zoramthanga
scoffs at

Manorama goof-up
AIZAWL, May 20: Mizoram

Chief Minister Zoramthanga

today took a sarcastic jibe at

the Manorama Yearbook in a

tweet after the yearbook

made a goof-up by featuring

his photograph as that of the

Mizoram Governor.

In the Mizoram section of

the Manorama Yearbook’s
2020 edition, former Chief

Minister Lal Thanhawla’s pic-

ture was published as that of

Zoramthanga. It mentioned

former Governor Jagdish

Mukhi as the current Gover-

nor of Mizoram and carried

Zoramthanga’s image as that

of the incumbent Governor.

“Thank you #Manorama

Yearbook 2020. I never knew

I was the Prime Minister of

India??,” Zoramthanga

wrote on his Twitter handle.

Zoramthanga’s sarcastic re-

sponse to the faux pass won ac-

colades on the social media.

Furthermore, the yearbook

said Mizoram has eight districts

instead of 12, and the name of

the capital Aizawl is misspelt as

Aizawal. – Correspondent

NE doing better than rest of India in handling COVID-19: Singh
positive case till date, while

Arunachal Pradesh and Mizo-

ram had one patient each,

who have since recovered.

Meghalaya had 13 cases in a

hospital in Shillong due to a

foreign traveller. The State

recorded one death, but all the

others have since recovered,

he said in a write-up.

Meghalaya is also COVID-

19 free now, the Union Min-

ister for Development of

North Eastern Region (DoN-

ER), said.

In effect, as on Wednesday,

four States of NE India – Aru-

nachal Pradesh, Mizoram,

Nagaland and Sikkim – are

COVID-19 free.

Singh said the biggest

State in the NE, Assam, has

a few cases, but the State

has handled the pandemic

very well and effectively

contained it in local areas.

Manipur and Tripura had

two cases each, who recov-

ered, and the States were

declared COVID-19 free.

However, in the first week

of May due to migrants test-

ing COVID-19 positive,

Tripura saw a large spurt in

cases, particularly in the Cen-

tral Armed Police Forces, de-

ployed there, he said.

In fact, the proactive

steps taken by all the NE

States, coupled with the lib-

eral support offered by the

Central Government, has

helped the region to cope

better compared to the rest

of India, he said.

This was made possible

due to the prompt response

of Central and State Govern-

ments in enforcing strict lock-

downs, prompt supply of

medicines and equipment

through air cargo services

and the Air Force, among

others, Singh said.

He also said that quick ram-

ping up of testing facilities and

number of testing centres,

upgrading COVID-19 related

health infrastructure and

making available essential

supplies to all citizens through

the public distribution system

and the effective implemen-

tation of  the PM Garib Kaly-

an Anna Yojana has led to the

NE coping up better with the

pandemic.

Singh said that as a result of

extension of testing facilities in

the region, the pace of testing

has increased from 2,931 in the

first week of April to 60,063 in

mid-May, from an average of

300 per day to 3,800 per day

during this period. – PTI

Cong MLAs donate salaries to
COVID-19 fund in Mizoram

we have donated our basic pay

for May to the Chief Minis-

ter’s COVID-19 fund alone.

We have not donated to the

Chief Minister’s Relief Fund,”

Zodintluanga told reporters.

His statement reflects the

Congress’ skepticism about

proper utilisation of the CM’s

Relief Fund, to which crores

of rupees have been donated.

The five MLAs’ basic pay

amounts to Rs 4 lakh.

“As we do not know how

long the pandemic will con-

tinue, we will decide our next

course of action depending

on the situation,” Zodintlu-

anga said.

The remaining 35 MLAs,

including 27 MNF MLAs,

seven ZPM MLAs and one

BJP MLA, had decided to do-

nate 30 per cent of their basic

pay from May to December

in a meeting held a few days

ago. The Congress MLAs had

skipped the meeting.

Zodintluanga said the Con-

gress MLAs want withdrawal

of the MLAs’ local area de-

velopment fund to fight

against COVID-19.

“The Congress MLAs in-

tend to utilise our local area

development fund to fight

against the pandemic as far

as possible,” he said.

Meghalaya ‘unprepared’
during first positive cases

administration had handled

the situation, raised several

questions.

Thereafter, as many as 12

primary contacts of the first

patient had tested positive.

There were several issues

with the testing procedure,

availability of personal pro-

tective equipment (PPE),

masks and gloves. The de-

tails of the secondary and ter-

tiary contacts of the first pa-

tient were also leaked on the

social media.

Tynsong stated that the State

Government has decided to

carry out an outreach pro-

gramme for elderly people

aged 60 years and above

through the 7,000-odd COVID

committees across the State.

 He said these members of

these committees would go

door to door to reach out to

these elderly people and gen-

erate awareness. These com-

mittees will be headed by lo-

cal headmen, and will also

have government officials,

ASHA workers and others.

The State has sent 3,354

samples for tests so far and

3,158 of them have been

found negative. The results of

182 tests are awaited. There

is one active case as of now.

Pest infests crops in
two Nagaland dists

tin are being used to control

the pest. Egg parasitoids

called Trichogramma pretio-

sum, produced by the Biocon-

trol Laboratory of the State

Agriculture Department at

Medziphema near here, will

be subsequently released.

Besides, plant protection

sprays are being used in the

affected fields and farming

communities are being sen-

sitised as immediate meas-

ures since agricultural activ-

ities are fully exempted from

the lockdown provisions.

The ongoing surveillance,

monitoring and logistic sup-

port to the districts and sub-

divisions are being provided

through the State Agricultural

Technology Management

Agency. These measures cov-

er the peak period of infec-

tion by the pest, thereby re-

ducing the economic loss of

the farmers to some extent.

Another invasive migrato-

ry pest called fall armyworm

was reported in seven villag-

es of Mokokchung district

early this month, infesting

around 2961.95 hectares of

crop land.

Autonomous
dist council
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Eid shopping
DHUBRI, May 20: The Dhubri town area was seen full

crowded on Tuesday as the people were busy buying
goods for Eid. The people are thronging shops all over the
town to buy goods. The shopkeepers, who had a tough
time on account of lockdown, are now earning well
enough. – Correspondent

Online art contest
RANGIYA, May 20: Under the aegis of the Rangiya

Press Club, an online State-level prize money art contest
is being organised focusing on the COVID -19 awareness
among students in two different groups – group A (class
V to VIII) theme: “awareness on COVID-19” and group B
(class IX to XII)  theme: “fight against COVID -19 and
our role”. Interested participants may send their entries
to the organisers. – Correspondent

Appeal to people
GOSSAIGAON, May 20: Members of the Srimanta

Chetana Mancha, Gossaigaon, Nagar Committee
distributed masks, sanitizers, soaps etc., at Saraibil CSP,
banks, police outposts, Raimona Army Camp, SSB,
Ballamjhora, Bongaon, Mothambal, Pokalagi and Nandipur
etc. Krishna Brahma, district president of the Srimanta
Chetana Mancha, Kokrajhar, has appealed to the people
to maintain social distancing. – Correspondent

Ration distributed
TIHU, May 20: The Dharmapur Youth Congress

handed over ration and masks to 52 hawkers at the
premises of the Paschim Nalbari Press Club under the
leadership of Ratul Patowary, vice-president of the Assam
Pradesh Congress Committee and Imdadul Hoque,
president, Dharmapur Youth Congress Committee. It
needs to be mentioned here that they have already
distributed  5000 masks to persons in Dharmapur LAC. –
ANN Service

One killed in mishap
PATACHARKUCHI, May 20: One  Praneswar Das died

on the spot when the scooty he was riding collided head-
on with an ambulance near Rana High School here on
Tuesday. The deceased hails from Nityananda area. The
police from Pathsala outpost took charge of the body and
of the owner of the ambulance. – ANN Service

Tractors distributed
DIPHU, May 20: The Agriculture department under

the administrative control of Karbi Anglong Autonomous
Council distributed a number of tractors among various
selected farmers group on Tuesday in a simple ceremony
at the office compound of Executive Engineer (Agricul-
ture) Karbi Anglong Division. Tractors with all necessary
implements were distributed under Chief Minister
Samagra Gramya Unnayyan Yojana in the second phase of
2019-20. Around 38 tractors were handed over to various
farmers group of Karbi Anglong and around 21 sets of
tractors were renounced among the farmers of West Karbi
Anglong. – Correspondent

Masks, sanitizers distributed
SIVASAGAR, May 20: Lucky Gogoi, vice president,

Rajyik Madakdrobya Nibarani Parishad, distributed
sanitizers and masks among PRI members of Salaguri
Mogarahat, Rongpur and Rudrasagar GPs  and the
Village Defence parties here today, who have been
involved in disaster management during the lockdown
for over two months. She was assisted by Samran
Bordaloi of District Media Cell, Ranjit Dutta, Tanmoi
Saikia, Uttam Saikia, Ipsita Barua and Jyotish Phukan,
In Charge Jaysagar PS. Later, she distributed the
items among the elderly residents of Jaysagar Old Age
Home and among the media people in Sivasagar town.
– Correspondent

Experts express concern over
quarantine centres near Manas

CORRESPONDENT

BARPETA, May 20: When

the worldwide war against

the COVID-19 pandemic has

virtually threatened the ex-

istence of mankind, setting up

of quarantine centres in are-

as adjacent to the Manas Na-

tional Park-cum-Tiger

Project is agitating the minds

of the nature lovers.

The Baksa district ad-

ministration has initiated

steps to set up quarantine

centres at hotels and lodg-

es under the Bansbari range

of the park for people com-

ing from outside the State.

The administration had in-

vited the lodge owners a

few days back and intimat-

ed the intention of the gov-

ernment in this regard. It

is also learnt that some ho-

tel owners had opposed the

move citing that if some one

among the quarantined per-

sons is infected it may

prove disastrous for the

World Heritage Park.

When contacted, the direc-

tor of the park acknowledged

the decision of the district

administration to set up quar-

antine centres in these lodg-

es. When asked about the

probable spread of the virus

to the animal fraternity of the

park, he said that corona

transmission to wildlife is not

possible until the latter

comes into contact with the

infected persons. However,

he agreed that such meas-

ures should be adopted as a

last resort. If persons com-

ing from outside can be ac-

commodated in other places,

these lodges should be avoid-

ed. He however made it

clear that he cannot go against

the decision of the authority

as the coronavirus outbreak

has been marked as a pan-

demic and hence there are

some compulsions too.

A wildlife expert on the

condition of anonymity told

this correspondent that nor-

mally there is no problem in

setting up of a quarantine

centre in a lodge on the plea

that it is attached to a Na-

tional Park rich in diverse

wildlife. But if there are

some infected persons and

they somehow come into

contact with an animal it may

cost dear not only to the park

but also to the State as a

whole. He stated that a

number of animals in the

park like elephants, deer,

monkey and hog deer visit

the adjoining areas. Even,

the rhino, the pride of As-

sam comes out and move

along the residential areas.

The animals are seen mov-

ing around the lodge

premises. They graze in

those areas, drink, eat food

and sleep there off and on.

In that case, if some infected

persons are unknowingly

quarantined there before

being tested and diagnosed,

the probability of the spread

of the virus to an animal can-

not be ruled out.

He also said that the ani-

mal coming into contact

with an infected person may

not be harmed due to its

strong immunity, but when

it re-enters the jungle and

comes into contacts with

other animals who may be

weak, such animals may die.

So it is advisable to avoid

the use of the core areas of

a wildlife sanctuary for such

purposes.

A lodge owner alleged

that monkeys, deer, pigs and

squirrels are regular visi-

tors to the lodge premises.

It is not practical to prevent

these animals, especially, the

monkeys from entering the

lodge campus, which very

often consume food in their

lodge. But they cannot defy

government orders at this

hour of emergency. So he

requested the authorities to

look into the conservation

aspects of the park before

arriving at a final decision.

Fire and Emergecy Services workers spray disinfect-
ants amid concerns over the spread of the COVID-19
disease during the fourth phase of the nationwide
lockdown at Mirza, on Wednesday. – UB Photos

Baghara hospital playing pivotal role in battle against COVID-19
CORRESPONDENT

MORIGAON, May 20:

Baghara State Dispensary,  a

government primary

health service centre under

Bhurbandha Development

Block in Morigaon district,

has been extending service

to combat novel coronavirus

pandemic among the rural

poor in 23 revenue villages

of the district.

This State dispensary was

established way back in 1938

at Baghara village at the ini-

tiative of the local people.

Now, it is the only govern-

ment health centre to cater

to the needs of thousands of

people under the

Bhurbandha block. The

Baghara State Dispensary

team led by its doctor Dr

Amar Jyoti Deka along with

seven staff members, includ-

ing Dr Devolina Bhagawati,

Swarna Phukan, ANM,

Nupur Lahon, ANM, Karabi

Devi, GNM, Jyotismita Hira,

helper have now become the

cynosure of the masses by

virtue of their services. They

have been rendering service

round-the-clock to the 23

revenue villages as per the

instructions of the State

Health department to fight

COVID-19. They have cov-

ered 24,000 people living in

Tarani -Kalbari, Niz Tetelia,

Jagi-Gohaichaki, Mora

Kolong, Tengaguri, Ajarbari,

Singibari, Dolbari, Ouzari,

Gorjan etc., to create aware-

ness.

Dr Amar Jyoti Deka, in-

charge of the dispensary,

while talking to this corre-

spondent informed that all the

staff have dedicated them-

selves to generate aware-

ness on various norms laid

by the Union Health Minis-

try on novel coronavirus.

It may be mentioned here

that Baghara State Dispensary

was conferred the “

Kayakalpa” Award by the

Health and Family Welfare

Ministry, Government of In-

dia for promotion of cleanliness

and hygiene and infection con-

trol practices in and around the

hospital. The hospital has 10

beds, including maternity ward

and CM’s free diagnosis is go-

ing on in malaria, TB and other

diseases.

Dr Devolina Bhagawati, a

young doctor, has been ex-

tending services at this criti-

cal hour. Likewise, Swarna

Phukan, ANM, Nupur Lahon

and Korobi Devi all dedicated

nurses in the dispensary are

loved and respected by all for

their services.

Despite its service, the dis-

pensary has very little infra-

structure. What is more

alarming is that it  does not

have proper modern equip-

ment. Moreover, doctors

and nurses quarters are in a

dilapidated state.

Laba Kanta Boruah, presi-

dent, hospital management

committee, Baghara said that

in the last financial year, Rama

Kanta Deori, MLA, Morigaon

and Pijush Hazarika, Minister

of State for Health sanctioned

an amount of Rs 50 lakh to

Baghara Dispensary for carry-

ing out developmental works,

but strangely enough, the fund

is still lying with the PWD.

Staff of Baghara State Dispensary conducting sanitization in a village. – Photo: Dalim Phukan

CORRESPONDENT

NALBARI, May 20: A sec-

tion of farmers of Nalbari dis-

trict have demanded more

funds to give an impetus to

the agriculture sector which

has suffered a serious set-

back due to the ongoing lock-

down.

Hailing the Rs 20 lakh crore

economic package announced

by the Centre , Joycharan

Haloi, who is also the presi-

dent of Nalbari Zila Pathar

Parichalana Samiti, said that

the State government should

come forward with a compre-

hensive plan to give a fillip to

the agriculture sector. “We

appreciate the economic pack-

age announced by the Prime

Minister, but at the same

time , a thorough economic

planning is a must in this re-

gard,” he said.

The farmer, who has a vast

experience in the field of ag-

riculture, said that the sec-

tor is the backbone of the

State economy, and , there-

Nalbari farmers demand more
funds for agriculture sector

fore, the State government

should formulate a complete

plan.

He also demanded the

State government to intro-

duce schemes to attract the

youths towards agriculture.

“A pension scheme be intro-

duced for the farmers,” he

advised.

Similarly,  Nirmal Haloi,

who is also a leading farmer

of the district,  informed that

farmers have incurred a huge

loss in view of the novel coro-

navirus pandemic, but the

loss could be mitigated by

properly implementing the

economic package. “This is a

positive move on the part of

Centre which will improve

the agriculture sector, be-

sides generating employ-

ment,” he said.

It may be mentioned here

that the economy of Nalbari

district is based on agricul-

ture. The youths, who have

returned to the district, will

be able to reap the benefit of

the economic package.

Meanwhile, after new relax-

ations announced by the gov-

ernment, agricultural activi-

ties are gradually increasing

in the district.

A farmer busy preparing his land for kharif crop after relaxation of lockdown at a village in
Nalbari. – Photo: Ramen Kalita

CORRESPONDENT

HAILAKANDI, May 20:

Altogether 12 persons donat-

ed blood in Hailakandi district

in a blood donation camp or-

ganised by Barak Valley Vol-

untary Blood Donors’ Forum

to mark the 59th Language

Martyrs Day on Tuesday.

The camp, held at the

blood bank premises of

Hailakandi’s SK Roy Civil

Hospital was attended by the

president and secretary of

the forum, Dr Paritosh Chan-

dra Dutta and Sudarshan

Bhatatcharjee, Shankar

Choudhury, Madhavi Sarma,

Ranjit Ghosh, hospital super-

intendent Dr  Sudip

Chakraborty among others.

They all spoke about the

merits of blood donation and

urged the people to come

forward for this noble cause

to save the life.

Floral tributes were also

paid to the martyrs by the

members of Barak Upatyaka

Banga Sahitya O Sanskriti

Sammelan in Hailakandi

town. Masks and soaps were

distributed among the vari-

ous sections of people on the

occasion to prevent the in-

fection. Sammilito Sanskritik

Vikash Mancha observed the

day through their online fa-

cebook page.

It may be mentioned here

that the day is observed as in

the Bengali-dominated Bar-

ak Valley to remember the

11 persons including a wom-

an, who died due to police fir-

ing at Silchar Railway station

on May 19, 1961 while pro-

testing the imposition of As-

samese language as official

language in Barak Valley by

the State government.

Most of the people in the

district observed the Day in

their respective houses amid

COVID-19 pandemic. Some

of the socio-cultural organi-

sations in districts paid floral

tributes to the martyr altar

maintaining physical dis-

tance.

The secretary of Sammil-

ito Sanskritik Vikash Man-

cha, Bijoyini Bhattacharjee

said that for the first time,

they observed the day online

through their Facebook page.

She said that they reached to

huge people both in India and

abroad digitally and said, “It

might not have been possi-

ble in physical programme”.

People posted self-composed

poems, stories in the page

and artistes posted dance,

songs, recitation etc., which

were widely viewed and

commented. Some live ses-

sions were also conducted,

Bhattacharjee added.

Sarbadharma Samanway

Sabha also paid floral tributes

and organised a special

prayer for the eternal peace

of Martyrs at Maijdihi point

of Karimganj. In the evening,

people lighted lamps at hous-

es and business establish-

ments.

People donate blood in Hailakandi

CORRESPONDENT

KOKRAJHAR, May 20:

Governor Prof Jagdish

Mukhi visited BTC head-

quarters Kokrajhar on Tues-

day. This was the first visit to

the BTC Secretariat, Kad-

amtola in Kokrajhar of Pro-

fessor Mukhi, who had taken

over the reins of the BTC

administration on April 28

last after the expiry of the

term of the Hagrama Mohi-

lary-led elected council on

April 27 last.

During his visit, Prof

Mukhi held meetings with

the Administrator of BTC,

Principal Secretary of BTC,

all the DCs,  SPs and other

top civil and police officials of

the four districts of BTAD

including the IGP, BTAD and

top officials of other security

agencies at the BTC Secre-

tariat and he asked them to

work for the welfare of the

people of the region.

He also asked the officers

to make the BTC adminis-

tration citizen-friendly. He

also called upon the officials

to follow the Health Depart-

ment’s directives and make

necessary arrangements to

stop the spread of COVID-

19 in the region although the

BTAD has been left largely

untouched by it.

At the same time he also

hoped that the agriculture and

MSME sectors of the BTAD

region benefit from the re-

cently announced Rs 20 lakh

crore Central package to bail

out the economy following

the COVID-19 crisis.

The Assam Governor also

met and interacted with a

number of student organisa-

tions, political parties etc.,  on

different issues related to the

BTC region.

Governor  holds talks
with top BTC officials

at Kokrajhar

Rule violation by
buses alleged
CORRESPONDENT

DHUBRI, May 20: Two

buses carrying 60 passengers

from Kolkata entered Dhubri

town yesterday. Of the 60, 13

were from Delhi Nizamuddin

Markaz, who entered the dis-

trict without undergoing any

medical check-up. Later, po-

lice sent the buses to Chago-

lia located across the inter-

state border with Bengal for

proper medical check-up.

According to information,

the buses bearing number

WB 41(G) 5342 and WB 57

(C) 9542 with 60 passengers,

mostly students from a Kolk-

ata-based Madrasa school en-

tered the district. The buses

earlier tried to enter the dis-

trict through Chagolia gate

but they were not denied en-

try. Both the buses some-

how managed to enter

through Srirampur (Kokra-

jhar) district and the passen-

gers were later quarantined.

CORRESPONDENT

DOOMDOOMA, May 20:

To sensitise the local people

about the outbreak of novel

corona virus,  the student

volunteers of National Serv-

ice Scheme (NSS) of Digboi

College have initiated voice

call messages to various vil-

lages through audio-what-

sapp in six different languag-

es viz., Assamese, Hindi,

Bengali, Nepali and Adivasi.

Moreover, they also pro-

duced several

educative ani-

mation and dra-

ma from their

own home cre-

ating popularity

amongst the

viewers across

the State.

The NSS

unit of Digboi

College in Tin-

sukia district of

Upper Assam

also initiated the “Mask is

Must”  campaign with Mar-

gherita subdivisional admin-

istration for two days at Dig-

boi. The NSS students vol-

unteers were entrusted as

COVID-19 warriors by fol-

lowing physical distancing

with the tasks to observe the

passengers travelling in  the

ASTC buses without wear-

ing  masks, educate them

why it is important, making

them wash their hands using

machines provided by Dig-

boi Municipal Board. Free

masks provided by the Rota-

ry Club of Digboi were dis-

tributed among the passen-

gers at the ASTC bus stops.

NSS students volunteers

of Digboi College  also drew

circles in the bus-stands,

shops, banks and ATMs for

maintaining physical dis-

tance. The team of 11 stu-

dent volunteers who took

these initiatives are – Naya-

na Saikia, Nayan Nag, Di-

pankar Deb, Raktutpal Baru-

ah, Dipanjol Borgohain, Ma-

nashi Chetia, Ankita Dey,

Bishal Mandal, Y Binod Rao

and Bhaskar Bora.

In yet another initiative on

Friday, the student volun-

teers conducted a door-to-

door campaign with 88 fami-

lies  at Saraipung Forest Vil-

lage with a mission to make

everyone know about COV-

ID-19 precautionary meas-

ures. The NSS student vol-

unteers also distributed

masks and soaps to every

household. The entire mis-

sion was led by  Rajib Rudra

Tariang, NSS Programme

Officer of Digboi College.

“Probably Saraipung For-

est Village will be the first

village in Assam which will

have 100 per cent mask-

wearing population,”  said the

NSS Programme Officer.

Moreover, Nayana Saikia,

an NSS student volunteer of

Digboi College was selected

as the sole representative

from Assam to speak their

views and their NSS activi-

ties on COVID-19 precau-

tionary measures undertak-

en by Digboi College with

Kiren Rijiju, Union Minister

of State for Youth Affairs &

Sports on Thursday at 3 pm

through Cisco Webex Wib-

nar. Nayana Saikia  interact-

ed with the minister  for

more than four minutes along

with other NSS volunteers

of different States of India.

NSS unit conducts ‘Mask
is Must’ campaign
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PRESS NOTICE / IFB
No. CS/DTRD/SOPD(G)/2020-21/544/3The Superintending Engineer, PWD, (Roads), Guwahati ARIASPCircle, Ghy-21 on behalf of the Governor of Assam invites 1 (one) no.item rate Bid from approved and eligible Contractors registered withAssam PWD (Roads) for the works. Details may be seen at websitehttp://assamtenders.gov.in and also at the office of the undersignedduring office hours. Sd/- Superintending Engineer, PWD (Roads)Guwahati ARIASP Circle,
Janasanyog/CF/403/20 Guwahati-21

PRESS NOTICE/IFB
No. CS/EGTRD/SOPD(G)/2020-21/727/1

The Superintending Engineer, PWD (Roads,),

Guwahati- ARIASP Circle, Ghy-21 on behalf of the

Governor of Assam invites 1 (One) no. item rate Bids

from approved and eligible Contractors registered with

Assam PWD (Roads) for the works. Details may be

seen at website http://assamtenders.gov.in and also at

the office of the undersiged during office hours.

Sd/- Superintending Engineer, PWD (Roads)

Guwahati, ARIASP Circle, Guwahati-21
Janasanyog/CF/389/20

SHORT NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION
No. GED/NIT-NIQ/M & R/23
Sealed quotations affixing Court Fee stamp (Non-Refundable)
worth Rs. 8.25 (Rupees eight and paise twenty five) only are
hereby invited from the intending registered contractors/firms
etc. under Water Resources Department for fixing up the rates
for the Flood Drill Works under Guwahati East W.R. Division,
Rehabari,Guwahati-08 for the year 2020-21. The detailed NIQ,
specification for works, etc. may be collected from the office of
the undersigned during office hours on all working days up to
2.00 PM of 26.05.2020.
Last Date of Submission: 29.05.2020 upto 2.00 PM
a) Special Terms and Condition:
i. Rates are to be quoted both in words and in figures clearly

against each item of work.
ii. The rate quoted will be inclusive of taxes and all demands

including delivery of materials at site of work within the
jurisdiction of Guwahati East W.R. Division, Guwahati-08 as
mentioned in the schedule of item. The tax will be deducted
as per rates at the time of payment of bills as per existing rule
in due course.

iii. No overwriting/ incomplete quotation will be accepted and
will be rejected forthwith.

iv. Works may be allotted on the basis of approved quoted rate
in due course of time as per requirement.

Sd/- Executive Engineer,
Guwahati East W.R. Division

Guwahati-08Janasanyog/C/736/20

No. NLRC/T/2019-20/201

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDER

No. 1 of 2020-21
The Superintending Engineer, PWRD, North Lakhimpur Road

Circle, North Lakhimpur invites Bids on behalf of Governor of

Assam for Road schemes under SOPD-G for the year 2019-

20 in PWRD, Lakhimpur, Nowboicha & Bihpuria Territorial Road

Division; North Lakhimpur for 10 (Ten) Nos. of works in

Lakhimpur District of Assam, Lakhimpur & Bihpuria LAC

amounting to Rs. 1477.451 Lakhs (Approx.). Details may be

seen at Website https://assamtenders.gov.in from 2-6-2020

and also at the office of the undersigned during office hours.

Sd/- Superintending Engineer, PWRD,

North Lakhimpur Road Circle

North LakhimpurJanasanyog/CF/407/20

No. NLRC/T/2019-20/209

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDER

No. 2 of 2020-21
The Superintending Engineer, PWRD, North Lakhimpur Circle,

North Lakhimpur invites Bids on behalf of Governor of Assam

for Road schemes under SOPD-G for the year 2019-20 in

PWRD, Dhakuakhana Territorial Road Division; Ghilamara

for 4 (Four) Nos. of works in Lakhimpur District of Assam,

Dhakuakhana LAC amounting to Rs. 612.554 Lakhs

(Approx.). Details may be seen at Website https://

assamtenders.gov.in from 4-6-2020 and also at the office of

the undersigned during office hours.

Sd/- Superintending Engineer, PWRD,

North Lakhimpur Road Circle

North LakhimpurJanasanyog/CF/405/20

No. Commn-272/2020-21/

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDERThe Executive Engineer, Dispur Territorial Road Division , Guwahati-21 on behalf of the Governor of Assam invites bids from the approvedand eligible contractors registered with Assam PWD (Roads) or contractorsregistered with  other States / Central Government department, Institutionsetc. for the following 12 (Twelve) Nos, of works under SOPD (G)  for thefinancial year 2019-20 under Dispur LAC, Kamrup (M) district of Assamamounting to Rs. 440.44 (Approx).  Details may be seen in the office ofthe undersigned, during  hours of 11:00 am to 4:15 pm on 22.05.2020.The tender documents can be purchased on 26.05.2020 from theTechnical Branch, office of the undersigned during office hours bysubmitting cost of bid document in the form of Demand draft/ Banker'sCheque  of a scheduled commercial bank drawn in favour of  EmpoweredOfficer, Assam State Road Board, Assam, A/C No.10566991479 andpayable at Guwahati for amount as specified in the Detailed N.I.T.Sd/- Executive Engineer, PWRDDispur Territorial Road Division
Janasanyog/CF/401/20 Guwahati - 21

No. CS/SE(B-I)/57/2019-20/

PRESS NOTICE
Earlier Bid Invitation Reference Memo No. CS/SE(B-I)/

57/2019-20/6202-10 dtd.18.05.2020
The Superintending Engineer, P.W.D., Guwahati Building

Circle-I, Fancy Bazar, Guwahati-1 on behalf of the Governor

of Assam re-invites item rate bids in electronic tendering
system for the work “Creation of Barrier Free Environment

in the Directorate of Welfare of Schedule Caste the benefit

of PwD under AIC” with an approximate value of work of
Rs.71,91,159.00 (Excluding GST) from APWD (Building) upto

date registered, contractor of Class-I (ABC) & Class-II

contractor under this circle having requisite experience in
similar nature of work. Details of the bids may be seen at e-

procurement portal website: www.assamtenders.gov.in and

also in the office of the undersigned during office hours. The
bidders must be enrolled in www.assamtenders.gov.in for

participating in the bidding process.

Note:
1. The Notice inviting Bids for the above noted work invited

vide Press Notice No. CS/SE(B-I)/57/2019-20/6202-10

dtd.18.05.2020, is hereby cancelled.
2. Any modification of tender maybe seen in the P.W.D.

portal www.assamtenders.gov.in

3. The prospective bidder may visit the proposed work site
before submission of tender.

Sd/- Superintending Engineer, P.W.D.

Guwahati Building Circle-I

Janasanyog/C/673/20 Fancy Bazar, Guwahati-1

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP)

Chief Executive Officer, FREMAA, Assam on

behalf of the agency invites "Request for Proposal"

for Concurrent Audit from the interested Chartered

Accountants Firms for the year 2019-2020. For

details RFP may be downloaded from FREMAA

website www.fremaassamgov.in

Janasanyog/CF/393/20 Sd/- CEO FREMAA

Hyundai launches
new Verna version

NEW DELHI, May 20:
Hyundai Motor India Ltd
(HMIL) today launched the
new version of its mid-
sized sedan Verna priced
between Rs 9.3 lakh and
Rs 15.09 lakh (ex-
showroom Delhi). Named
as ‘Spirited New Verna’,
the new offering comes in
BSVI-compliant three
engine variants of 1.5 litre
petrol and diesel, and
petrol 1-litre turbo engine. It
also has automatic
transmission options. – PTI

Dip in Bajaj Auto net
NEW DELHI, May 20:

Bajaj Auto today posted a
3.86 per cent fall in its
consolidated net profit at
Rs 1,353.99 crore for the
fourth quarter ended
March 31. The company
had reported a net profit
of Rs 1,408.49 crore for
the January-March
quarter of 2018-19. Total
revenue from operations
declined to Rs 6,815.85
crore for the fourth
quarter as against Rs
7,420.6 crore in the
corresponding period of
2018-19, Bajaj Auto said
in a regulatory filing. – PTI

UltraTech Q4 results
NEW DELHI, May 20:

Aditya Birla Group firm
UltraTech Cement today
reported a consolidated net
profit of Rs 3,239.39 crore
for March quarter 2019-20,
helped by gains from
reversal of the Income
Tax. The leading cement
producer had posted a net
profit of Rs 1,085.47 crore
in January-March a year
ago, UltraTech Cement
said in a BSE filing.
Revenue from operations
was Rs 10,745.62 crore
during the quarter under
review. It was Rs
12,370.61 crore in the
corresponding period of
the previous fiscal. – PTI

CAPSULE

NEW DELHI, May 20:

The Union Cabinet today ap-

proved the Rs 3-lakh crore

Emergency Credit Line

Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS)

for MSMEs and MUDRA

borrowers.

Under the scheme, 100

per cent guarantee coverage

would be provided by Nation-

al Credit Guarantee Trustee

Company Ltd (NCGTC) for

the additional funding of up

to Rs 3-lakh crore in the form

of an ECLGS facility.

An official statement said

that to this purpose, a corpus

of Rs 41,600 crore shall be

Cabinet okays Rs 3-lakh cr
collateral-free credit line for MSMEs

provided by the Centre,

spread over the current and

the next three financial years.

The Cabinet also approved

that the scheme would be ap-

plicable to all loans sanctioned

under ECLGS during the pe-

riod from the date of an-

nouncement of the scheme to

October 31, 2020, or till an

amount of Rs 3-lakh crore is

sanctioned under the ECLGS,

whichever is earlier.

The ECLGS has been for-

mulated as a specific response

to the unprecedented situa-

tion caused by COVID-19 and

the consequent lockdown,

which has severely impacted

manufacturing and other ac-

tivities in the MSME sector.

The main objective of the

scheme is to provide an incen-

tive to Member Lending In-

stitutions (MLIs), including

banks, financial institutions, and

non-banking financial compa-

nies (NBFCs) to increase ac-

cess to and enable availability

of additional funding facility to

MSME borrowers, in view of

the economic distress caused

by the COVID-19 crisis, by

providing them 100 per cent

guarantee for any losses suf-

fered due to non-repayment

of the ECLGS funding by bor-

rowers.

All MSME borrower ac-

counts with outstanding cred-

it of up to Rs 25 crore as on

February 2020, which were

less than or equal to 60 days

past due as on that date and

with an annual turnover of up

to Rs 100 crore, would be el-

igible for collateral-free loan

under the scheme.

The amount of ECLGS

funding to eligible MSME

borrowers will either be in

the form of additional work-

ing capital term loans in case

of banks or additional term

loans in case of NBFCs and it

would be up to 20 per cent of

their entire outstanding cred-

it up to Rs 25 crore as on Feb-

ruary 29, 2020. – IANS

Centre to
provide
Rs 41,600-cr
corpus spread
over current
and next 3
financial
years

NEW DELHI, May 20: The

Union Cabinet today gave nod

to launch of a special liquidity

scheme worth Rs 30,000 crore

for stressed non-banking finan-

cial companies and housing fi-

nance companies, whose finan-

cials further deteriorated due

to the COVID-19 crisis.

This is a post facto approval

from the Cabinet as the

scheme was announced as part

of the first tranche of the Rs

20-lakh crore economic pack-

age. It was announced in the

Budget 2020-21 that a mecha-

nism would be devised to pro-

vide additional liquidity facility

to NBFCs/HFCs over what is

provided through the Partial

Credit Guarantee Scheme, an

official statement said.

“This facility would sup-

plement the liquidity meas-

ures taken so far by the gov-

ernment and RBI. The

scheme would benefit the

real economy by augmenting

the lending resources of

NBFCs/HFCs/MFls,” it said.

NBFC and HFC sectors

came under stress following

a series of defaults by group

companies of IL&FS last year.

Govt clears Rs 30,000-cr
special liquidity scheme

Stressed NBFCs, HFCs
The statement further said

an SPV would be set up to

manage a Stressed Asset

Fund (SAF) whose special se-

curities would be guaranteed

by the government and pur-

chased by the RBI only, it said.

The proceeds of sale of such

securities would be used by the

SPV to acquire short-term

debt of NBFCs/HFCs, it said,

adding, the scheme will be ad-

ministered by the Department

of Financial Services, which will

issue the detailed guidelines.

The direct financial implica-

tion for the government is Rs 5

crore, which may be the equi-

ty contribution to the Special

Purpose Vehicle (SPV), it said.

Beyond that, there is no

financial implication for the

government until the guar-

antee involved is invoked.

“However, on invocation,

the extent of government lia-

bility would be equal to the

amount of default subject to the

guarantee ceiling. The ceiling

of aggregate guarantee has

been set at Rs 30,000 crore,

to be extended by the amount

required as per the need,” it

said. – PTI

Diamond workers resume job at the manufacturing unit of Dharmanandan Diamonds after announcement of some

relaxations during the ongoing COVID-19 lockdown, in Surat on Wednesday. – PTI

NEW DELHI, May 20: In-

dustry needs to reset its re-

lations with workers and also

consider a professional way

to engage unskilled workers,

Finance Minister Nirmala

Sitharaman said today in view

of the COVID-19 crisis.

“Mindsets in industry need

to set examples in handling

workers in a way that is accept-

able to all,” she said during an

interaction with members of

Confederation of Indian Indus-

try (CII) which is marking 125

years of its existence in 2020.

Asserting that the govern-

ment trusts industry fully and

NEW DELHI, May 20:

The Finance Ministry today

exempted companies with a

turnover of over Rs 50 crore

and involved in only B2B

transactions from the require-

ment of accepting payments

only by electronic modes like

RuPay or BHIM UPI.

“It is clarified that the pro-

visions of Section 269SU of the

Act shall not be applicable to a

specified person having only

RBI reiterates
usage of digital
banking modes

MUMBAI, May 20: As

the country continues to be

under lockdown, the

Reserve Bank of India

(RBI) today reiterated

usage of digital modes for

banking transactions.

Earlier this week, the

National Disaster Manage-

ment Authority (NDMA)

announced lockdown 4.0 till

May 31 to check the spread

of coronavirus.

The use of digital

payment modes has

become more important as

the ongoing nationwide

lockdown, imposed to

maintain social distancing to

contain the spread of

coronavirus, has restricted

the movement of people.

In the campaign launched

on a microblogging site, the

central bank said digital

payment modes make it

easier for people to do

banking transactions while

being safe at home and at

any hour of the day.

“Safe digital transactions

can be done from the safety

of your home,” the RBI’s

campaign emphasised.

The multiple digital

payment options include

NEFT, IMPS and UPI that

are available round-the-clock.

RBI Governor Shaktikan-

ta Das earlier appealed to

the public to use every

precautionary measure,

including digital banking, to

maintain social distance.

The RBI, however,

warned customers to be

vigilant while using digital

modes of transactions and

also advised them to alert

their banks in case of any

fraud. – PTI

AJIT PATOWARY

T
he first ever Internation-

al Tea Day will be ob-

served on Thursday

across the globe. The Tea

Board of India has made elab-

orate arrangements to spread

the message of benefits of tea

on the occasion.

A significant part of the cel-

ebration will be the launch of

the new online tea auction

platform at Jorhat. This sys-

tem will be launched in asso-

ciation with mjunction, India’s

largest B2B e-commerce

company. A special sale of se-

lected teas would be held on

the occasion of its launch.

Tea Board has also planned

functions to honour tea work-

ers of different tea estates for

their contributions towards

making tea a ‘wonder drink.’

On the occasion, 500 health

workers, officials and person-

nel of the civil and police ad-

ministration, and journalists

1st Int’l Tea Day celebration today
engaged in the fight against

coronavirus, would also be

honoured.

It needs mention here that

following a proposal moved by

India, the Food and Agriculture

Organisation (FAO) of the Unit-

ed Nations (UN) notified in

December last its decision to

observe May 21 every year as

the International Tea Day

across the globe. India had

placed the proposal at the FAO

Inter-governmental Group

Meeting on Tea held on Octo-

ber 16, 2015, which was accept-

ed by the UN General Assem-

bly in September, 2019.

The idea behind observing

the International Tea Day is

to celebrate the goodness of

tea and to focus on its bene-

fits for generating awareness

on the importance of drink-

ing tea among the younger

generations.

Joydeep Phukan, Secretary,

Tea Research Association

(TRA) and Coordinator of the

FAO Inter-governmental

Group on Tea for India, had

suggested the above idea to

Santosh Sarangi, head of the

Indian delegation and Joint

Secretary, Commerce, at Mi-

lan, Italy. Sarangi placed the

idea at the FAO session in

Milan. The FAO Session then

unanimously accepted it.

In India, a major social me-

dia campaign has been launched

on Facebook, Twitter and In-

stagram, involving the general

public. The Tea Board has

launched an ‘India Tea and Me’

contest where one can share a

selfie/groupfie/video/GIF of

one’s favourite tea moments

and post it to on one’s own Fa-

cebook wall and tag @Tea-

BoardIndia, using #Indi-

aTeaAndME and #Internation-

alTeaDay, with a caption. The

contest will be on till May 21.

The Tea Board, in associa-

tion with different tea organi-

sations, has launched newspa-

per campaigns in all major cit-

ies to highlight the benefits of

tea. Special jingles have also

been made to highlight the

goodness of tea and these will

be played over the FM radio

channels throughout the day

on Thursday. Moreover, over

20 million messages in differ-

ent Indian languages have been

prepared to spread the mes-

sage of benefits of drinking tea.

The Tea Board has also

planned special tea plucking

and manufacturing limited

edition teas on May 21.

These teas will be auctioned

later on and a part of the sale

proceeds will be used for

charity/welfare activities.

Besides, many tea compa-

nies will also hold their indi-

vidual programmes to cele-

brate the day. The pro-

grammes will also include

distribution of health and hy-

giene products to the tea

workers and 5,000 masks

among the small tea grow-

ers’ garden workers.

Industry needs to reset
relations with workers: FM

comprehensively, she empha-

sised the need to reset its re-

lations with workers and con-

sider a professional manner in

terms of engaging unskilled

workers. The industry should

also strive to work towards

the skilling of employees at

all levels, CII quoted her as

saying in a statement.

Responding to a question on

agriculture, the Finance Min-

ister mentioned that compre-

hensive reforms have been

announced. Three model Acts

have been shared with State

governments and many

States have commenced

working on land reforms.

The National Infrastructure

Pipeline will be given a big push

in order to create demand with

a multiplier effect and large

projects will be frontloaded,

which will bring in positive en-

ergy and sentiments, she said.

The Finance Minister noted

that there has been a fair and

open interaction on GST which

has come to the bottom quar-

ter in inflows and discussions

are under way on this. – PTI

COVID-19
crisis

Finmin exempts B2B firms from using only BHIM, RuPay

B2B transactions (i.e., no

transaction with retail custom-

er/consumer) if at least 95 per

cent of aggregate of all amounts

received during the previous

year, including amount re-

ceived for sales, turnover or

gross receipts, are by any

mode other than cash,” the

CBDT said in a circular.

To encourage digital trans-

actions and move towards a

less-cash economy, the gov-

ernment inserted a new pro-

vision, Section 269SU, in the

Finance Act, 2019, requiring

a person carrying on business

and having sales/turnover/

gross receipts from business

of more than Rs 50 crore in

the immediately preceding

previous year to mandatori-

ly provide facilities for accept-

ing payments through pre-

scribed electronic modes.

Subsequently, in December

2019, debit card powered by

RuPay; Unified Payments Inter-

face (UPI) (BHIM-UPI); and

Unified Payments Interface

Quick Response Code (UPI QR

Code) were notified as pre-

scribed electronic modes. – PTI

Modes of accepting payments
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LEISURE & LIFESTYLE

07:45 Pratham Xongbad

14:00 Biyolir Headline

16:00 Abelir Khabar

16:30 Superfast Prime Time100

17:00 City18

18:00 Prime Time18

19:00 Dintur Shironam

20:00 Porjyobekhyon

21:30 Aparadh Nama

22:00 North East Scan

22:30 Noixo Xironam

08:30 Devotional Music

08:45 Swachh Bharat Batori

08.50 Batori

15:00 Vigyan Prasar

15:30 Classical Music

16:00 Abelir Batori

16:05 Akholor Juti

16:30 Chiphung

17:00 Nimishote Batori

17:02 DD Kisan TV Serial in Hindi

17:30 Krishi Darshan

18:00 Dharabahik

18:30 Batori

18:45 NE News

12:00 Bandbudh Aur Budbak

15:00 Roll No. 21

15:30 Oggy And The

Cockroaches

19:00 Roll No. 21

19:30 Bandbudh Aur Budbak

21:00 Oggy And The Cockr...

23:30 The Tom & Jerry Show

12:30 Super Bheem

13:00 Chhota Bheem

16:30 Grizzy And The

Lemmings

17:30 Chhota Bheem

18:30 Chhota Bheem aur

Krishna II -Pataliputra

19:30 Chhota Bheem

20:30 Super Bheem

21:00 Grizzy And The Lem...

22:00 Mr. Bean

23:00 M.A.D.

23:30 Grizzy And The Lem...

LOCKHORNS

THE PHANTOM ® By Lee Falk

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE

BLONDIE

Know your DAY
By JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May 21, 2020:

Visionary and dauntless, you fight for what you believe in. The funds for your

project come through at the last minute, and all you need to do is get better at

accepting help. If single, your standards may be too high, so you must learn

tolerance if you are to find a mate. If attached, allow yourself to be more

vulnerable with your partner, and romantic bliss is your destiny. LEO wants to

give to you more.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You’ll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-

Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

ARIES (March  21-April 19)

H Your security is fluctuating. Family members or household mem-

bers are affecting your cash flow. Seek additional income. High over-

head means it is best not to overextend or gamble now. Pursue a position of

leadership or rise to other new challenges. Tonight: Return calls first.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

HH Your charm and agreeable manner add to the general aura of

good luck today. Invest in art, jewelry or collectibles. Seek favors from

those in authority. Romantic involvements bring a deep happiness. Tonight: You

could be delighted by what you hear from friends.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

H H H Inner healing and a sense of peace will be generated today.

Service to others and to the planet brings you a profound happiness.

Visit or call an ill or elderly person, or clear away debris from a park or seaside.

Tonight: Spend time in meditation.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

H HH It is a day to develop nurturing friendships. Your charm and

popularity are emphasized. You are responsive to peer pressure, es-

pecially from those who are in pursuit of all kinds of pleasure. Enjoy yourself,

but keep your goals and priorities in sight. Tonight: Early bedtime.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

H You are motivated and enthused about your work, but diplo-

macy and patience are a must to ensure success today. Separate

family and personal issues from professional responsibilities. Tonight: You can

only gain from being open and expressive with a child.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

HH Today finds you applying spiritual teachings to daily life

situations. You will be vital and creative. Your appearance even im-

proves, lending strength to your self-esteem. This results in good fortune

affecting your personal life as well as professional status. Tonight: You receive

deep and loving acceptance.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

H You display a flair for research and detective work. Today

draws a mystery into the open. Your desires are directed toward

making a special acquisition or establishing a relationship. Tonight: You always

come through for others. Give yourself the gift of a night off.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

HHH Others are preoccupied and distracted. Be patient if you have to

repeat questions or wait for phone calls to be returned. Your beloved is

easier to understand. You successfully guide the course of your close relation-

ship. Tonight: Relate on a one-on-one basis.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.  22-Dec. 21)

H It is an ideal time to implement new habits. You feel an urge to be

productive. Your job and projects bring deep satisfaction. Get organ-

ized with a schedule that enhances your well-being and productivity. Tonight: A

loved one is only too delighted to join in.

CAPRICORN (Dec.  22-Jan. 19)

H There is rapport with those you care for most. Communicate

your deepest desires and concerns, and you will be understood. You feel

some divided loyalties among acquaintances. Remain impartial if there are con-

flicts and competitive feelings brewing. Tonight: Tolerance carries you a long way.

AQUARIUS (Jan.  20-Feb. 18)

H There is a new aura of love and contentment coming into your

residence and family life. Be kind and tactful when conversing with

loved ones. It is better to speak less and listen more. Tonight: Organize a

gathering with relatives by Zoom or FaceTime.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)

H Today brings clarity and focus. You produce impressive writ-

ing and speak eloquently. Word skills are in top form. Enlist support and

seek information. You develop more self-confidence and marvelous persuasive

talent. Tonight: Be careful what you wish for, as you very well might get it.

H H

Thought for the day
Clothes make the man. Naked people have

little or no influence on society.
–  MARK TWAIN

To follow, without ––, –– ––: There’s the

secret of success. – Anna Pavlova (4,3,3)

Words: Adage, joist, dental, mythic.

Answer: To follow, without halt, one aim:

There’s the secret of success. – Anna

Pavlova

Given below are four jumbled words. Solve
the jumbles to make proper words and move
them to the respective squares below. Select
the letters in the shaded squares and jumble
them to get the answer for the given quip.

JUMBLED  WORDSHEALTH CAPSULES®

by Bron Smith

Health Capsules is not intended
to be of a diagnostic nature.

CROSSWORD - 6899

Across:1 Blair, 6 Lhasa, 9 Namibia, 10 Fluff, 11 Tippy, 12 Occur,
13 Regnant, 15 Kin, 17 Adit, 18 Agency, 19 Mingy, 20 Eclair, 22
Otto, 24 Ray, 25 Liaison, 26 Turin, 27 Trait, 28 Aider, 29 Methane, 30

Styes, 31 Arrow.
Down: 2 Lulled, 3 Infant, 4 RAF, 5 Tinct, 6 Liturgy, 7 Hair, 8

Septic, 12 On air, 13 Rarer, 14 Girly, 15 Knots, 16 Nylon, 18 Again,
19 Minutes, 21 Carrot, 22 Oilier, 23 Toledo, 25 Lithe, 26 Time, 28

Ana.

SOLUTION

12:00 Monkey Thieves

12:30 Wild 24

13:00 Wild Families

14:00 Wild Cats Of India

15:00 Savage Kingdom

15:30 Ultimate Animals

16:00 Prehistoric Predators

17:00 India's Jungle Heroes

18:00 Monkey Thieves

18:30 Wild Sri Lanka

19:00 Real Wild Battles

20:00 The Hidden Kingdoms...

21:00 Wildebeest: Born To Run

21:30 Man V. Animal

22:00 India's Jungle Heroes

23:00 Dangerous Encounters

23:30 World Wild Web

12:00 Forged In Fire

12:30 Ancient Aliens
13:30 Pawn Stars
14:00 Storage Wars
14:30 Food Tech

15:00 OMG! Yeh Mera India

16:00 Forged In Fire

16:30 Counting Cars

17:00 Storage Wars

17:30 Shipping Wars

18:00 Modern Marvels

19:00 Secrets Of The Super...

20:00 OMG! Yeh Mera India

21:00 Forged In Fire

21:30 Pawn Stars
22:00 Storage Wars
22:30 Shipping Wars

23:00 Knife Or Death

07:00 Breakfast Live
08:00 Live at 8
09:00 Good morning Assam
10:00 Assamese news
11:30 Kotha Barta (R)
12:00 Mid Day Live
13:00 Assamese Telefilm
14:30 Afternoon Prime
17:30 Guwahati Bisesh
18:00 Guwahati Live
18:30 Breaking @ 6:30
19:00 Assamesse Prime Time
20:00 Discussion Show
21:00 Super Prime Time
22:00 Live at 10
22:30 Noixo Guwahati

23:00 Noixo Batori

1700 Xopun
1730 Barala Kai
1830 Xopunor Aasutia Rang
2000 Jonaki Kareng
2030 Xopun
2100 Oi Khapla
2130 Bah Amarawati Bah
2200 Borola Kai

18:30 IPL 2014 HLs

19:00 Cricket Legends 2015

19:30 Ind vs WI 2018 ODI HLs

20:00 VIVO IPL 2019 HLs

21:00 Cricket Legends 2015

21:30 Ind vs WI 2018 ODI HLs

22:00 VIVO IPL 2019 HLs

23:00 Football United Special

18:30 IPL 2014 HLs

19:00 Cricket Legends 2015
19:30 Ind vs WI 2018 ODI HLs
20:00 VIVO IPL 2019 HLs

21:00 Cricket Legends 2015

21:30 Ind vs WI 2018 ODI HLs

22:00 VIVO IPL 2019 HLs

23:00 Football United Special 2020

12:00 India's Finest
12:30 Best Of Abu Dhabi T10
13:00 Great Centuries
13:30 Memorable Masterstrokes
14:00 Homage
14:30 Masters Of Oz
15:oo Best Of Mzansi Super Leag...
15:30 Turf Wars
16:00 Best Of Abu Dhabi T10
16:30 Sports Stars Uncovered 2020
17:00 Homage
17:30 Australian Open Classics
18:00 Men In Blue Victorious

19:00 Best Of Mzansi Super Leag...

19:30 India's Finest

20:00 Best Of Abu Dhabi T10

20:30 Great Centuries

21:00 Memorable Masterstrokes

21:30 Homage

22:00 Masters Of Oz

22:30 Best Of Mzansi Super Leag...

12:00 Formula E's Top 10 Moments

15:30 Asian Games 2018

16:00 WWE Raw

19:00 Asian Games 2018

19:30 Formula E's Top 10 Moments

20:00 WWE BlockBusters

22:30 WWE Fillers

23:00 Asian Games 2018

12:30 The Final Warrior Ong

Bak 3

14:00 Incredibles 2

17:00 Alien Vs. Predator

19:00 XXX: State Of The Union

21:00 Brick Mansions

23:00 Axe Giant: The Wrath of

Paul Bunyan

13:00 Incredibles 2

15:00 Avengers: Endgame

18:00 Frozen

20:00 Captain Marvel

22:00 Deadpool

23:30 Bleeding Steel

14:30 Aatma Ka Ghar 2

17:00 Chor Machaaye Shor

20:00 Jolly LLB 2

23:00 Arjun Reddy12:00 Cradle 2 The Grave

13:30 Escape From L.A.

15:00 Who Am I?

17:00 The Naked Gun 2½: The

Smell of Fear

18:30 Old School

20:00 Torque

21:00 Open Season

22:30 Catwoman

13:00 Transformers: Revenge

Of The Fallen

15:30 The Last Samurai

18:00 Rumble in the Bronx

19:00 San Andreas

21:00 Ready Player One

23:30 Blood Diamond

ZEE ACTION

22:30 Run

14:30 Police Aur Mujrim

17:00 Deewane Huye Paagal

20:00 Aparichit - The Stranger

22:30 Run

13:00 Spyder

15:30 Encounter Shankar

18:00 Kasam Hindustan Ki

20:30 Dangal

23:30 Revolver Raja

12:00 Kitchen Champion

13:00 Thapki Pyar Ki

14:00 Mohe Rang Do Laal

15:00 Madhubala - Ek Ishq Ek
Junoon

16:00 Sasural Simar Ka
18:00 Kasam Tere Pyaar Ki
19:00 Madhubala - Ek Ishq Ek

Junoon

20:00 Sasural Simar Ka

22:00 Bhagyavidhata

23:00 Udaan

12:00 Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah

Chashmah

17:00 My Name Ijj Lakkhan

17:30 Badi Dooooor Se Aaye Hai

18:00 Office Office

18:30 Partners Trouble Ho Gayi

Double

19:00 Tera Kya Hoga Alia

19:30 Tenali Rama

20:00 Baalveer Returns

20:30 Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah

Chashmah

21:00 Sajan Re Jhoot Mat Bolo

21:30 Saat Phero Ki Hera Pherie

22:00 Jijaji Chhat Per Hain

22:30 Office Office

23:00 Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah

Chashmah

23:30 Jijaji Chhat Per Hain

12:00 Saamy 2

15:00 Pavitra Rishta

17:00 Paramavatar Shri Krishna

18:30 Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Lil Champs

22:00 Qubool Hai

21:30 Dance India Dance

23:00 Zee Cine Awards

23:30 Dance India Dance

12:00 Mahabharat

13:00 Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai

15:00 Ramayan

SOLUTION TO TRIBUNE CROSSWORD – 6899

13:30 Titanic

17:30 Deewar Man Of Power

20:00 Avengers: Endgame

23:30 Tarazu

15:00 ABCD 2

18:00 Khatarnak Khiladi

21:00 Vijetha

23:30 Ek Aur Mahayudh

Across
1 Ex-British PM

Tony ___ (5)
6 Capital of

Tibet (5)
9 Formerly

South West
Africa (7)

10 Light downy
particles (5)

11 Liable to tip
over (5)

12 Happen (5)
13 Ruling (7)
15 Family (3)
17 Mine passage

(4)
18 Instrumental-

ity (6)
19 Stingy (5)
20 Cream cake

(6)
22 ___ Preminger

: famous
Hollywood
producer and

director ? (4)
24 A thin line of

light (3)
25 Association (7)
26 Piedmontese

capital (5)
27 Characteristic

(5)
28 Helper or

assistant ? (5)
29 Marsh gas (7)
30 Eyelid

inflammations
(5)

31 Direction
indicator (5)

Down
2 Lessened or

quietened
down,
especially a
storm ? (6)

3 Baby (6)
4 Royal Air Force,

acronym (3)
5 Tinged (5)

6 Order of church
service (7)

7 They need
combing ! (4)

8 Infected (6)
12 TV studio light

(2,3)
13 Less common

(5)
14 Effeminate (5)
15 Nautical miles

per hour (5)
16 An artificial fibre

(5)
18 Once more (5)
19 Record of

meeting’s
business (7)

21 Orangey
vegetable (6)

22 Greasier (6)
23 Fine sword (6)
25 Supple (5)
26 Prison term (4)
28 Literary

snippets (3)

12:30 Wild Frank

13:00 Animals Unleashed

13:30 The Zoo: Covid-19...

14:00 Epic Earth

14:30 River Monsters

15:00 How Do Animals Do That?

15:30 The Cute Ones

16:00 Mahayudh

17:00 World's Wildest...

17:30 Animals Unleashed

18:00 Bizarre Beasts

19:00 Animal Planet Exclusives

19:30 Jewels Of The Natural...

20:00 The Lion Kingdom

20:30 Killer Instincts

21:00 River Monsters

22:00 Wild Frank

23:00 Mahayudh

23:30 The Cute Ones

12:00 Snakes in The City

12:30 Monster Croc Wrangler

13:30 Primal Survivor

14:00 Running Wild With Bear...

15:00 Out There With Jack...

16:00 Primal Survivor

16:30 Monster Croc Wrangler

17:00 Dirty Rotten Survival

18:00 World's Most Extreme

19:00 Snakes in The City

20:00 Danger Decoded

20:30 Monster Fish

21:00 Primal Survivor

22:00 Monster Croc Wrangler

22:30 Primal Survivor

23:00 Airport Security Madrid

23:30 Air Crash Investigation

SONY MAX

21:00 Vijetha

Eliminate early
death risks

Walking or cycling to work may reduce early

death chances: Study

P
eople who walk, cycle and travel by train

to work are at reduced risk of early

death or illness compared with those who

commute by car, according to a new study.

For the findings, published in the

journal The Lancet Planetary Health, the

researchers conducted a study on more than

300,000 commuters in England and Wales.

They used census data to track the same

people for up to 25 years, between 1991-

2016. The researchers from Imperial College

London and the University of Cambridge in

the UK, suggest increased walking and cycling

post-lockdown may reduce deaths from heart

disease and cancer.

“As large numbers of people begin to

return to work as the COVID-19 lockdown

eases, it is a good time for everyone to

rethink their transport choices,” said study

researcher Dr Richard Patterson from the

University of Cambridge.

The research team found that compared

with those who drove, those who cycled to

work had a 20 per cent reduced rate of early

death, 24 per cent reduced rate of death from

cardiovascular disease during the study

period, a 16 per cent reduced rate of death

from cancer, and an 11 per cent reduced rate

of a cancer diagnosis.

UTV MOVIES

20:00 Jolly LLB 2

UTV ACTION

21:00 Brick Mansions

12:00 UFC Fight Night

13:00 NBA 2019/20 HLs

14:00 Serie A 2019/20

14:30 FA Cup Classics

15:00 Impact Wrestling 2018

17:00 Australian Open Classics

17:30 Dream Teams

18:00 NBA 2019/20 HLs

19:00 UFC Ultimate Knockouts

19:30 The Walk

20:00 FA Cup Classics

21:00 Dream Teams

21:30 Best Of UEFA Champions

22:00 UFC Ultimate Knockouts

22:30 The Walk

23:00 FA Cup Classics

Walking to work was associated with a seven

per cent reduced rate in cancer diagnosis,

compared to driving. The team explains those

associations between walking and other

outcomes, such as rates of death from cancer

and heart disease, were less certain.

One potential reason for this is people who

walk to work are, on average, in less affluent

occupations than people who drive to work and

more likely to have underlying health condi-

tions which could not be fully accounted for.

The research also revealed that compared

with those who drove to work, rail commut-

ers had a 10 per cent reduced rate of early

death, a 20 per cent reduced rate of death

from cardiovascular disease, and a 12 per cent

reduced rate of cancer diagnosis.

This is likely due to them walking or

cycling to transit points, although rail

commuters also tend to be more affluent and

less likely to have other underlying condi-

tions. “With severe and prolonged limits in

public transport capacity likely, switching to

private car use would be disastrous for our

health and the environment,” Patterson said.

“Encouraging more people to walk and cycle

will help limit the longer-term consequences

of the pandemic,” Patterson wrote. 

(Source: IANS) 

16:00 Saath Nibhaana Saathiya

17:30 Mann Ki Awaaz...Pratigya

18:30 RadhaKrishn

19:30 Ramayan

20:30 Mahabharat

21:30 Devon Ke Dev Mahadev

22:30 Ramayan

23:30 Savdhaan India : India

Fights Back

16:00 Jai Shri Krishna

18:00 Balika Vadhu

19:00 Mahabharat

21:00 Jai Shri Krishna

23:00 Dance Deewane 2

21:00 Barrister Babu

22:00 Bigg Boss

23:00 Khatra Khatra Khatra

12:00 White House Down

14:00 Marvel's Runaways

15:00 Boa Vs. Python

17:00 The Adventures of Tintin

19:00 Seinfeld

21:00 BattleBots

22:00 Marvel's Runaways

23:00 The Late Late Show With

James Corden

23:30 Seinfeld
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STATE

Commn-272/2020-21/

PRESS NOTICE INVITING TENDER
The Executive Engineer, Dispur Territorial Road Division, Guwahati-

21 on behalf of the Governor of Assam invites bids from the approved
and eligible contractors registered with Assam PWD (Roads) or contractors
registered with  other States / central Government department, Institutions
etc. for the following 3 (Three) Nos, of works under SOPD (G) (TSP)  for
the financial year 2019-20 under Dispur LAC, Kamrup (M) district of
Assam amounting to Rs. 134.40 (Approx).  Details may be seen in the
office of the undersigned, during  hours of 11:00 am to 4:15 pm  on
22.05.2020.

The tender documents can be purchased on 26.05.2020 from the
Technical Branch, office of the undersigned during office hours by
submitting cost of bid document  in the form of Demand draft/ Banker's
Cheque  of a scheduled commercial bank drawn in favour of  Empowered
Officer, Assam State Road Board, Assam, A/C No. 10566991479 and
payable at Guwahati for amount as specified in the Detailed N.I.T.

Sd/- Executive  Engineer, PWRD

Dispur Territorial Road Division

Janasanyog/CF/399/20 Guwahati - 21

No. CE/ PMGSY/07/2019-20/07

PRESS NOTICE
FOR PROCUREMENT OF IT EQUIPMENTS FOR SETTING UP OF GIS

CELL AT SRRDA WITH ASSISTANCE FROM WORLD BANK RRP-II

ADDITIONAL FINANCING FOR EFFECTIVE PLANNING AND

IMPLEMENTATION OF PMGSY

The Chief Engineer PWD (Border Roads), Assam, Chandmari, Guwahati

-3 invites bids for the work “Supply and installation of IT Equipments for

setting up of GIS Cell at SRRDA with assistance from World Bank RRP-

II Additional Financing for effective planning and implementation of

PMGSY” from manufacturer / authorized dealer having experience in

supplying of similar items. The estimated cost

of the work is 2.792 Lakh. Details may be seen at website

http://pmgsytendersasm.gov.in from 4:00 PM on 21.05.2020

Sd/- Chief Engineer, PWD (Roads), Assam

Chandmari, Guwahati-781003

Janasanyog/CF/395/20

No. CE/CW/53/2019-20/

PRESS NOTICE RE-INVITING TENDER

The Addl. Chief Engineer (Planning), P.W.D (Roads), Assam

on behalf of the Governor of Assam re-invites bid from

approved and eligible contractors registered with Assam PWD

(Roads) for one works in Kamrup (Metro) district of Assam

under SOPD (G) for the year 2019-20. Details may be seen

at website- assamtenders.gov.in and also at the office of

the undersigned in the “City Works Cell”, from 22.05.2020

during office hours.

Sd/- Addl. Chief Engineer (Planning), PWD (Roads),

Assam, Chandmari, Guwahati-3
Janasanyog/CF/411/20

NIT No. GDI/QT/50/Pt-V/52

(SHORT NOTICE INVITING TENDER)
Sealed tender affixing non-refundable court fee stamp of Rs 8.25 (Rupees eight & paisa

twenty five) only in prescribed form subsequently to be drawn in A.P.W,D. F-2 form of Tender

agreement are hereby invited for the following works under M & R during the year 2019-20

from the Registered Contractor/Firm of Irrigation Department, which will be received in the

office of the undersigned up to 2 P.M. on 26.05.2020 and will be opened on the same day at

3.00 P.M. in the same place & date by the undersigned or officers authorized to open in

presence of the intending tenderers or their authorized agents who wish to be present.

In the event of non functioning of office on the date due to some reasons, the next working day

of office will be the date of receiving &. opening of the Tenders.

Group                 Name of work Approx        Earnest Money Time of

   No. 2% for 1%for Comple-

Amount General SC/ST/ tion

OBC/

MOBC

1 M & R works of attaching False 13,13,400/- 26,268/- 13,134/- 90

Ceiling at Annex Building (1st, 2nd) (Ninety)

 & 3rd floors) at Chief Engineer, days

Irrigation, office building, Ghy-03

for the year 2019-20.

Detailed particulars may be seen in the office of the Executive Engineer, Guwahati Division (I),

Ghy-07, on all working days. Tender papers may be obtained on written request from the

office of the undersigned on payment of Rs. 200.00 (Rupees Two Hundred )only in the form of

IPO pledged in favour of the Executive Engineer,Guwahati Division (I), Guwahati during office

hours up to 12 Noon on 26.05.2020.

Tender papers must be filled up addressing to all points / terms specified with the tender form,

otherwise tender will be treated as cancelled.

1. Details works & amount may be varied from the NIT work & amount.

2. The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any or all tenders without assigning

any reason thereof.

3. The Undersigned/Accepting Authority is not bound to accept lowest Tender rate.

4. Requisite EM to be deposited along with the tender in the form of DD/FD of any Nationalized

Bank of India duly pledged in favour of the Executive Engineer, Guwahati Division

(Irrigation), Ghy-07.

5. Quoted bid value beyond the ambit of 10% (Ten Percent) below the sanctioned estimated

rate shall not be considered for award of contract.

Sd/- Executive Engineer,

Guwahati Division (Irrigation), Guwahati -7Janasanyog/C/681/20

No. CE/CC/WR/NIT/2019-20/1003/40

PRESS NOTICE FOR BID
Chief Engineer, Water Resources Department, Chandmari, Guwahati-3, on behalf of Governor of Assam
invites Tender for the following works

SI. Name of Name of  The Scheme Approx. HOA
No. W.R. amount in

Division lakh (Rs.)

1. Guwahati Protection of Madhyamkhanda area of North Guwahati from 290.000
East W. R the erosion of river Brahmaputra.
Division

2. Guwahati Protection of Pandu Sadilapur area from the erosion of river 310.000
East W.R. Brahmaputra Ph-III
Division

3. Guwahati Anti-Erosion measures to protect Pub-Makeli area on the 280.000
West W.R Right Bank from erosion of River Kulsi
Division

4. Morigaon A/E measures to protect R/B embankment at Monipurtup 195.000 RIDF
W.R. from the erosion of river Kollong

Division

5. Nagaon A/E measures to protect Bareguga area from the erosion 400.000
W.R. of river Kopili.

Division

6. Nagaon Anti-erosion measures to protect Jamunasheet area from the 200.000
W. R. erosion of river Kopili at 16th Km of Kopili R/B embankment

Division  from Kharikhana to Jugijan (Ph-I)

7. Nagaon Anti-erosion measures to protect Jugimukh and its adjoining 270.000
W.R. areas from the erosion of river Kopili. (Ph-I)

Division

Details may be seen at website- http/assamtenders.gov.in.
1. The interested registered Contractor/ Bidders of WRO who are experienced in the execution of works under
Water Resources and possess required technical and financial strength may obtain the SBD which can be
down loaded from the website http/assamtenders.gov.in. Amendment/Addendum to the SBD, if any, and
further notifications shall appear in this website-
2. The Contractor/bidder must be registered with the Electronic Tendering System (ETS) of the Govt. of Assam
(website http/assamtenders.gov.in. Contractors can download documents free of cost. Contractors have to
necessarily down load the bidding document from the ETS using their own ID(Digital Signature Certificate). Bid
documents not procured (downloaded) through the ETS/not using the contractor’s own user ID will be
considered invalid and summarily rejected. Contractors submitting bids online have to submit copy of the
documents of technical bid required to be submitted manually before the expiry of the sequence ‘Online Bid
Preparation & Submission’ in the tender schedule . The last date and time for submission of the Technical Bids
manually is the same as the expiry of the sequence ‘Online Bid Preparation & Submission’ In the tender
schedule. Bid will be rejected/ cancelled if Financial Bid submitted off-line/hard copy.
3. All the interested bidders are requested to read the Bid Document carefully before submission of their bid.
4. For any e-tendering related quarries please mail to etenderingcewrd@gmail.com.

Sd/- Chief  Engineer,  Water Resources Department
Assam, Chandmari, Guwahati-3Janasanyog/C/662/20

49 test negative
in Barpeta dist

CORRESPONDENT

BARPETA, May 20: The

results of 49 persons who

reached Barpeta district from

different parts of the country

on the May 15 last have been

found COVID-19 negative.

While 40 of them were quar-

antined in Barnagar College,

9 were quarantined in Hotel

Abhinandan, Pathsala.

All of them were released

from institutional quarantine

today and have been advised

home quarantine for a period

of nine days.

Section 144
clamped in
Biswanath

district
CORRESPONDENT

BISWANATH CHARIALI,

May 20: Exercising the pow-

er conferred upon under

Section 144 of CrPC, the Dis-

trict Magistrate, Biswanath

promulgated the prohibitory

order stating that the move-

ment of individual has been

strictly prohibited between

7 pm to 7 am throughout the

district except for relaxed

emergency activities. This

order is passed ex-parte and

comes into force with imme-

diate effect. Any person vio-

lating these measures will be

liable to be proceeded

against provisions of Section

51 to 60 of the Disaster Man-

agement Act, 2005, besides

Section 188 of the Indian Pe-

nal Code and other legal pro-

visions as applicable.

142 rail passengers arrive
Dibrugarh on Wednesday

Assam migrant workers on bicycles

embark on arduous journey back home

2 COVID-19 patients who escaped from
Sarusajai centre held in Nalbari dist

119 train passengers reach Hailakandi,
sent to quarantine centres

Student bodies
oppose mining

in Dehing
Patkai

ANN SERVICE

DULIAJAN, May 20:

Several student organisa-

tions expressed dismay

over National Board for

Wildlife’s decision to allow

coal mining in Dehing

Patkai region.

Asom Jatiyatabadi Yuba

Chatra Parishad (AJYCP)

unit of Dibrugarh district

sent a memorandum to

Prime Minister Narendra

Modi on Wednesday

demanding rollback of the

decision. Dibrugarh district

unit of AJYCP also ex-

pressed discontent over

privatisation of oil fields of

Assam and charged the

government of having

intentions to privatise

Assam Power Distribution

Corporation Limited.

The Duliajan units of All

Assam Students’ Union

(AASU) and All Assam

Gorkha Students’ Union

(AAGSU) also demanded

to withdraw the decision of

coal mining in Dehing

Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary.

Dehing Patkai is a

rainforest area in the State.

Allowing coal mining inside

the sanctuary will destroy

the rain forest characteris-

tics of Dehing Patkai.

AASU Duliajan unit in its

memorandum sent to the

PM demanded rollback of

the decision. Ratna Thapa,

president of AAGSU

Duliajan unit, stated

through a press statement

that the government will

have to face opposition if

they allow mining activities

inside the sanctuary

region. Dibrugarh district

unit of All Assam Chutiya

Students’ Union also

warned the Central

government to withdraw

the decision of carrying out

coal mining inside the

sanctuary. “We will not

allow the government to

destroy the biodiversity of

Dehing Patkai,” a state-

ment by the unit stated.

3 held with
narcotic items

CORRESPONDENT

RANGIYA, May 20:

Rangiya police on Wednesday

apprehended three persons

with considerable amount of

suspected narcotic (NDPS)

items from their possession

from Madanpur area on NH-

31. A four-wheeler was also

seized from their possession,

police said.

49 returnees
quarantined at

Doomdooma
CORRESPONDENT

DOOMDOOMA, May 20:

Altogether 49 persons of

Doomdooma LAC area, who

had returned from other

States by train, have been

quarantined at three hotels

and a hospital here so far.

According to an official

source, 41 returnees have

been quarantined at Phillo-

bari Model Hospital , 5  at

Hotel 4 U, 2 at Royal Home

(hotel) and 1 at Hotel Hind of

Doomdooma town.

Unemployed youths stand in a long queue to appear for interviews for posts of quarantine centre cleaners and quarantine
centre supervisers, at Tezpur Municipal Board (TMB) office, on Wednesday. – UB Photos

CORRESPONDENT

NALBARI, May 20: The Nalbari po-

lice arrested two COVID-19 positive

patients from Bhangnamari Char area

near Mukalmua in Nalbari district in the

wee hours on Wednesday. They had re-

portedly escaped from Sarusajai quaran-

tine centre in Guwahati along with three

others.

The two positive persons have been

identified as Sahjahan Ali and Hamidul

Ahmed. They had come from Kolkata on

May 16 and were kept at Sarusajai quaran-

tine centre but somehow they managed to

escape from the centre the very next day.

However, their swap test reports were

found COVID-19 positive on Tuesday

night. The Nalbari district administration

immediately arrested them from their

homes  in the wee hours of Wednesday

and arranged their treatment at Nalbari

Swahid Mukunda Kakati Civil Hospital.

Three other persons – Ejajul Ali,

Safiqul Ali and Jamal Ali of Mukalmua –

who had returned from Ghaziabad also

escaped from the Sarusajai quarantine

centre. All the three migrant workers of

Mukalmua areas reached their residenc-

es but the health workers visited their

homes in a routine check-up on May 18

and came to know about their travel his-

tory. The health workers immediately

picked them up and send them to JNV

quarantine centre of Banekuchi village.

However, at that point of time the health

workers were totally ignorant about

their escape story. The swab test reports

of the three are yet to be received.

It may be mentioned here that all the five

persons who escaped from the Sarusajai

quarantine centre on May 17 travelled to-

wards their homes in a tempo. Meanwhile,

the Nalbari district administration also quar-

antined eight family members of Sahjahan

and Hamidul at JNV quarantine centre to-

day. At present, four COVID-19 patients

have been admitted at Nalbari Swahid

Mukunda Kakati Civil Hospital.

Meanwhile, a tense situation prevails

in Nalbari district after the COVID-19

patients escaped from the Sarusajai quar-

antine centre and moved towards the

district. Deputy Commissioner Bharat

Bhusan Dev Choudhury told this corre-

spondent that 88 people, who had re-

turned from outside the State, have been

quarantined at JNV centre while eight

others have been quarantined at two ho-

tels in the town.

CORRESPONDENT

NORTH LAKHIMPUR, May 20:

The tragedy of migrant workers amid

the nationwide lockdown has been felt

by the people of Lakhimpur district

also.

Five youths from Lakhimpur district,

hit by the ongoing lockdown, have been

embarking on an arduous journey back

home on bicycles from Pune after al-

legedly receiving no response from

State helpline number 104. The five

youths – Indra Hazarika, Biman Bora,

Manash Saikia of Pratapgarh village

under Kadam Revenue Circle under

Bogeenadi PS and Suren Baruah from

Anantapur and Krishna Saikia from

Thekeraguri under Chawuldhowa Po-

lice Outpost – were working in a facto-

ry in Pune and they lost their jobs fol-

lowing the imposition of lockdown due

to the spread of COVID-19.

Their miseries were further com-

pounded when they were thrown out of

their rented homes by the landlords on

suspicion of being COVID-19 positive.

The youths dialled the Assam State

COVID-19 helpline number 104 for

assistance for more than 20 days, but

allegedly got no response. Desperate

to reach home with no money in their

pockets, the youths started to ride back

home on bicycles from Pune on May

16.

The five Lakhimpur youths were also

accompanied by five others from Biswa-

nath, two from Sonitpur and one from

Chirang districts and the group has al-

ready reached Madhya Pradesh on

Tuesday.

According to their anxious family

members, the youths were provided

food and water bottles by police in a

place on their way. Their family mem-

bers here also have appealed to the

authorities in Assam to rescue the

youths from Madhya Pradesh as they

have been completely exhausted due

to fatigue and hunger.

Lakhimpur has a large migrant work-

force in various parts of the country

outside Assam as the district is severe-

ly affected by flood and erosion. Young

men and women from the flood and

erosion-hit villages of the district mi-

grate to States as far as Kerala and

Kashmir for employment in the facto-

ries, private security agencies and in

household works.

STAFF CORRESPONDENT

DIBRUGARH, May 20:

People of Assam stranded out-

side the State have continued

to come back to their home

State as 142 passengers ar-

rived Dibrugarh on the sev-

enth day today after special

passenger trains first arrived

on May 14 here.

Besides Dibrugarh, the pas-

sengers who alighted from

train here were from the dis-

tricts of Tinsukia, Charaideo,

Lakhimpur, Dhemaji and the

State of Arunachal Pradesh.

CORRESPONDENT

HAILAKANDI, May 20: Altogeth-

er 119 passengers of Hailakandi dis-

trict, who arrived from Andhra

Pradesh by 7219 Vijaywada-Jiribam

Shramik Special at around 6.15 am on

Wednesday, have been sent to quar-

antine centres.

The district administration of

Hailakandi arranged buses to ferry the

persons from Badarpur railway sta-

tion to Dhaleswari screening camp

where thermal screening was con-

ducted and swab samples collected.

Deputy Commissioner, MN Dahal

inspected the entire exercise along

with senior officials of the administra-

tion and health. They were put under

quarantine facility at Jawahar Navo-

daya Vidyalaya at Monacherra and the

girls’ hostel of PK Girls’ High School

at Lala. They will remain under quar-

antine for a period of 14 days, said an

official.

Dahal said the administration is pre-

paring a contingency plan in view of

information regarding incoming of

migrant workers from outside the

State by special trains to Hailakandi in

the next three to four days. He said

that the administration would have to

gear up well in advance as ‘people are

returning in droves in the next couple

of days.’

Dahal said accommodating a large

number of returnees would be a diffi-

cult proposition keeping in view the bed

strength in the designated quarantine

centres and against that emerging situ-

ation, the administration would have to

send those, whose swab samples test-

ed negative, to home quarantine.

“The administration was expecting

at best 60 to 65 passengers from And-

hra Pradesh today and made prepara-

tions that way. But more than 100 per-

sons deboarded,” said an official at the

screening camp site.

The administration has notified JNV,

Monacherra, Lala Rural College, Lala,

ALC College, Algapur, DIET,

Hailakandi, PK Girls’ HS School, Lala

and Adarsha Vidyalaya, Katlicherra as

designated quarantine centres with an

Officer-in-Charge with assisting staff.

Several government buildings and

institutions have been already identi-

fied by the administration for quaran-

tine purpose, besides facilities in iso-

lation wards in hospitals.

Another special train 07056 from

Lingampally is arriving Badarpur rail-

way station en route to Jiribam on

Thursday. The train that departed on

Tuesday at 12.05 am is expected to

reach Badarpur at 6.35 am on Thurs-

day. Of the total 1,029 passengers ar-

riving by the train from the southern

State, 40 are from South Assam’s

Barak Valley, including 10 passengers

from Hailakandi district.

Altogether 73 passengers

were from Dibrugarh district,

42 from Tinsukia district, 7

from Charaideo, 5 from La-

khimpur and 2 from Dhemaji.

Thirteen passengers were

from Arunachal Pradesh.  As

usual, the passengers under-

went health screening at their

respective health counters on

the station campus before be-

ing allowed to move to their

respective destinations.

Among 73 Dibrugarh passen-

gers, one has been advised

hospital quarantine.

SBI gesture: The State

Bank of India (SBI), Adminis-

trative Office in collaboration

with its SBI, Regional Office

here reached out to the daily

wage earners who have been

hit hard by the COVID-19 in-

duced lockdown in the areas

of Boiragimoth Kachari Gaon,

Timona, Nagabari and Milan-

nagar.

The bank officials under the

leadership of Deputy General

Manager Uttam Kumar Hazra

Choudhury distributed food

items as relief to some 250

economically backward fami-

lies. The list of beneficiaries

was reportedly selected by

Lat Mandals and gaonburhas.

The food items comprised 5

kg of rice, 1 kg of dal, half litre

of cooking oil, 1 kg of salt, 100

grams of turmeric, 2 pieces of

masks and 1 packet of biscuit.

Padum Poona Baruah, Assist-

ant General Manager, SBI Ad-

ministrative Office, Abhay Pra-

kash, Regional Manager, SBI

Regional Office and Rajeev

Ranjan, Assistant General Man-

ager, SBI, Dibrugarh and oth-

er Bank officials were present

during the distribution of relief

materials, a release stated.
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Originating from Japan,

‘su do ku’ is a mind game

and a puzzle that can be

solved with proper

reasoning and logic. Fill

the grid with digits in such

a manner that every row,

every column and every

3 x 3 box accommodates

the digits 1 to 9 without

repeating any.

Solution of last problem

SU DO KU

LONDON, May 20: Liverpool manager Jurgen

Klopp believes his runaway leaders will cope with-

out the “best kick in your a**” of their Anfield

crowd should the Premier League season resume.

English top-flight players are set to be back in

training this week after a Premier League meeting

on Monday gave the go-ahead to the first stage of

the return to play protocols.

If matches do eventually take place again this

season, they will be behind closed doors and possi-

bly at neutral venues.

Liverpool were left 25 points clear at the top of

the table when the coronavirus saw the season sus-

pended in March.

They now need just two more wins to claim a

first English title in 30 years and German boss

Klopp, having watched his native Bundesliga

resume last weekend without spectators at match-

es, is confident his players can motivate themselves

without a crowd.

“The competition will make the intensity,” he

told Liverpool’s website.

“So it’s not about ‘oh, Liverpool have to win two

games’.

“By the way, we have to win two games when

we start – it’s not ‘only two’, it’s two. We have to

win them.”

Former Borussia Dortmund manager Klopp add-

ed: “We have to do it, unfortunately, without the

best boost in the world and the best kick in your

a** in the right moment in the world, from the

Anfield crowd.

“But that’s how it is. It’s 100 per cent (that) the

perfect package of football is a full, packed Anfield

stadium, two really good teams, big fight, super

goals and at the end Liverpool win. That’s the per-

fect matchday.

“So, a lot of these things are possible but Anfield

will not be packed for a while... We love that but we

cannot have it.

“And it looks like it will be possible – and it is in

Germany already possible – to play behind closed

doors.

“All the physical numbers of the games in Ger-

many were incredibly high, so like 117 or 118 km

running, without anybody shouting at you that you

have to run. Just because you want it, because you

do it for your team-mates.

“That’s exactly what we have to do as well.”

Players are now allowed to train in small, social-

ly-distant sessions not lasting longer than 75 min-

utes.

“From a physical point of view, the boys are in a

good shape, I think. Then we have to start getting

used to the pitch, football boots and balls again,”

said Klopp.

“For the body that’s a big challenge because these

little turns and stuff like this, these football-specific

things, they make all the difference,” explained the

Reds’ manager.

“It’s like when you come back from an injury,

the boys are fit really early from an endurance point

of view – they could run a marathon probably – but

the moment you start playing football, you can see

how different it is.” – AFP

Jurgen Klopp

Klopp confident intensity will not drop
NEW DELHI, May 20:

BCCI apex council member

Anshuman Gaekwad on

Wednesday said this year’s

T20 World Cup seems un-

likely to go ahead, making

space for the currently sus-

pended IPL on the calendar

depending on the COVID-19

situation in India.

The former India coach

said cricketers will have to

gather all their mental

strength to deal with the un-

certainty that the pandemic

has caused.

“I have my doubts that T20

WC will be held this year.

About IPL, we cannot think

of it just now. It will depend

on Indian conditions and the

window is only during this

T20 WC which is October-

November,” Gaekwad told

PTI-Bhasha.

“If the World Cup gets can-

celled or postponed, then only

IPL can happen but then also

it depends on what the condi-

‘Have doubts about T20 WC’

tions are in India,” he said.

Gaekwad feels that it will

be completely new life once

the virus is tamed and play-

ers have to be mentally

strong to adapt.

The virus has infected

more than 50 lakh people

across the world and over

3.25 lakh have died. In India

the case tally has crossed one

lakh and as many as 3,303

people have died from the

disease.

“Cricket is not going to be

the same, the approach

would be different. There

will be no crowd in the stadi-

ums. Cricketers are not used

to play in empty stadiums.

“It will be one very diffi-

cult aspect of playing new

type of cricket,” Gaekwad

said. – PTI

If the World
Cup gets
cancelled or
postponed,
then only IPL
can happen
but then also
it depends on
what the
conditions are
in India.

– Anshuman

Gaekwad

“

Martinez to
continue until

2022
BRUSSELS, May 20:

Roberto Martinez has ex-

tended his contract as Bel-

gium coach until 2022 to take

him up to the World Cup in

Qatar, the Belgian football

federation announced on

Wednesday.

The 46-year-old former

Everton manager took over

as head coach of the Belgian

national side in 2016, leading

them to third in the 2018

World Cup.

The Spaniard’s initial con-

tract ran until Euro 2020,

which has been postponed by

a year because of the corona-

virus pandemic.

He has overseen the Red

Devils in 43 games in total,

notching up 34 wins, six draws

and just three defeats, leaving

Belgium as FIFA’s number one

ranked team. – AFP

KARACHI, May 20:

Dropped from the list of cen-

trally contracted cricketers,

Pakistan pacers Mohammad

Amir and Hasan Ali have left

a WhatsApp group formed by

head coach-cum-chief selec-

tor Misbah-ul-Haq to advise

players on fitness issues and

training.

Though the Pakistan

Cricket Board has played

down the decision by Amir

and Hasan to leave the

group after they were not

given central contracts, but

it has become a talking point

in the country.

“It is not unusual for play-

ers to not be in the group if

they are not given central

contracts,” one source in the

board said.

But at the same time crit-

NEW DELHI, May 20:

The lone athlete to start out-

door training after relaxation

in lockdown guidelines,

sprinter Dutee Chand only

has the “eerie silence” of the

stands for company as she

tries “to wake” her body up

at the Kalinga Stadium in

Bhubaneswar.

The 24-year-old Dutee

began outdoor training on

Monday after the Odisha

government gave permission

as per relaxed guidelines for

COVID-19 lockdown’s

fourth phase, stepping out for

the first time on a synthetic

track in two months.

She was in Patiala to take

part in the season-opening

Indian Grand Prix on March

20 but the event got cancelled

due to the pandemic and since

Denied contracts, Amir,
Ali quit WhatsApp group

ics pointed out that there are

several other players in the

group who don’t have cen-

tral contracts.

“One thing is clear that

Amir and Hasan are not hap-

py at being snubbed for the

central contracts,” one

former Test player said.

He said Hasan leaving the

group was all the more

strange since he is presently

unfit and struggling with a

back injury.

“Why would he want to

leave the group at this time

when he needs advice on his

fitness from the PCB train-

ers all the time,” he said.

Hasan is said to be facing

at least six to eight months

out of the game as he waits

for an expected surgery for

his back problem. – PTI

Dutee Chand speaks
of unusual feeling

then Dutee has been confined

to her room at the Kalinga

Institute of Industrial Tech-

nology, though she was al-

lowed to use the gym there.

“After two months, I am

training outdoors and it is a

very nice feeling to experi-

ence the air while running on

the track. For a track athlete,

there is no better feeling than

this. At the same time I am

also experiencing an unusual

feeling,” Dutee told PTI.

“Normally, there are a lot

of trainees at the hostels in-

side the Kalinga Stadium

complex but all of them have

left for home due to this pan-

demic. So, I am the only one

training at such a big stadi-

um. It is unusual, to experi-

ence this eerie silence,” said

the Asian Games silver-

medallist in 100m and 200m.

Another top athlete from

the state, sprinter Amiya Ku-

mar Mallick also trains at the

stadium but only after Dutee

ends her daily stint. This has

been done to avoid simultane-

ous training of two athletes.

“I start training at 6 am and

wind up at 8 am. He comes

just before 8 am. So, we hardly

train together. In the evening,

I do another one hour train-

ing from 7 pm,” said the 100m

national record holder.

The reigning World Uni-

versity Games champion said

as of now she is loosening up

the muscles which were

tightened by the confine-

ment of the two months. She

said it will take some time to

start full running on the 100m

track. – PTI
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“M
an is a social animal” is 
a saying we have been 
hearing from a long time, 
alluded to in innumerable 
forms of print, be it 

articles, essays or even school textbooks. The 
saying has got very popular, so much so that 
almost all of the world’s population seems to 
have heard it at least once. However, with 
the recent outbreak of the novel coronavirus 
pandemic, the term ‘social animal’ has taken 
on a new dimension.

“Is there life in 
outer space?”

Which fish is believed to be the fastest in 

the ocean?

Swapnaz Bora,

Sainik School, Goalpara.

“ ”

The person who has influenced 
me the most...
Has been my maternal aunt. A 
spinster, she has always been a 
fiercely independent woman. Her 
strength and resolve has had a deep 
impact on me.

The turning point of my life.
I used to accompany my friend 
when she visited the office of 
Bismoi. By and by, I, too, began 
to get assignments from them, and 
thus, a new journey started.

The happiest moment of my 
life...
Was when my son, Arka, was born.

A change I would like to see in 
the society.
Rather than stress on books, I 
would like to see children being 
taught human values.

Message for today’s youth.
All of you are working hard for 
progress. You must help others 
around you to improve themselves.
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Existence of life outside the Earth 
has been a much controversial topic 
for years. A lot of space research 
work is being done on this topic. 
In our solar system, no trace of life 
has been found, with the exception 
of the Earth. However, recent 
discoveries have analysed the data on 
exo-planets, much further from our 
solar system, where the possibility 
of water exists. So, it makes me 
optimistic about the possibility of 
existence of life there. Though no 
evidence about ‘alien’ organisms has 
been found in faraway exo-planets, 
we cannot give up on our hope to 
reach out to them in the near future.

Life is impossible in outer space. 
It is because there is no suitable 
conditions for life to exist there. 
There is no oxygen for any form of 
life to breathe in space. Obviously, 
there is no question of water. There 
is also zero gravity in space. Except 
for our planet, the Earth, the other 
planets in our solar system do not 
have life on them. Till now, there is 
no proper proof of life in the whole 
universe. That is why, our Mother 
Earth is special. So, let us love our 
Mother Earth and keep her clean, 
beautiful and green.

To live, human beings need air, 
water, food and sunlight. But these 
things are not found in other planets. 
Scientists are trying hard to find 
other such planets where human 
beings can live. They are also trying 
to find life on other planets. Neil 
Armstrong, an American astronaut, 
was the first person to walk on the 
moon. Kalpana Chawla, an Indian 
origin astronaut, was the first Indian 
woman to go to space. Laika was a 
dog, who became the first animal to 
go to space. All these attempts were 
made by us to prove the impossible 
possible. So, I believe there may be 
life in outer space.

Uddit Moral,

St. Vivekananda English 

Academy, Guwahati.

Ruchita Mali,

Saraswati Shiksha 

Niketan, Mirza.

S
ailfish, common name applied to two species of pelagic 
fishes of the same family as the marlin and spearfish, is the 
fastest in the ocean. The sailfish has a large, long-rayed dor-
sal fin. The Pacific sailfish reaches weights in excess of 91 
kgs. (200 lb) and lengths exceeding three metres (ten feet). 

The Atlantic sailfish is somewhat smaller. The 
sailfish resembles the swordfish, but is smaller 
and is found in the warmer waters of the At-
lantic, especially around the West Indies.

There isn’t much science known about this 
species of fish, except what observations fish-
ermen have gathered from encounters with it. 
Over-fishing of this magnificent fish has led 
to a noticeable decline in their numbers, so 
many people who fish for them are putting 
them back after they’ve caught them (called 
“catch and release”). Even as well known as 

they are, sailfish are a difficult species to study because they are highly migratory and are typically 
found many hundreds of miles from the shores. These two factors make it very difficult for scientists 
to locate, tag, and collect data on specimens. Cooperation from sport fishermen who prize this 
species is essential for scientists to learn more about the sailfish’s range and behaviour. 

What little we do know about the sailfish is limited to its range, habitat, growth, and diet. Sailfish 
are found in both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, with different scientific names assigned to the 
fish in either ocean. However, scientists now believe that these fish are actually the same species, 
the only difference being the oceans in which they live and their sizes – the Pacific Ocean sailfish 
tend to grow significantly larger.

Niyar Sarma,

Vivekananda Kendra 

Vidyalaya, Nalbari.

@2001 Viacom International Inc.      Created by Arlene Klasky, Gabor Csupo, and Paul Germain.

Maini Mahanta is a well-known 

author, journalist and television 

personality.

We all wonder if there is life beyond 
Earth in space. Many people think 
that under the right conditions, life 
can exist elsewhere in space. But, 
there is no evidence of this yet. 
NASA is planning several missions 
that will search for evidence of life 
on Mars, on the moons of Jupiter 
and Saturn, and which will search 
for Earth-like planets. There are 
also plans to discover signals of life 
in outer space. Techno-signatures 
are signs, which if observed, would 
allow us to infer the existence of 
technological life elsewhere in the 
universe. We hope that someday, we 
might be able to join other intelligent 
lives even in outer space.

Niharika Medhi,

St. Vivekananda English 

Academy, Guwahati.

Life in the time of corona

People, since the past weeks, have been 
asked not to leave their residences due to the 
growing number of COVID-19 cases. Malls, 
which were once bustling with activity are 
isolated, schools and colleges have declared 
early vacations. With the condition getting 

worse, people realise that they are better 
protected indoors, preferring to work from 
the safety of their homes. 

However, we are not willing to give up 
and are turning to other indirect, safer, 
forms of communication. Social media is 
flooded with optimistic messages, asking 
people to keep calm and also spreading 
awareness about the virus itself and 

safety measures against it. Various shows 
and concerts, which were called off, are 
being streamed online. Life, in short, is 
going digital, but not disconnected. This 
coronavirus may have impacted our routine 
in a big way but certain things can never 
be changed. We must all remember to be 
vigilant and face this threat with precaution 
and positivity.

merican hard rock band Guns N’ Roses (GNR) is 
all set to release a picture book for kids. To help 
spin a tale inspired from one of their popular 

songs, thriller writer James Patterson has collaborated 
with GNR to create the new picture book.

Titled Sweet Child O’Mine, after Guns N’ Roses’ 
hit 1988 song of the same name, the story follows 
Natalia and Maya – daughter and niece of Guns N’ 
Roses’ manager Fernando Lebeis – and depicts their 
adventures as they grow up touring with the band.

The way you make me feel
Children, you can “catch” your mother’s stress.

You must 

help others 

around you 

to improve 

themselves.

Guns N’ Roses to release a children’s picture book

CONTRIBUTOR OF 

THE WEEK

Swapnaz Bora,
Goalpara.

POEM OF THE WEEK

Shashanka Shekhar Sharma,
Guwahati.

SKETCH OF  THE WEEK

Dheemant K. Doley, 
Guwahati.

T
he way parents feel and behave often rubs 
off on their children. Kids’ own life paths 
can be influenced by the strength of their 
parents’ romantic relationship, for example, 
or how often their parents lie to them.

We may also pick things up as our parents try to 
hide them, as new research published in the Journal 
of Family Psychology suggests. Even when parents 
try to hide their stress, the team finds that they can 
still pass on those feelings to their children anyway.

To examine how stress is passed on from parent 
to child, Sara Waters from Washington State 
University, Vancouver, and her colleagues looked at 
the physiological responses that occur when parents 
suppressed their anxiety. A total of 107 parents 
and their children aged between seven and 11 were 
included in the research.

Trained observers rated the interactions between 
stressed out parents and children. They found 
that there was a significant link between a 
mother’s physiological stress and that of her 
child. Interestingly enough, stress wasn’t 
transmitted from fathers to their children, 
which the team believes is down to how men 
deal with stress outside of laboratory conditions. 
Because men are more likely to say they’re fine when 
they’re not, while women are more likely to show 
how they’re feeling, the team argues that children 

are more used to emotional suppression in their male 
caretakers and are, therefore, less affected. 

Parents hiding stress from their children is entirely 
understandable – they may wish to protect you from 
negative feelings and see emotional suppression 
as the best way to do that. But, as Waters says, it 
may be more comforting for children “to have their 
feelings honoured” – listening to them honestly, 
rather than brushing over them altogether.

(Agencies)
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Barbie doll

Debarshi Sarma, Class-X,

Sankardev Shishu Niketan, Karara.

© Ken Egan - mm1206

Calculate the 

clues and fi ll 

in the grid with 

the answers.

1. 91 – 16

2. 80 + 3

3. 79 – 47

4. 68 – 21

6. 40 + 10

7. 51 – 9

8. 70 – 42

9. 8 + 26

10. 38 + 39

11. 94 – 6

13. 48 + 4

14.  69 + 16

15.  42 + 22

16. 69 – 20

1. 79 – 7

2. 58 + 29

3. 82 – 49

4. 47 – 7

5. 8 + 54

6. 56 + 2

7. 54 – 10

8. 22 + 5

9. 20 + 18

10. 26 + 45

11. 78 + 4

12.  4 + 21

13. 37 + 17

14. 96 – 7
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ACROSS DOWN

1. Nelson Mandela, 2. ATK FC, 3. Colombo, 4. Stuart 

Robertson, 5. W.G. Grace, 6. Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar.
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Answers: 1. c) 56 kilometres long, 2. True, 3. Blue.
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Dear Ishani Aunty,

My mother does not allow my next-
door friends to visit me. I feel so 
bored. What should I do?

Risha
Dear Risha,

The law is that everyone should stay 
in their own homes. The very pur-
pose of social distancing will be de-
feated if you mingle with each other. 
As the rules are relaxed, you will have 
more company; continue being alert 
and vigilant.

Dear Ishani Aunty,

My grandmother lives with us and I 
love her very much. What should I do 
to protect her from coronavirus?

Dhruvajyoti
Dear Dhruvajyoti,

You must maintain hygiene at all 
times. Before touching her, make 
sure you wash your hands with soap 
and water. Make sure she has a bal-
anced diet that makes her strong and 
immune. I am sure she will be fine.

Dear Ishani Aunty,

I was watching television the other 
day and saw hundreds of migrant la-
bourers walking the highway to their 
homes. There were even children and 
women among them. It made me 
very sad.

Sonia
Dear Sonia,

It made me sad, too. Nobody seemed 
to care about their problems. They 
must have undergone untold suffer-
ings. In a way, we have failed them 
and must make up for it.

Sampriti Hazarika, Class-V,

Suderashan Public School, Guwahati.

NEXT WEEK’S PICTURE

1. The average school pencil
can draw a line – 

a) 36 kilometres long?
b) 46 kilometres long?
c) 56 kilometres long?

2. Chess is considered a 
national sport in Armenia. 

True or false?

2. Which has been voted as 
the favourite crayon colour –

green, blue or red?

AM I JUST A 
PAWN?

I LL CALL IT
‘AFTER LUNCH 
SQUIGGLE ON 
THE FLOOR ..

I VE WORKED
OUT MY SCIENCE 

PROJECT, MRS. TANKS... 
SEE YOU IN ABOUT

A WEEK.

The whoopee cushion
used to be called the
boop-boop a doop!

1

4

5

6

3

Who is known as 

the father of T20 

International Cricket?

Which team became 

the champion team 

of Hero Indian Super 

League-6?

What is the capital of 

Sri Lanka?

2

Who is 

known 

as the 

father of 

cricket?

Which Indian 

legendary cricketer is 

known as the god of 

cricket?

Who became the fi rst 

Black President of South 

Africa?

Q: “Why did the dog 
go for a pedicure?”
Ans: “Because his feet 
were RUFF!”

Q: “What would be 
a sheep’s favourite 
game?”
Ans: “Baa-dminton!”

Ned: “Do you know 
which bird can carry the 
most weight?”
Fred: “No. Which bird?”
Ned: “The crane!”

This became a worldwide plaything.

Nitt: “Do you know what 
type of music would 
balloons be scared of?”
Witt: “No. What? ”
Nitt: “‘Pop’ music!”
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(only4_pol@yahoo.co.uk)

C
hildren love playing and they are very much 
fascinated by toys. A girl child loves to play 
with dolls. Every little girl craves for a Barbie 
doll. But do we know where from and how 
has the Barbie doll originated? Well, Barbie 

is a fashion doll manufactured by the American 
toy-company Mattel, Inc. and launched in 
March, 1959. Barbie’s full name is Barbara 
Millicent Roberts. The credit of creating 
Barbie goes to an American business-
woman Ruth Handler. 

Ruth Handler got the inspiration 
to create Barbie when she 

watched her daughter, 
Barbara, playing with 
paper dolls. She noticed 
that Barbara often enjoyed 
giving them adult roles. However, 
at that time, most children’s 
toy dolls were representations 
of infants. Handler suggested 
the idea of an adult-bodied 
doll to her husband Elliot, a 
co-founder of the Mattel toy 
company. But he thought 

the idea to be unrealistic. 
During a trip to Europe, 
in 1956, with her children 

Barbara and Kenneth, Ruth 
Handler came across a German 
toy doll called Bild Lilli. 
Inspired by this doll, Handler 
reworked the design of the 

doll with the help from 
engineer Jack Ryan, 

210
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This rain cloud has got lost. He 
was supposed to drop his rain 
on a town in the country. Can 
you show him how to get there?

THANKS!

Can you fi nd all the words in this puzzle? Look up, 
down, left, right and diagonally to fi nd them. Some 

of the letters may be used more than once.
There will be some letters left over and they 

will form a word that is not listed below.
The picture is a clue.

ACE

ALARM

CAT

COMET

DAD

DRINK

EARS

EYE

FAT

FISH

HEAR

LION

MAPS

NOSE

RICE

SHELL

SKY

SMELL

SOLD

SUNSET

TRAP

WISE

YES

Mystery word: COMET

Find the differences in the cartoon at right
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Doctor, Doctor, I think I’m a frog.

What’s wrong with that?

I feel I’m going to croak.

Doctor, Doctor, 

I think I’m an 

electric eel.

Oh that’s 

shocking!

and the doll was given a new name, Barbie, after 
Handler’s daughter – Barbara.

Finally on March 9, 1959, the doll Barbie made 
its debut at the American International Toy Fair 
in New York, which is also considered as Barbie’s 

official birthday. The first Barbie doll wore a 
black-and-white zebra-striped swimsuit and 

signature topknot ponytail, and was avail-
able as either a blonde or brunette. The 
doll was marketed as a “Teenage Fash-
ion Model”, with her clothes created by 
Mattel fashion designer Charlotte John-
son. The first Barbie dolls were manu-

factured in Japan. Around 3,50,000 
Barbie dolls were sold during the first year 

of production.
Barbie is a fictional character. She appeared 

in a series of novels published by Random House 
in the 1960s. In the Random House novels, Barbie 
attended Willows High School, while in the Genera-
tion Girl books, published by Golden Books in 1999, 
she attended the fictional Manhattan International 
High School in New York City, based on the real-life 
Stuyvesant High School. 

Barbie products, besides including the range of dolls 
with their clothes and accessories, also include a large 
range of Barbie-branded goods such as books, apparel, 
cosmetics and video games. Barbie has appeared in a 
series of animated films and is a supporting character 
in Toy Story 2 and Toy Story 3. Barbie has become a 
cultural icon and has been given honours that are rare 
in the toy world. Till today Barbie is a popular and 
most desired doll among little girls who always try to 
imitate her style and fashion.



masterpieces
Know your

L.M. Montgomery

Besiege   

a) To restrict

b) Crowd in upon

c) Prepare to defend

d) Abandon

Hone       

a) To sharpen

b) Whittle

c) Lament

d) Make a continuous sound

Quintessential      

a) Urgent

b) Exciting

c) Ideal

d) Especially sensitive

Proprietary        

a) Self-centred

b) Respectable

c) Owned

d) Retiring
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Across: 1. Jellyfi sh, 5. Statue, 7. Kitchen, 8. Fan, 9. Dachshund,

13. Croissant, 15. Gear, 16. Messi.

Down: 2. Headphones, 3. Drum, 4. Duck, 6. Handbell, 10. Sword,

11. Mattress, 12. Mountain, 14. Axe.

SOLUTION

9 ac

14 ac

12 dn

16 ac

15 ac

13 ac

8 ac

5 ac

10 dn

7 ac

11 dn

4 dn

3 dn

2 dn

1 ac

6 dn

Discomfi t          

a) To injure

b) Limit

c) Smooth

d) Upset

Answers:

1. b) Crowd in upon, 

2. c) Ideal,

3. d) Upset, 

4. a) To sharpen,

5. c) Owned.

Virginia Wolf
By Kyo Maclear

Call me by my name
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Canadian Railroad Trilogy
By Gordon Lightfoot

M       
y name is Kavya Aruna 
Arora – that’s according to 
my birth certificate. But if you 
look at the name tags on my 
school books, you’ll find that 

‘Kavya’ has been shortened to ‘K’. That’s 
because those tags are very inconvenient 
for long names. It’s also how it appears on 
my school ID. Not that there’s not enough 
space on the ID too; it’s just that I thought it 
would be cool to have an initial in my name.

But not anymore! So, dare not use ‘K’ 
as an initial while writing my name now! 
Still don’t get it? Tsk! How I wish people 
never got that pun! “K. Aruna Arora”. 
There, I’ve written it! Yes, imagine living 
with a name like that, while the other 
Corona (the virus, I mean) continues to 
wreak havoc in the world!

FYI: I get that ‘K’ from my grand-
mother. My parents thought her name 
was lucky and affixed it to my name! So, 
thank you, Granny! Now I have to survive 
the mortification of being called ‘Karuna’, 
while the world grapples to survive the 
deadly coronavirus pandemic! 

It’s my 12th year on this planet. Some said 
my name was beautiful, while some others 
would ask me to repeat my name one more 
time whenever I was introduced to them. 
The latter ones were obviously the grandpas 
and the grandmas. And I’d promptly tell 
them the name, without giving it a second 
thought. Twelve years on, I’m thinking of 

changing my name. How time changes!
Now, when I look back, I think it’s 

probably that new teacher’s fault. No, it 
was that freaking ‘Falooda’s’ fault! The 
new teacher had appointed him monitor 
and told him to write down the names of 
those who were talking in the class while 
she was away. ‘My fault’ here was that I 
underestimated Falooda and dared talking 
right under his nose. So, he dashed my 
name off on the blackboard, with so little 
space between ‘K’ and ‘Aruna’ that even 
an ant had to squeeze to pass through the 
letters. The teacher came in and called out 

my name, and before I could even react, 
I’d been christened ‘Karuna’! 

So what if those WHO folks have re-
named the virus as COVID-19? The name 
‘Corona’ has already stuck to the virus, just 
like ‘Karuna’ to me! So, my classmates now 
call me ‘Karuna’! My teachers don’t seem to 
have enough of this pun: ‘Hand wash Ka-
rona!’! The newspapers, news channels, Am-
itabh Bachchan, Savlon, Lifebuoy – phew! 
‘Corona’ seems to be the latest buzzword!   

Even my friends have now stooped to 
WhatsApp-ing me music videos of what 
they call ‘Corona Pop’! Of course, I’ve 

blocked all of them.
So, just to escape from all these, I had 

to isolate myself from the rest of the world 
even before they shut down the schools and 
imposed curfew and all that! I was definitely 
not planning to come out of my house until 
everyone forgot my name or something. But 
I no longer have to worry about it, because 
anyway, no one is supposed to get out of 
their houses until normalcy is restored, right?

I can now happily be engrossed in Netflix 
without bothering about my new name, be-
cause everyone calls me ‘Mynah’ at home.

But I forgot how annoying Mom can be 
whenever I’m glued to my phone. She says 
that at this rate, the whole world will be 
infected by the virus but I’ll still be healthy 
because I never socialise with anyone. A 
very lame joke, I know. She also asks me 
what I would do if the situation worsens 
and the internet dies down. 

So, I find myself sitting in this dark room 
for years. Then, one day, I realise I can’t 
use Netflix because there’s no internet. I 
get out of the room only to find that I’m 
the sole survivor on the planet. Corona has 
killed everyone but me!

But I know I’ll survive such an apocalypse 
because all I have to do is open my eyes 
and stop dreaming!

So, I guess what I’m trying to say is that let’s 
just hope the world gets over this ‘pun’demic 
soon... so that, if nothing else, people will at 
least start calling me by my name!

V        
anessa’s sister, 
Virginia, is in 
a “wolf-ish” 
mood – growl-
ing, howling 

and acting very strange. 
It’s a funk so fierce, the 
whole household feels 
topsy-turvy. Vanessa 
tries everything she can 
think of to cheer her up, 
but nothing seems to 
work. Then Virginia tells 
Vanessa about an imagi-
nary, perfect place called 
Bloomsberry. Armed with 
an idea, Vanessa begins to 
paint Bloomsberry on the 
bedroom walls, transform-
ing them into a beautiful 
garden – complete with a ladder and swing so that what was down 
could climb up. Before long, Virginia, too, has picked up a brush 
and undergoes a surprising transformation of her own.

Niloy Kurmi, Class-X (appeared), 

St. Xavier’s School, Biswanath Chariali.

IDIOM OF THE WEEK

Every cloud has a 
silver lining

P        
eople sometimes say that every cloud has 
a silver lining to comfort somebody who 
is having problems. They mean that it is 
always possible to get something positive out 
of a situation, no matter how unpleasant, 

difficult, or even painful it might seem. A silver lining 
is a metaphor for optimism in the common English-
language idiom “Every cloud has a silver lining”.

The origin of the phrase is traced to John Milton’s 
Comus (1634), with the lines, 

Was I deceiv’d, or did a sable cloud 
Tum forth her silver lining on the night?
Cloud seeding to increase precipitation (rain or 

snow) often uses silver iodide as cloud condensation, 
which has led to the ironic use of the expression 
“every cloud has a silver lining” within that industry.

Careless acts

Dear Bhaity, Bhonti,
Every evening, from my balcony, I see a group of young 

boys cycling along our lane. They let out whoops of glee as 
they pick up speed and it is, indeed, a cheerful sight. But, 
what troubles me is that none of them wear masks. They 
also walk arm-in-arm, breaking rules of social distancing. 
I wonder how they can be so careless. I wonder if they wash or 
sanitise their hands. The irresponsibility of a few endangers 
all of us.

Here’s a piece of news. From now on, we will accept your 

contributions only by email. Please mail to 
planet_young@assamtribune.com .

Stay careful, stay safe. Follow the protocol, best wishes.
With love, as always,

T      
his lavishly illustrated book brings Gordon Lightfoot’s heart-
stirring song to readers young and old. Commissioned by 
the CBC 
in 1967 
to mark 

Canada’s centen-
nial year, it elo-
quently describes the 
construction of the 
transcontinental 
railway – “an iron 
road runnin’ from 
the sea to the sea” 
– a great feat of 
nation building that 
changed Canada 
forever. Award-
winning illustrator 
Ian Wallace brings 
the song to visual 
life with his sweep-
ing landscapes and 
evocative portrayals 
of the people who 
lived the building of 
the railroad. The book includes Gordon Lightfoot’s music and lyrics, a 
brief history of the railroad, and notes on the illustrations.

L
ucy Maud Montgomery OBE, published as 
L.M. Montgomery. She was a Canadian 
author, best known for a series of novels 

beginning with Anne of Green Gables. Her 
books have had worldwide appeal. 

Her works include:

Pat of Silver Bush.

The Story Girl.

Emily Trilogy.

Anne of the Island.
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Shashanka Shekhar Sharma,  

Delhi Public School, Guwahati.

Yashvi Khemani, Class-IX,

Holy Child School, Guwahati

Prachuryaa Hazarika, Class-V,

St. Joseph’s Convent H.S School, Tezpur
Navangee Deka,

Holy Child School, Guwahati

Yasir Imdad Rehman, Class-VI,

Delhi Public School, Guwahati

Dheemant K. Doley, Class-IX,

Delhi Public School, Guwahati

Poem of the WeekSketch  of  the  week

Let’s get going!
Wake up, it’s time to rise,
Wake up, else we’ll have to pay the price.
It’s time to rise,
We have to be energised.

Life is not a game of dice,
Let us begin the long drive,
There’s no way you can bribe.

Wake up, we all have to grow,
Else time will flow,
Which waits for none,
It’s time to get our dreams done.

Bagmita Baranya Kashyap, Class-I,

Holy Child SchoolBhargavi Basumatary,

St. Mary’s Sr. Sec. School, Maligaon, Guwahati

Aadishree Nath, 

Tezpur Gurukul, Tezpur

Dishnu Shreya Choudhury,

Shrimanta Shankar Academy, Dispur, Guwahati

Aaheli Sanjay, Class-V,

S.B.O.A. Public School, Guwahati

Yash Khemani, Class-VI,

Shrimanta Shankar Academy, Dispur, Guwahati

My sister
You are my sister,
Cute and charming,
You are so funny,
That I can’t stop laughing!

You don’t succeed,
But learn to try,
Sometimes when you fail,
You lie down and cry.

You are a joker,
You are a singer,
You are a dancer,
You are my cute sister!

Shreyasi Deep Bhattacharya, Class-III,

Maria’s Public School, Guwahati.

Nature cares
Nature is getting spoilt
In the hands of the young and old,
Together, if we change our ways,
Mother Nature will truly praise.
Let us not pollute 
The air, water, land,
Forever extend our helping hand,
And if we stop destroying Nature,
You and I will have a better future.
 
Ahir Raag Goswami, Class-IV, 

Maria’s Public School, Guwahati.

O’ Corona
O’ Corona, why are you here
In the lap of our beautiful mother?
Why are you disturbing us,
And making us sleepless?
Why are you snatching
Our peace and happiness?
Only for you,
The world is crying.
All schools are closed,
Closed, even on the 
Banks of the Brahmaputra.
O’ Corona, please leave us now,
We don’t know how
You get mixed in the air.
Give us freedom, let us fly.

Pritika Nath, Class-VIII,

South Point School, Guwahati.

Teachings of a virus
A virus overcomes the whole Earth,
Leaving its footprints all across.
I am not talking about a computer virus,
But the novel coronavirus, which is a predator,
And we, the humans, are its prey.
We think it’s a creature,
That goes on affecting everybody,
As dictated in fiction and adventure stories.
It has taught us to be neat and clean,
It has made us aware of our surroundings,
And has brought unity
To fight against the pandemic.

Migom Pegu, Class-VIII,

Mother’s Pride School, Dhemaji.
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Life as never before

I
t was the day my annual examinations got over. That day, all my friends were so excited that they could barely remain silent. I 
reached home from school at 12.30 p.m. That very evening, we had to catch a train to Dibrugarh. We stayed there for a few days 
and returned home. I had thought that I would be busy with my swimming and dance classes. But, this did not happen because of the 

coronavirus pandemic.
As there is no vaccine for the disease currently, we should take the preventive measures, such as washing our hands often, maintaining 

social distancing, and avoiding large gatherings. I have been indoors most of the time and at times, I feel bored. But, it is a good opportu-
nity to spend time with family. As for me, I have been reading old books and writing short stories and poems. 

Darshita Saharia, 

Holy Child School, Guwahati.


